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DECLARATION OF ABAGAIL ZEVIAR 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Abagail Zeviar, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as a 

witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Abagail Zeviar. I am sixty years old and I live in Sacramento,

California. I am retired. 

2. At the end of March 2020 I was furloughed because of the Covid-19 pandemic.

During my approximately five-week furlough, I did not receive a paycheck from work and had to 

apply for unemployment benefits.    

3. In approximately April 2020, while I was still furloughed, I was online watching a

YouTube video and I saw an advertisement for an online trading service called Bullseye Trades. 

Someone named Jeff Bishop ran the service. I clicked on the advertisement and this led me to 

another video about the Bullseye Trades service. This was an options trading service. Jeff Bishop 

talked about the enormous profits he was making trading options, and he said his service was 

very easy to use. He said he would do all the work analyzing what options to pick and send out 

alerts once a week on Mondays telling us what trade he was making and the price at which he 

was going to buy and sell. He said all his subscribers have to do is copy the trade he was making 

and we could make money just like him. I had heard about options trading, but not enough to be 

comfortable making my own choices on trades. This service sounded good to me because Jeff 

was going to tell us what trades to make, and when to buy and sell. I purchased the service for 

approximately $600.  

4. Once I signed up for Bullseye Trades, I started to receive emails from the

company that owns the service, RagingBull.com, LLC (“Raging Bull”). The company was very 

aggressive with its marketing and I received many marketing emails promoting Raging Bull’s 

other trading services. Attached as Attachment A are true and correct copies of examples of 

marketing emails I received.  
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5. One email I received after I signed up advertised a service by someone named

Kyle Dennis. The service was called Dollar Ace. It sounded interesting and I wanted to learn 

more about it. I watched what was advertised as a live presentation of Kyle Dennis. As described 

below, Kyle explained how Dollar Ace worked and the benefits.  

6. In this video presentation, Kyle presented himself as a young, self-made

millionaire who made his millions trading. He said that he had received a college degree, but it 

was useless. Kyle talked about his own enormous profits trading, but also had testimonials from 

other subscribers who made large profits trading with him.   

7. Kyle said that his foolproof method is a scanner that identifies small dollar value

options (hence the name “Dollar Ace”) that are trading in large volumes, often indicating some 

kind of insider information that is causing high activity. He pitched this as an options trading 

service where he would show his subscribers his live trading account so they could watch what 

he was trading while he was making the trades, and text his subscribers real-time options trades 

that they could duplicate with their own options trading account. He said that he was making 

money hand over fist and he had a magic formula that he would show his subscribers to help 

grow their accounts.  

8. Kyle emphasized that we did not need to have any experience in options trading,

he was promoting this for people who had small accounts, and trading would only take 10 

minutes per day. Specifically, he pitched it heavily as a service for beginners, but mentioned he 

has video lessons to watch if necessary. He said if you have a small account, you can build it up 

quickly and easily with this service and turn a little money into millions. He also said that you 

only need 10 minutes a day to be successful with this service. Kyle stressed that we would not 

have to spend a lot of time watching the market. 

9. Kyle also said that it does not matter if it is a bull or bear market because this

service works in any kind of market and he can make money in either market. He stressed that he 

knew how to trade options and he would do all the work for us. During the video, he talked about 

his enormous profits using this service and there were other people writing in the chat box on the 
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side of the video stating they made money too. One person wrote that they just made $2,000 the 

day before. I thought this service sounded like a better fit for me than Bullseye Trades and I 

thought it would be great if I could build up my account. I also knew that I did not want to day 

trade because I believed that I would be going back to work in the near future.  

10. On April 27, I purchased Dollar Ace for $2499. I purchased because of the

promise of the live alerts. I normally work a full time job and do not have time to sit in front of a 

computer all day. Kyle promised that he would do all the work, place his trade and text his 

subscribers the exact trade so we can duplicate it. I paid by credit card. He advertised that there 

was a trial period, so I thought there was little risk.  For $2499, Kyle promised live real time 

trade alerts, trades that could be duplicated, a chat room and access to the live feed of his scanner 

that alerts him to potential trades. Attached as Attachment B is a true and correct copy of my 

invoice from Raging Bull. It indicates that there is a trial period on the invoice.  

11. I purchased the service on a Thursday or Friday, but I was not able to try out the

alerts until the following Monday. I was ready on Monday morning with my TD Ameritrade 

account open. Kyle texted three different trades. I immediately went in and attempted to make 

the exact same trades. On each and every one, the trades no longer existed for the prices Kyle 

alerted on. However, on his live portfolio, it showed that he was making money. I believe that 

because the types of trades he is making are on extremely low dollar amount options, the prices 

change very quickly and it is very difficult to get in at the price he alerts to his subscribers. It is 

also important to sell the option at the correct time, but by the time the text came that he sold, the 

price was not the same as the alert, and my window of opportunity to make money had passed.  I 

was not actually able to make any of the trades Kyle made. 

12. In Kyle’s video presentation, he said over and over again that you only needed 10

minutes per day and anyone with a small account could use the service. But, this was not true. I 

waited for him to tell me when to get in and out of the trade and I did not get the alerts in time to 

make the same trades. I sat in front of my computer, even though that is not what he said we 

would have to do, and I still could not make the same trades. I knew that if I could not do this 
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when I was sitting in front of my computer waiting for the trades, I would not be able to do it 

when I was back to work after my furlough ended. In Kyle’s video presentation, he specifically 

said he would do all the work, he would alert us to the trade, and we could duplicate his trade. 

He stressed that we do not have to sit in front of our computer all day.    

13. I called Raging Bull customer service to complain and the person told me that I

could watch Kyle’s scanner running live throughout the day and make my own trades instead of 

relying on the live alerts. However, I told the customer service representative I cannot sit and 

watch his stock scanner all day because I have a full time job, and that is not what he told us in 

the video presentation. Kyle sold me the service based on the live alerts. I told the representative 

that I would never have purchased the service if I knew I had to sit in front of a computer all day.  

14. I then asked the representative for a refund and he told me there were no refunds.

I told him that I only purchased the service three business days ago and I just tried it for the first 

time that day. I believed I should have been able to get out of any contract within three days. 

Kyle said on the video that there was a trial period and I thought that I should be within that trial 

period since I just purchased a few days before. The customer service representative would not 

give me a refund, but instead tried to sell me on a different service, Total Alpha. I told him that I 

did not trust Raging Bull any longer and did not want any of the services. If Kyle is making 

millions as he claims, I do not understand why Raging Bull cannot refund my money.  

15. Kyle made the trial period sound like it was risk free, but he was vague on the

specifics, and repeated that we would love the service so much, that we would not want to 

cancel. However, when I looked at the fine print of the trial period after I purchased, it said that 

if you do not like the service after thirty days, you can choose a different service, but nothing 

about a refund. 

16. On April 30, 2020, I made a complaint with the Better Business Bureau so that

other potential customers could see what happened to me. 

17. I called a few more times and the Raging Bull representatives gave me the

runaround. I contacted my bank to start the chargeback process. I decided to dispute only the 
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charge for Dollar Ace since I never used Bullseye Trades. After that, I received a call from 

Raging Bull and the representative tried to give me another service and tried to convince me to 

drop the chargeback.  

18. On June 22, 2020, Justus, from Raging Bull, emailed me and said he noticed that I

had disputed a charge and wanted to make sure that everything was alright with my purchase. He 

told me that “if the dispute was a mistake, you could easily withdraw it by calling the number on 

the back of your credit card.” I responded by telling him “I tried immediately to cancel the Dollar 

Ace subscription once I realized what it really was. In my opinion Kyle did not accurately 

describe what it was. He was selling it as something that would take an easy 10 minutes of your 

day and was designed for someone with a smaller account to help rebuild it after the crash. This 

is absolutely not true and I don’t want to go over all the same points I have made to you guys 

already twice when I had someone on the phone. I simply requested a refund within 3 days of 

signing up…I am a 60 year old woman who lost a bunch of money in the crash and I cannot 

afford more loss.” Attached as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of the email exchange. 

19. Bank of America granted me a chargeback and I received the money back that I

paid for the Dollar Ace subscription.  However, Raging Bull disputed the decision to grant me 

the chargeback and told Bank of America that I was currently using the subscription.  Bank of 

America then put the charge back on my credit card.  Raging Bull lied to Bank of America 

because I have not used the subscription since the first day I logged in and realized that I could 

not make the same trades that Kyle was making.  In addition, I am no longer receiving any text 

alerts or emails from the Dollar Ace subscription.  I am currently talking to Bank of America 

about this issue and will be providing information to support my position.   

20. Kyle said we were in tough times and he wants to help people make money, but I
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believe Raging Bull seeks to take advantage of people who are at their lowest with the market 

downturn. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: ~ £i 
Sacramento, Califora 

,2020 
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From: Kyle Dennis <Kyle@Biotechbreakouts.com>

Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 9:16 PM

To: 

Subject: Does This Apply To You?

image

Maybe you’re still skeptical.

Attachment A
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Eh… With Jeff’s track record and the enormous amount of proof he’s

shown you, that just can’t be the case.

So maybe you’re worried that High Octane doesn't check all the boxes

for you.

Concerned about growing your small account?

He’s been there! He started trading with just a puny $2,000 to his

name.

He developed High Octane as a service capable of growing nearly ANY

sized account… Big or small.

In fact, he expects you to be able to get into a vast majority of his

trades for less than $1,000.

No experience?

No problem. He has 22 years of experience under his belt, he’s minted

millionaire traders, and he’s ready to guide you in the right direction

every step of the way.

No time?

Holla! This one resonates with me.

But with High Octane, all you have to worry about is THREE trades

per week, with 100%+ profit targets.

30 minutes a day should do the trick.

And I’m sure all of you have 30 minutes to spare to make some

money…

But you’re running out of time as we speak.

This limited time training session won’t last forever.

Jeff is prepared to teach you how to apply his High Octane System,

Attachment A
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and even how you can get your hands on all of his trade alerts for

years to come.

Join him right here.

image

Kyle Dennis

 Remove me from Biotech Breakouts Free Newsletter

 Click here to unsubscribe and stop receiving exclusive emails from

kyle@biotechbreakouts.com

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC (“RagingBull”) subscription, website, application or

other service (“Services”), please review our full disclaimer located at https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer. FOR

EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. Any RagingBull Service

offered is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT be construed as a securities-related offer

or solicitation, or be relied upon as personalized investment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a

licensed or registered professional before making any investment decision. RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL

OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information regarding the historical trading performance of

RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of non-employees depicting profitability that are believed to be

true based on the representations of the persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers’ trading

results have NOT been tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and

the results presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of

Attachment A
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factors such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital deployed.

Investing in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some, all, or possibly more than

your original investment. RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither

RagingBull nor any of its owners or employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment advisor

(IA), or IA representative with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securities regulatory

authority, or any self-regulatory organization. WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been

paid directly or indirectly by the issuer of any security mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its

owners, and its employees may purchase, sell, or hold long or short positions in securities of the companies

mentioned in this communication.

Click Here To Unsubscribe From All RagingBull Emails

62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States
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RagingBull Elite

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:07 PM

To: 

Subject: Why This Stock Could Double In Less Than 30 Days

Attachment A
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I’ve just received an urgent message from Kyle Dennis. He is 

about to pull the trigger on what he believes can be his 

biggest catalyst trade of the year.

Why should you care? 

Because Kyle made over $2.3M in trading profits so far in 

2020*, primarily from trading catalyst situations like the one 

you’re about to hear about.  

Dear Abagail,

My feet are tapping the floor as I’m writing this…

No… I’m not nervous. 

In fact, the contrary. 

I believe I’ve unlocked my next monster trade... 

...a trade which potentially doubles or even triples my investment 

within the next thirty days or less. 

I’ll explain to you why timing is so critical in just a moment. 

But first, allow me to tell you more about this opportunity and how to 

get your hands on my latest Sniper Report Alert.  

It involves two of the most influential figures in Hollywood and 

Entertainment. 

Combined they have +265M social media followers (just from 

Facebook and Twitter) and a net worth of $3 billion. 

And together, I believe they are about to disrupt the $4.5T global 

Attachment A
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wellness economy. 

But that’s not all. 

These A-list celebs aren’t just paid spokespeople…

They are (significant) shareholders in this small-cap company…

… the subject of my latest Sniper Report…

I’m actually shocked that shares are trading at such a discount. 

After all, this company just tweaked its business model…

They’ve made two key decisions that most of Wall Street is 

overlooking. 

1. 

They’ve shifted from a small niche in the health space and now 

encompass a broader audience focused on overall wellness. 

This increases their potential market by more than 10-fold. And 

having star power behind them, makes me believe they can start 

taking market share quickly. 

2. 

The firm already has millions of digital subscribers. However, as it 

expands its product and service lines, I really do believe there is 

substantial growth here. Especially if star celebs send out tweets 

and Instagram posts—bringing awareness to them. 

And that’s the thing…

My latest Sniper Report Alert is set to release quarterly earnings in 

Attachment A
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less than 30 days. 

Based on the recent options activity I’ve seen (bullish)...

I believe someone is betting it pre-releases some of its digital 

subscription numbers…

I also believe those numbers will be strong… and send the stock 

soaring higher. 

Now is the time to get in, and potentially ride shares up leading into 

the earnings event. 

It has all the recipes of being a big winner…

And if there is one thing I’ve done in 2020…

...score large gains*…

Now, I’m looking to pull the trigger on this very shortly…

Attachment A
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This stock has a history of running wild, and I’d like to get in it before it 

moves. 

If you want the full details on how I intend to trade this pick and a real-

time trade alert…

Along with my brand new Sniper Report—subscribe now. 

Personally, I think this is a no-brainer. 

And if you want to ensure you receive my special alert—make sure 

you’re subscribed to Sniper Report. 

I’ll try my best to get you more information about the trade…

But I wanted to get something out to you now, just in case, there is no 

second chance. 

Like I said, I don’t want the company to pre-announce numbers early, 

Attachment A
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or some analyst firm comes out and gives them a bullish 

recommendation—before I’m in the trade. 

And with earnings around the corner, I believe we’ll hear more people 

talking about this stock…

That’s why I want to get in now...If you want in, make sure you’re 

subscribed to the Sniper Report. 

Now, when you join Sniper Report you’ll not only receive this special 

alert, but you’ll also gain access to:

12-months of my highest conviction catalyst-swing trade ideas

A real-time look at my portfolio stream

My entire trading academy and training lessons. 

But as much as I would love to tell you that you have time— the 

market waits for no one. 

I will be announcing this play any day now. 

Get instant access to my alert as soon as it drops. 

I’m not kidding when I say it can double in a few short weeks (or even 

more if you decide to play it with options).

And you know what else?

I didn’t reach $9M in trading profits by sitting on the sidelines.*

When the market gives me a favorable opportunity I take it. 
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That’s how I’ve built my wealth. 

Of course, I can’t place trades for you. 

It’s on you to decide. 

The clock is ticking.

Kyle Dennis

P.S. The last time I had a high conviction swing trade idea like this one 

was on June 8th, the stock was OPK, a position which has gained 

more than 46% in less than a month*. Don’t miss my next Sniper 

Alert, it could be massive. 

*Results presented are not typical and may vary from person to

person. Please see our disclaimer here: ragingbull.com/disclaimer

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription,

website,application or other service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at

https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE.

AnyRagingBull Service offered is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT
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beconstrued as a securities-related offer or solicitation, or be relied upon as

personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed or registered

professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information

regarding the historical trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of

non-employees depicting profitability that are believed to be true based on the representations of the

persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers' trading results have NOT been

tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and the results

presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of

factors such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital

deployed. Investing in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose

some, all, or possibly more than your original investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull

nor any of its owners or employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment

advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any state

securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the

issuer of any security mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and

itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or short positions in securities of the companies mentioned

inthis communication.
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RagingBull Elite

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:05 PM

To: 

Subject: Meeting user demands
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Hey Abagail,

After over 20 years trading the market…

And time spent educating traders for nearly 8…

I’ve been around the block, and I know what people want.

IT’S NOT:

-Spending multiple hours trading every day

-Taking over 20 trades a week

-Monitoring positions non-stop

Ain’t nobody got time for that!

Now, I’m going to say something I maybe shouldn’t.

But I’m ok with it…

If you show up to the free session I’m hosting tomorrow at 2PM and 

learn my “Big Money” strategy…

The one that will show you: 

1. 

The two high-probability patterns I’m constantly looking for

2. 

How I have 100% conviction in a trade

3. 

How I develop a complete trade plan

Then you COULD find setups like this all on your own! 

You might not even need me.

But it all starts tomorrow with the 3 Keys to my “Big Money” trading.

Show up tomorrow with me for around one hour while I walk you 

through each, and show you how I’m putting these to work daily in my 

own trading.

Seats are filling…

Rumors are circulating…
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Click here now to secure your spot at tomorrow’s 2pm session.

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription,

website,application or other service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at

https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE.

AnyRagingBull Service offered is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT

beconstrued as a securities-related offer or solicitation, or be relied upon as

personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed or registered

professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information

regarding the historical trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of

non-employees depicting profitability that are believed to be true based on the representations of the

persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers' trading results have NOT been

tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and the results

presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of

factors such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital

deployed. Investing in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose

some, all, or possibly more than your original investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull

nor any of its owners or employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment

advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any state

securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the

issuer of any security mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and

itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or short positions in securities of the companies mentioned

inthis communication.
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From: Bullseye Trades <support@ragingbull.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:01 PM

To: 

Subject: Bullseye Tip of the Week: Knowing When to Say When
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Hey, Bullseye traders.

If any of you were awaiting the final outcome on Rick’s

MDB credit spread from last week’s open mic night, the

win streak officially extended to 3-for-3!

Alternate text

We’re all wondering, Rick… CAT put spread, or nah?*
Tag #BullseyeTrades & let us know.

As for me, visitors to our Bullseye comment section may

already be aware that I’m in this week’s CAT trade at an

entry price of $3.50 on the July 24 $130 calls. With the big
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gap higher in stocks to start the week, that’s an entry zone

I’m pretty comfortable with.

If you jumped into CAT, or one of my other “runner up”

Bullseye picks, be sure to keep me posted on your progress

by tagging #BullseyeTrades on Twitter or dropping me a

note in the comments section.

And if you want even more trade ideas, clear your schedule

for this Thursday, July 9, at 2:00 PM Eastern.

I’m about to make three $20K options trades, and you can

sign up now to join me live as I share these top new

ideas for the first time… before they take off.
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Hope to see you there!

Turning to our Bullseye tip of the week, I’ve gotten a few

questions lately about when to exit a trade. Say, perhaps,

a call option where the underlying stock is moving in the

right direction, but the constant bleed-out of implied

volatility is throwing haymakers at your P/L anyway. (Stern

side-eye at MDB -- the real pro tip was to steal Rick’s

spread trade!)

But since we’ve recently covered position entry in such

loving detail, it seems only right that today we talk about a

couple of different ways to approach position exits.

Of course, as with all things in trading, the choices you

make will ultimately be down to your own personal

preferences and risk tolerance -- but here are a couple of

pro-level trade plan possibilities to give you a running start

on finding your own stop zones.

Click here to continue reading.
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DISCLAIMER:  To more ful ly underst and any Ragingbul l .com,  LLC ("RagingBul l") subscript ion,  websit e,  appl icat ion or ot her

service ("Services"),  please review our ful l  disclaimer locat ed at  ht t ps: / / ragingbul l .com/  disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE.  Any RagingBul l  Service of fered is for

educat ional and informat ional purposes only and should NOT be construed as a securities-related offer or solicitation,  or

be relied upon as personalized investment advice.  RagingBul l  st rongly recommends you consult  a l icensed or regist ered

professional before making any invest ment  decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED.  RagingBul l  Services may cont ain informat ion regarding t he hist orical

t rading performance of  RagingBul l  owners or employees,  and/ or t est imonials of  non-employees depict ing prof it abil i t y t hat

are bel ieved t o be t rue based on t he represent at ions of  t he persons volunt ari ly providing t he t est imonial .  However,

subscribers' trading results have NOT been tracked or verified and past  performance is not  necessari ly indicat ive of  fut ure

result s,  and the results presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL.  Act ual result s wil l  vary widely given a variet y

of  fact ors such as experience,  skil l ,  r isk mit igat ion pract ices,  market  dynamics and t he amount  of  capit al  deployed.  Investing

in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some,  all,  or possibly more than your original

investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER.  Neit her RagingBul l  nor any of  i t s owners or

employees is regist ered as a securit ies broker-dealer,  broker,  invest ment  advisor (IA),  or IA represent at ive wit h t he U.S.

Securit ies and Exchange Commission,  any st at e securit ies regulat ory aut horit y,  or any self -regulat ory organizat ion.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED.  RagingBul l  has not  been paid direct ly or indirect ly by t he issuer of  any securit y

ment ioned in t he Services.  However,  Ragingbul l .com,  LLC,  it s owners,  and it s employees may purchase,  sel l ,  or hold long or

short  posit ions in securit ies of  t he companies ment ioned in t his communicat ion.
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From: Raging Bull Insider <insider@ragingbullinsider.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:00 PM

To: 

Subject: Last Chance is HERE
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A good trader knows how to pick their moments. 

They coil, and then they strike. 

...And Jeff Bishop is getting ready to strike. 

You might be surprised to learn that the best traders don’t spend a 

whole lot of time actually trading. 

Most of their time is spent hunting, analyzing, and stalking their 

next trade before capitalizing on the small window of opportunity to 

execute. 

That window of opportunity for Jeff’s 3 $20,000 trades is 

narrowing… Quickly. 

If you’re not in attendance for his live event today at 2pm, then 

there's a good chance that they take off without you…

Today, Jeff will be revealing everything you need to know 
about 3 trades that he believes will 3x his money before 

August 1st.

Who doesn't want a little extra summer spending money?

I know even the most skeptical will click this link and make sure 

they’re on this list.
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Your last chance is right HERE.

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Special
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Click Here to stop receiving emails from insider@ragingbullinsider.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription, website,application or other

service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. AnyRagingBull Service offered

is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT beconstrued as a securities-related offer or

solicitation, or be relied upon as personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed

or registered professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information regarding the historical

trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of non-employees depicting profitability that are

believed to be true based on the representations of the persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers'

trading results have NOT been tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and

the results presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of factors

such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital deployed. Investing in

securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some, all, or possibly more than your original

investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull nor any of its owners or

employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the issuer of any security

mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or

short positions in securities of the companies mentioned inthis communication.
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RagingBull Elite

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:34 PM

To: 

Subject: “Wait… He’s Doing WHAT?”
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I just got word from Jeff…

He’s given us the green light to open up LAST MINUTE 
REGISTRATIONS for today’s event.

Today at 2pm ET, he’s going live to reveal what he looks for in 
a “Big Money Trade”, and to give you the details surrounding 
the THREE trades he’s planning on putting $20,000 into.

And these aren't just your run of the mill trades, either…

They’re high conviction trades that he’s been hunting for the last 
week, that he believes will each return 100% or more before 
the end of July. 

Just to give you a taste, check out some of his hot trades for the 
month of June:

So if you’ve got an hour of your time to spare today to learn how 

you could get your hands on 3 trades that Jeff expects similar 

results from... Then click here to get on today’s event list.

If you feel like you’ve got something better to do - well - okay then! 

But don’t come running to me if these trades take off without you...
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The opportunity is here. Take it or leave it…

Get on this list before it’s too late!

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription,

website,application or other service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at

https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE.

AnyRagingBull Service offered is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT

beconstrued as a securities-related offer or solicitation, or be relied upon as

personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed or registered

professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information

regarding the historical trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of

non-employees depicting profitability that are believed to be true based on the representations of the

persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers' trading results have NOT been

tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and the results

presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of

factors such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital

deployed. Investing in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose

some, all, or possibly more than your original investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull

nor any of its owners or employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment

advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any state

securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the

issuer of any security mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and
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itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or short positions in securities of the companies mentioned

inthis communication.
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From: Raging Bull Insider <insider@ragingbullinsider.com>

Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 3:46 PM

To: 

Subject: Sniper Alert Dropping
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Kyle Dennis just sent out this important message. He’s about
to pull the trigger on what he believes can be his biggest
catalyst trade of the year.

A stock he believes can more than double within the next few
weeks.

Kyle made nearly $10M in career trading profits*, primarily
from trading catalyst situations like the one he’s going to
share below.

Dear Abagail,

They say past performance is not indicative of future

results…

So let’s forget that I’ve made over $2,300,000 over the last

six months. 

And I’m nearing $10M in career trading profits. 

Let’s just focus on the opportunity at hand. 

I’m about to pull the trigger on a health and wellness stock

that could bring back…

$2 to $3 For Every $1 I Invest

The catalyst?

Earnings. 

The company is set to release in less than four weeks. 
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However, every month they’ve issued a press release. 

Alternate text

I’m expecting a press release for July at any moment now. 

And if it’s anything like what they reported last month, it could

be enough to send the stock skyrocketing higher. 

I think Wall Street is grossly underestimating the work the

company has done to get in tune with the new stay at home

economy. 

Moreover, they’ve recruited two of the most famous people

on the planet to help them get the brand name out there. 
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Not only do I believe there is huge upside near term, but I

also feel like this stock could reward investors for years to

come. 

Honestly, it feels like a no-brainer to me. 

That’s why I’m set to pull the trigger very soon.

And you know what?

You’re going to miss it. 

Last time I had a special Sniper Report Alert, the stock

surged by more than 50% in less than a month…

Heck, traders are still tweeting to me about it*….
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Alternate text
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Alternate text

Could my next Sniper Alert be even bigger and better?

Maybe…

But does it even matter, if you’re gonna miss it?

Don’t play the woulda...coulda...shoulda game. 

Sniper Alert is dropping soon.

If you wait any longer, this opportunity could be gone.
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Don’t put this off for another second.

Get In Now.

Alternate text

Kyle Dennis

*RagingBull.com, LLC utilizes select testimonials depicting profitability that are believed to be true based on the
representations of the persons providing the testimonial. Please see our full disclaimer here: ragingbull.com/disclaimer
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from insider@ragingbullinsider.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription, website,application or other

service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. AnyRagingBull Service offered

Special
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is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT beconstrued as a securities-related offer or

solicitation, or be relied upon as personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed

or registered professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information regarding the historical

trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of non-employees depicting profitability that are

believed to be true based on the representations of the persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers'

trading results have NOT been tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and

the results presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of factors

such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital deployed. Investing in

securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some, all, or possibly more than your original

investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull nor any of its owners or

employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the issuer of any security

mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or

short positions in securities of the companies mentioned inthis communication.
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From: Raging Bull Insider <insider@ragingbullinsider.com>

Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 12:01 AM

To: 

Subject: Join Here Before 8AM July 10th [TOMORROW!]
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I just did something…

Oh shoot.

I’m going to be in so much trouble.

You know how I promised you access to the Three $20,000 Bets I’m 

making next week?

Well, today at my live event I was talking about them, and I decided I 

couldn’t wait.

I thought “WHAT THE HELL! I’ll release an extra bonus trade for 

tomorrow!”

I got so excited, it just slipped out.

Oops…

The secret’s out!

Tomorrow’s BONUS TRADE is MTCH, and I blurted it out to 5,000 

people - LOL!

Now, it’s true I released that ticker for free.
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For the full trade plan though, as well as the 3 picks that I’m putting 

$20,000 into next week… 

You have to JUMP IN HERE.

But, WAIT!

Before you take your free pick and run…

You’re going to want to hear this.

I’m offering all 4 of these full trade plans to you, 3 of them I have 

$20,000 conviction in, all for just $199.

My favorite high conviction “Crossover” Pattern is setting up perfectly, 

and I’m drooling while I wait to pull the trigger.

The last time I saw this pattern set up this perfectly, the option 

contracts I alerted made 150% over the weekend, and 378% in one 

week!  

Next week’s three trades have the same goal.
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And I’m inviting you to get in on the action with me.

The release schedule is as follows:

And don’t forget, tomorrow around 8 AM I’ll be releasing the full trade 

plan on my MTCH bonus pick. 

I’m offering you FOUR Big Money Trades, and FOUR opportunities to 

double your money.

ACT NOW!

Click here right now to see for yourself!
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Jeff Bishop

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from insider@ragingbullinsider.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Special
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DISCLAIMER: To more fully understand any Ragingbull.com, LLC ("RagingBull") subscription, website,application or other

service ("Services"), please review our full disclaimer located at https://ragingbull.com/disclaimer.

FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY; NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE. AnyRagingBull Service offered

is for educational and informational purposes only and should NOT beconstrued as a securities-related offer or

solicitation, or be relied upon as personalizedinvestment advice. RagingBull strongly recommends you consult a licensed

or registered professional before making any investment decision.

RESULTS PRESENTED NOT TYPICAL OR VERIFIED. RagingBull Services may contain information regarding the historical

trading performance of RagingBull owners or employees, and/or testimonials of non-employees depicting profitability that are

believed to be true based on the representations of the persons voluntarily providing the testimonial. However, subscribers'

trading results have NOT been tracked or verified and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and

the results presented in this communication are NOT TYPICAL. Actual results will vary widely given a variety of factors

such as experience, skill, risk mitigation practices, market dynamics and the amount of capital deployed. Investing in

securities is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some, all, or possibly more than your original

investment.

RAGINGBULL IS NOT AN INVESTMENT ADVISOR OR REGISTERED BROKER. Neither RagingBull nor any of its owners or

employees is registered as a securities broker-dealer, broker, investment advisor(IA), or IA representative with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission, any state securitiesregulatory authority, or any self-regulatory organization.

WE MAY HOLD SECURITIES DISCUSSED. RagingBull has not been paid directly or indirectly by the issuer of any security

mentioned in the Services. However, Ragingbull.com, LLC, its owners, and itsemployees may purchase, sell, or hold long or

short positions in securities of the companies mentioned inthis communication.
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From: RagingBull.com, LLC <receipts+acct_1DTsNJCSThvwjdTa@stripe.com>

Sent: Monday, April 27, 2020 8:29 PM

To: 

Subject: Your receipt from RagingBull.com, LLC #2111-4563

Receipt from RagingBull.com, LLC

Invoice #45B17F8C-0003

Receipt #2111-4563

AMOUNT PAID

$2,499.00

DATE PAID

April 27, 2020

PAYMENT METHOD

Mastercard  – 

SUMMARY

APR 27, 2020

Dollar Ace Unlimited Subscription × 1 $2,499.00

APR 27, 2020 – APR 28, 2021

Trial period for Dollar Ace Unlimited × 1 $0.00

Amount paid $2,499.00
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If you have any questions, contact RagingBull.com, LLC at

support@ragingbull.com or call at +1 833-265-1270.
 

 

 

   

 

 Download as PDF  

 

 Something wrong with the email? View it in your browser.  

 

You're receiving this email because you made a purchase at RagingBull.com, LLC, which

partners with Stripe to provide invoicing and payment processing.
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From: Justus (RagingBull.com) <support@ragingbull.zendesk.com>

Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 7:22 PM

To: 

Subject: [RagingBull.com] Re: Hi! How is everything going?

 

# # -  Please type your reply above this line -# #

Your request  (792046)  has been solved. To reopen this request , reply to this em ail. See the

latest  com m ents below:

Justus (RagingBull.com)

Jun 24, 2020, 3:22 PM EDT

Abagail, 

Thanks for getting back to me. 

As far as the refund goes, we are no longer in the hands of that since you

have disputed the charge. It is now ultimately up to the bank. However, you

bought this service for a reason, whether that was to learn the stock market

from a beginners standpoint, have been trading on your own with some

success and need some help on new strategies, focus on retirement or

supplementing your income- RagingBull is here to help guide you in the

right direction towards those life alerting goals. If Bullseye Trades was not a

good fit, we do offer a variety of service and I'd be happy to find a service

that would be a great fit! 

All the best, 


Justus

VIP Client Services

(833) 265-1270

https://ragingbull.com

https://ragingbull.com/our-experts

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ragingbull
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https://www.facebook.com/RagingBullTrading 


Abagail Zeviar

Jun 23, 2020, 9:12 AM EDT

Hello Justus,

I tried immediately to cancel the Dollar Ace subscription once I realized

what it really was. In my opinion Kyle did not accurately describe what it

was. He was selling it as something that would take an easy 10 minutes of

your day and was designed for someone with a smaller account to help

rebuild it after the crash. This is absolutely not true and I don't want to go

over all the same points I have made to you guys already twice when I had

someone on the phone. I simply requested a refund within 3 days of

signing up. Yes, there was a weekend in there pushing it to 5 days but I

could not reach you on a weekend so that is irrelevant. Bank of America has

removed the charge from my card and I hope that you guys will just let this

drop and let me move on with my life. I am a 60 year old woman who lost a

bunch of money in the crash and I cannot afford more loss. PLEASE

consider this a closed issue. I do not have any interest in any of your other

products. It is not for me. I did not dispute my other subscription with you

guys but I will not be renewing it in the future. I just want to move on from

this. Your company is probably great for young guys who want to tweak out

in front of their computers half the day but once again, not for me.

Thank you,

Abagail Zeviar

________________________________

From: Justus (RagingBull.com) <support@ragingbull.zendesk.com>

Sent: Monday, June 22, 2020 8:58 PM

To: 

Subject: [RagingBull.com] Re: Hi! How is everything going?

Justus (RagingBull.com)

Jun 22, 2020, 4:58 PM EDT

Hello there, 
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Justus from RagingBull reaching out to you today. How is everything going? 

I noticed that you disputed a charge from us recently. We wanted to reach

out and make sure everything was all right with your purchase and see if

there's anything we can do to resolve any problems you might have had. 

Alternatively, if the dispute was a mistake, you could easily withdraw it by

calling the number on the back of your credit card. Thanks so much -- we

really appreciate your business and look forward to working with you!

Reach out shortly, 



Justus

VIP Client Services

(833) 265-1270

https://ragingbull.com

https://ragingbull.com/our-experts

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ragingbull

https://www.facebook.com/RagingBullTrading

]

Thank You for Contact ing Support .

[OLKOMZ-Z2Y9]
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1 

DECLARATION OF ALAN ADELSON 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Alan Adelson, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as a 

witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Alan Adelson. I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in

Jacksonville, Florida.  

2. I am retired, but from about 1970 to 1995 I worked as a stock broker for various

companies, including Lehman Brothers.  

3. I first heard of RagingBull.com LLC (“Raging Bull”) in March 2017.

4. In approximately March 2017, I was on the Internet and watched a video

presentation about a service called JasonBondPicks. Jason Bond, the presenter, said he has made 

millions trading in the stock market and he has a service where he sends out stock alerts. I decided 

to subscribe to the newsletter called JasonBondPicks. I believe the subscription was free. 

5. I received a welcome email on March 2, 2017. The email said that I would receive

a stock watchlist (stocks he is keeping his eye on), trade alerts (“showing you where I’m currently 

putting my money”), and video lessons that were supposed to reveal Bond’s trading methods and 

techniques.  The email said that Jason Bond was offering these services for free because he wants 

subscribers “to see firsthand how and why my proven trading process could potentially maximize 

your trading profits…in record time!” The email also said “You’re here because you want to 

become a winning stock trader. You want to make more money from your trades. You want to take 

your life to the next level. And you don’t want to make costly mistakes. So that’s why I’m here to 

teach you my proven strategy, while providing you with the tools you need to make it happen.” 

The email is signed, “Trading Up, Jason Bond Your millionaire stock trading mentor (emphasis in 

original).” The email contained a postscript that said “In my next email, you’ll see how a former 

gym teacher made $11,202 in only 4 days. I promise you’re going to like this case study.” The 

bottom of the email says that “RagingBull.com, LLC” is the publisher of JasonBondPicks. 

Attached as Attachment A is a true and correct copy of this email. 
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6. At the same time I signed up for the JasonBondPicks newsletter, I believe I also 

signed up for another service called Biotech Breakouts. Kyle Dennis was the co-founder and 

Director of Biotech Breakouts, and I believe that it was a part of Raging Bull.  I do not recall 

whether or not I paid for this service.  On March 2, 2017, I received a welcome email from Kyle 

Dennis. The email states in part, “So get ready! In the coming days, I’m going to be sending you 

actionable insights, strategies and key information about the system I personally used to turn a 

small $15,000 investment into more than $1,700,000 in less than 5 years. And guess what? I’m 

going to show you how I went from a broke college student to a self-made millionaire by the age 

of 25…and how I did that without setting foot on Wall Street.” The email also said “I make a 

‘killing’ trading stocks from my home office…” and “when I’m done trading for the day, I go 

outside, throw down the top of my new Porsche Cabriolet, and take some time to enjoy the 

beautiful sights and sounds of Southern California.” Kyle then says “Well, in my next email, I’m 

going to show you the facts and figures behind my meteoric rise to self-made millionaire status. 

You’ll be amazed when you see how I did it so quickly!” Attached as Attachment B is a true and 

correct copy of this email.  

7. I received many daily emails after I subscribed to the two newsletters. I received 

real time trade alerts over email, frequent updates on Jason Bond’s profits, and emails about 

upcoming webinars and new products and services offered by Raging Bull. 

8. On March 23, 2017, I received an email from JasonBondPicks with the subject 

line, “$43,000 profit for me, Petra’s webinar TONIGHT & Thursday’s watch list.” The email 

stated, “SNAP, crackle, pop! $22,000 profit for me on SNAP Wednesday, 172% on the options 

and another 10% on the shares. ALL from my IPHONE. I’ve made $43,000 this week in the 

Millionaire Roadmap from the Great Wolf Lodge.” The email also advertised a new service called 

PetraPicks.com. The email claimed it was “the ideal system for people who work full time jobs, 

mothers working from home, or anyone who just can’t be tied to the computer all day to watch 

the market tick-by-tick.” I watched the webinar, but I did not purchase that service. Sometime 
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later, I read that Petra had been fired for something illegal and it was brought up to Raging Bull. 

Attached as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of the email. 

9. On March 27, 2017, I received an email from Jason Bond about a webinar in the 

chat room to be held that evening. The email also stated, “as you know I’m avg. $2,300 a day 

right now trading part time. That’s about 134% or $134,000 in 2017.” The email also contains a 

screenshot from his cellphone showing profits and losses from particular trades. The screenshot 

shows that he is positive $21,610.90. Attached as Attachment D is a true and correct copy of the 

email. 

10. I do not remember if I used these two services. I also do not recall if I paid for the 

services. I reached out to Raging Bull in June 2020 to see what information they had on my 

subscriptions, and the customer service department could not find any paid subscriptions for me 

from 2017. Likewise, I could not find any charges on my credit card statements.  

11. Between January 2019 and June 2019, I purchased several services from Raging 

Bull. I recall watching video presentations moderated by the experts who ran the different 

services and they each talked about how they made millions trading, and their customers were 

successful and made a lot of money using the different services. One feature of all of their 

services is live real time alerts. Based on their presentations, I believed that the customers who 

signed up for Raging Bull’s services had made a ton of money. I wanted to do the same.     

12. On January 30, 2019, I received an email from Jeff Bishop at Raging Bull about 

Weekly Money Multiplier. The subject line stated “She Quadrupled a Small Account.” At the top 

of the email, it said “$6,900 to $29,000 in just 5 weeks.” He then stated that since the presentation 

he has been flooded with questions on account size. He emphasized that this service is for small 

and large accounts alike. Then he highlighted one of his subscribers who he claimed took an 

account of $6,900 to $29,000 in just 5 weeks when she started working with him. The email had a 

screenshot of what appeared to be a trading account showing positive results in 4 days. Jeff also 

said, “Small account?...No Problem! Busy Schedule?...Say no more! Easy to 
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follow?...Absolutely!” At the bottom Jeff wrote, “This one-time deal is not lasting long. It’s your 

Golden Ticket.” Attached as Attachment E is a true and correct copy of the email. 

13. I received another email on January 30, 2019 with the subject line “$9k in extra 

income.” There were a few testimonials in the email. One stated, “I work full time and do ALL 

my trading on my phone.” Another stated, “so I can’t watch the charts all day. And the stress was 

giving me headaches…Thanks for doing this! Being in DIS calls, I sold for $9k+.” The email also 

says that Jeff Bishop will detail the trade, tell us when he is buying and why he is buying and then 

text and email real time trade alerts. Jeff specifically stated, “All that’s required from you is a 

paragraph of reading and to press a few buttons. Seems easy, right?” Attached as Attachment F is 

a true and correct copy of the email. 

14. On January 31, 2019, I received another email from Jeff Bishop about Weekly 

Money Multiplier. The subject line said “Year’s Salary in 1 Trade.” The top of the email said 

“$91,000 and 284%.” Then the email said, “I promise that you can see these results. Problem is, 

most don’t give themselves the fighting chance.” The email also contained a screenshot of a 

trading screen from a phone that shows he made $91,000 on a trade. At the bottom of the 

screenshot it says “I want you at this level, but I’ll be honest…You probably have zero chance if 

you don’t join me. Here’s your first warning. Tomorrow at midnight, my deal is off the table 

(emphasis in the original).” Attached as Attachment G is a true and correct copy of the email. 

15. I decided to purchase Weekly Money Multiplier on January 31, 2019 for $1497. I 

believed that I would receive real time text and email alerts, access to Jeff’s live portfolio (his 

trading portfolio where he was making his real money trades for everyone to watch), and access 

to video education materials. Jeff’s marketing pitch was very convincing. I believed it when he 

told me he was very successful and a millionaire trader. Of course I wanted to follow him. I also 

liked that he was going to show his live portfolio so I could see what he was doing. I purchased 

because the profits he talked about were exceptional, and I loved the idea of getting the real time 

trade alerts so I could follow him and make the same profits.   
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16. After my purchase of Weekly Money Multiplier, I received a welcome email from 

Jeff Bishop telling me my account was active and that my credit card would process through 

Raging Bull, the publisher of the service. The email also stated that my account was located at 

app.ragingbull.com/member. Attached as Attachment H is a true and correct copy of the email. 

17. When I signed up, I was supposed to receive a special deal of an extra three 

months, but it was not listed on my subscription page. In addition, I signed up because Jeff told us 

that he would post new trade positions (alerts) via text message, but I was not receiving any. I 

could also not find the dates on his opening positions on the live portfolio page. I emailed Raging 

Bull customer service and I received an email from someone named Michael who told me that the 

sales alerts will be sent to my phone when Jeff makes the trade and I will also receive an email. 

He also said that the live portfolio does not always show the entry dates for specific trades. 

Attached as Attachment I is a true and correct copy of the email.  

18. On February 11, 2019, I emailed customer service again asking, “Why does it take 

so long, neither email or text were received?” Allen at Raging Bull responded by saying, “Jeff 

doesn’t alert Every trade. The portfolio has all his positions streaming live, but not every trade is 

alerted, mainly due to the fact that some may be quick day trades that are too fast.” Attached as 

Attachment J is a true and correct copy of the email. 

19. I received email alerts from Jeff in February and March 2019 about the trades he 

was making and the profits he made from those trades.  Attached as Attachment K are true and 

correct copies of a few of these emails. 

20. In March 2019, I received emails from Raging Bull about a webinar called, “Turn 

your Trading Around and Supercharge it.” On approximately March 7, I registered for the 

webinar.  In the registration email, it stated, “Supplemental income, working from home, being 

your own boss, setting your own ceiling…The sky’s the limit.” The email also stated, “I’ve 

identified ONE KEY COMPONENT that is the driving factor behind your success and I intend to 

showcase it this coming Tuesday.” It further states, “Once you understand it, your profits can be 

instantly amplified. Don’t believe me? Well in 7 years of trading, I’m now on pace to crush any 
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yearly performance I’ve had. In 2019, I’ve already grown my account about 150% and I don’t 

plan on slowing down. So make sure you add this event to your calendar, because this one hour is 

the most important hour of your year and I’ll make sure of it.” Attached as Attachment L is a 

true and correct copy of the registration email. 

21. I watched a webinar for a service called Millionaire Roadmap, another Raging Bull 

subscription by Jason Bond. This service included trading options and stocks, including penny 

stocks. Jason Bond talked about his trading successes, and that he is a millionaire trader. He said 

that the service is for beginners, and subscribers do not need to have experience. Also, subscribers 

can see the trades as they are being made. We would receive real time alerts so that we could 

follow the trades and make the same trades at the same time. Again, this appealed to me because I 

could receive the alerts in real time and be able to make trades no matter where I was at the time. 

Jason Bond said that he made $200,000 in one week and I thought that this was incredible. That is 

a year’s salary for some people.  

22. I decided to join the Millionaire Roadmap service because the profits he was 

claiming he made were extraordinary.  In addition, with the real time alerts, I felt like I could 

make the same profits he was making. I paid $1499 for the service and my statement said it was 

processed under the name “jasonbondpicks.com.” I received a welcome email and a contract that I 

had to sign. Attached as Attachment M are true and correct copies of the email and contract. 

23. I tried to follow the real time alerts because that is what drew me to the services in 

the first place. Alerts were absolutely essential for me so that I could trade even while I was 

traveling, without needing to spend time carefully scrutinizing every stock or following its daily 

news. However, I lost money while following the alerts from both services while the experts 

claimed they were making money trading the same stocks.  In fact, they claimed they were 

making a fortune and sometimes sent 15-20 alerts in one day. It was impossible for me to make all 

the trades that they alerted on because of time and money. I typically would try approximately 3-5 

trades of the alerts I received. 
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24. On April 9, 2019, I received an email from support@ragingbull.com about a new 

program by another Raging Bull expert named Jeff Williams.  He was going to discuss a program 

called Profit Prism. The email stated in part, “He’s going to show you exactly how you’re able to 

grow your account quickly!...in just 10 minutes per day!” Attached as Attachment N is a true and 

correct copy of the email. This service was promoted for people who had small accounts. 

25. I received an email on April 11, 2019 from Jason Bond that stated in part, 

“Recently, after making $276,000 real-money profits just 2-months into 2019, I retired trading 

real-money for now so I could coach full time and really help clients start winning more.” Then 

the email states that Jason started the Milestones Initiative and is announcing five clients who 

made profits.  Apparently, all these clients made between $80,000 and $177,000 in profits under 

the Millionaire roadmap program. Jason also introduced a new expert joining Raging Bull, Taylor 

Conway. He said that he turned $10,000 into $1.8 million and in 2019 he made $465,000 in  

trading profits in just two months. Jason then said, “Nobody has trained more millionaires than 

me and nobody has those same millionaires working with aspiring traders daily like I do. I’m 

proud the guys I trained want to work directly with me.” Attached as Attachment O is a true and 

correct copy of the email. 

26. Kyle Dennis is another Raging Bull expert who also claimed that he made millions 

trading and his customers are successful using his services. I received marketing emails from 

Raging Bull about his services. I decided to join one of his services called Sniper Report on April 

17, 2019. I wanted to join because I would receive real-time alerts and I hoped to make the same 

profits that Kyle Dennis claimed he made. I paid $97. 

27. I continued to get trade alerts, and I monitored the live portfolios of Jeff Bishop 

and Jason Bond and the chat rooms associated with their services. I noticed that once the trade 

was announced for everyone to see, within minutes the stock or option would increase in price, 

sometimes by 15% to 20%. I believe this was because many of the subscribers that got the same 

trade alert were buying at the same time. I could not get in at the price that Jason Bond or Jeff 

Bishop were sending out in the alert. I believe that the Raging Bull experts were making money 
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from members’ subscriptions, but also manipulating prices and front-running by having their 

subscribers driving up the price of the stocks and options based on their own alerts. Once I 

realized this was happening, I could not understand how they could get away with this. 

28. On April 11, 2019, I sent an email to customer service stating, “Noticing post the 

calls, with everyone chasing the bids or offers their paying up 15 to 20%. The sheep are left with 

the crumbs?” I received a response from someone named Nathan who said, “The alerts are so you 

know what Jason is doing in as close to real time as possible. We do not tell you what to buy and 

sell.” However, when I watched the webinar, Jason said that he will send out the trade alerts so we 

can make the same trade he is making, and he is making profits over and over again. I purchased 

because of the alert service and because I wanted to make the extraordinary profits Jason was 

claiming he made. Attached as Attachment P is a true and correct copy of the email. 

29. As an example, on May 24, 2019, I received an email from Jason Bond about an 

alert.  The subject line said, “Sold OTLK +21% +3300 & first 3-minute tip.” The 3-minute tip 

was a link to “Penny Stocks for Beginners.” Jason also stated in the email in part, “Nice win on 

OTLK, right from the watch list this morning. Plenty of time to get in and plenty of room to make 

big money…I just jumped out at $2.76 +21% +$3300 on the way to $2.87…I taught you this 

trade before the open today. Then I bought/alerted it. Then I waited 5 hours and made $3300 or 

21%, you can do it too.” Then at the bottom he stated, “Financial freedom $1000 at a time.” 

Attached as Attachment Q is a true and correct copy of the email. 

30. One time I remember Kyle Dennis purchased 20,000 shares at .97 cents. By the 

time I got the alert and put the buy order in, the stock was up .15-.20 cents from the original alert. 

This happened many times and I continually lost money. I was not sure whether the price went up 

because of normal market circumstances or because the alerts drove the subscribers to all 

purchase at the same time. Kyle Dennis and Jason Bond claimed they have thousands of 

subscribers, so the price could have gone up because they sent the alert to thousands of people at 

the same time and then enough of those people tried to purchase the stock that demand increased. 
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Jeff Bishop, Jason Bond and Kyle Dennis were also supposed to send out their sell alerts, but it 

was also just as difficult to sell at the same price by the time the alert came out.   

31. I often went into the chat rooms that I had access to with my services and I noticed 

that other subscribers were discussing how they had lost a lot of money trying to trade on the 

alerts Jeff Bishop and Jason Bond were giving. It also appeared to me like there were quite a few 

people new to trading and they were complaining about losing money through Raging Bull.  

32. On May 20, 2019, I sent an email to Raging Bull customer service because I had 

previously asked to cancel Millionaire Roadmap and Sniper Report and asked for a prorated 

refund, but I had not received confirmation about the cancellation. I received an email response 

telling me that both will expire in March and April 2020. I was not able to cancel them, but had to 

wait until they expired. I wanted to cancel these services because I was losing money and the 

alerts were not working as promised in the promotional videos and marketing emails. Attached as 

Attachment R is a true and correct copy of the email. 

33. I continued to get marketing emails every day from Raging Bull on top of the 

email alerts. I also continued to receive emails about new services. For example, in June 2019, 

both Jason Bond and Jeff Bishop sent emails about one of their experts, Nathan Bear. In one 

email, Jason was advertising Nathan’s new “TPS Strategy” and he said, “With Nathan Bear 

hitting fourteen 100%+ wins in the last week (several 1,000%+, see below), the Millionaire 

Roadmap chat room has eclipsed 550 members trading with him during market hours. What’s 

holding you back from working with him? This trading room is on the way to 1,000 members 

during market hours and for good reason, clients are making money.” Attached as Attachment S 

is a true and correct copy of the email. 

34. Not only did I receive email marketing about new services, but I also saw ads for 

new services in the chat rooms. I bought different services because I wanted to see if their claims 

about making huge profits were true. On June 27, 2019, I joined Jeff Bishop’s Total Alpha 

Trading and paid $997. I again was lured in by Jeff Bishop’s claims of his extraordinary profits 

and I thought that if I use the alerts he is sending out, I could make the same profits. In total, I 
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spent approximately $4090 on Raging Bull services. Each service I joined promised real time 

alerts, winning trades and educational videos. Some also promised live streaming portfolios and 

chat rooms.  

35. By this point, based on trade alerts from these Raging Bull services, I had a net 

loss of approximately $75,000 to $100,000. I had a few small wins, but nothing like what the 

experts touted or promised. I tried to follow their real time alerts, but I could not make the money 

that the experts claimed they were making. I was not using any trade alert services other than 

Raging Bull. I also noticed that, even though Jason Bond, Jeff Bishop and Kyle Dennis all 

claimed that you did not have to have a lot of money or time to be successful at their services, 

they were trading from large accounts and taking large positions. For example, I noticed from Jeff 

Bishop’s live screen that he purchased 100 option contracts at one time for about $40,000 and he 

had 10-12 other positions at the same time. I definitely could not follow all of his trades and had 

to allocate in much smaller amounts.   

36. I also do not remember anyone from Raging Bull informing their subscribers in 

their presentations about their services that to trade on margin, like they were often doing, you 

need $25,000 in your account so you do not violate the pattern day trading rule.  

37. On September 16, 2019, I filed a complaint with the Better Business Bureau in 

New Hampshire. I explained that Jason Bond and Jeff Bishop were making trades, alerting their 

subscribers to make those same trades, and claiming huge profits from the market moving based 

on their subscribers driving up the price. I also explained that I received hundreds of emails from 

Raging Bull and many of them were about upselling other Raging Bull subscriptions. I asked for a 

full refund for all my subscriptions, but never received one.   

38. In October 2019, I noticed that the Weekly Money Multiplier service was taken 

over by Nathan Bear. I started to receive emails from him instead of Jeff Bishop. Attached as 

Attachment T are true and correct copies of two emails I received from Nathan Bear on behalf of 

Weekly Money Multiplier.  
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39. On December 7, 2019, subscribers of Jason Bond’s various services (Nucleus, 

Black Optics, Millionaire Roadmap and Raging Bull’s Most Wanted) received an email from 

Jason Bond. He said “These services came with a hefty price tag of $3,999 or $4,999 and were 

our top level programs, however, after folding Nucleus into Roadmap and creating Most Wanted, 

the wheels fell off the wagon. We pivoted, but it never sat well with me, so today I’m fixing it.” 

Then there was a link to an apology video from Jason Bond. In that video, he acknowledged that 

many customers were upset with him because he, without warning, shut down several of his most 

expensive services after people paid thousands of dollars in subscription fees.  He then offered six 

months free of his Elite program to these subscribers. Raging Bull claimed that this program is the 

most expensive and includes all of Raging Bull’s services. I accepted the offer, which Raging Bull 

also claimed had a value of $8,000-$10,000. Since Raging Bull kept refusing to issue me the 

prorated refund, I felt I had no choice but to try out this subscription instead of getting my money 

back. Attached as Attachment U is a true and correct copy of the email. 

40. Once I signed up for Elite, I was inundated with emails and alerts. Because the 

Elite service allowed me access to every Raging Bull program, I started receiving alerts from 6-7 

different experts. I could not follow them all and I started using the services for ideas only and 

only made about 2-3 trades per month.  

41. In approximately May 2020, I received a call from Raging Bull asking me to sign 

up for a lifetime membership for the Elite service for an additional $5000. I said no.  

42. My subscriptions ran out on June 30, 2020 and I did not renew any of them. I only 

continued on with Raging Bull after September 2019 because they refused to issue me a refund 

and I was enrolled in the Elite program. In my experience with these services, the alerts did not 

work and I was unable to make money by following the alerts. I was not happy with any of the  
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services and lost approximately $75,000 trading using Raging Bull's services. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: ~ / 
Jacksonville, Foricfa 

, 2020 

12 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - You've just gained full, behind-the-scenes access ... 

Gmail 

You've just gained full, behind-the-scenes access ... 
1 message 

Jason Bond <jason@jasonbondpicks.com> 

To:  

At JasonBondPicks, we hate spam as 

much as you do. You are receiving this 

email because you subscribed to 

JasonBondPicks Email alerts service. Our 

records indicate 

that  requested 

and confirmed to be added to 

Jason Bond Picks at on March 2, 2017. 

Click here If you would like to 

Hi, my name is Jason Bond, 
founder of 
JasonBondPicks.com 

And today I'd like to warmly 
welcome you to the JBP 
family. 

Congratulations for taking 
the first, and most important 
step towards becoming a 
successful momentum 
stock trader. 

In the coming days, you'll 
be getting a behind-the
scenes look at how (and 

Home I Blog Posts I Subscribe Now 

Share: 

Fo!!ow:l)W 

My Recent Results 

  

Thu, Mar 2, 2017 at 2:09 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786285073167060% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&... 1 /4 
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why} my proven trading 
process works. 

I'll be sending you "street 
smart" insights, tips and 
advice you can immediately 
use to kick start your 
exciting new career as a 
stock trader. 

But before we go any 
further, make sure to 
whitelist my email address: 
jason@Jasonbondpicks.com 

Go ahead. It'll take a few 
seconds. 

This way you'll be sure to 
receive all the valuable 
information I'm going to 
send you in the coming 
days. 

Also, if you use Gmail, mark 
all my emails as 
"Important". 

Done? 

idea of what you'll be 
getting in the coming days: 

1. Stock Watchlist -
These are the stocks 
I'm keeping my eye 
on. This lists helps 
you know which 
stocks you need to 
watch closely. 

2. Trade Alerts showing 
you where I'm 
currently putting my 
money. Plus, I'll give 
you the reasons I'm 
making each trade. 
This kind of 
knowledge is 
priceless. 

https://mail.google.com/niail/u/O?ik=Od3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786285073167060% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&... 2/4 
Attachment A
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3. Full Video Lessons 
designed to answer all 
of your questions on 
my trading process, 
and what you can 
learn from each trade 
l make 

That's right, you'll receive 
all these valuable insights 
and resources absolutely 
free! 

So why am I giving you all 
this for no cost or 
obligation? 

Here's why. Because I want 
you to learn all about day 
and swing trading with 
confidence. 

I want you to see firsthand 
how and why my proven 
trading process could 
potentially maximize your 
trading profits .... in record 
time! 

••-·--~-,·~••<' ··•~·'"'"". · ,·"·'·••- •-·•'"'"'. ---You·re here-because--you--
want to become a winning 
stock trader. 

You want to make more 
money from your trades. 

You want to take your life to 
the next level. 

And you don't want to make 
costly mistakes. 

So that's why I'm here to 
teach you my proven 
strategy, while providing 
you with the tools you need 
to make it happen. 

So once again. Thanks for 
subscribing and welcome to 
the family! 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786285073167060% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&... 3/4 
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5/11/2020 

Trading Up, 

Jason Bond 
Your millionaire stock 
trading mentor 

PS: In my next email, you'll 
see how a former gym 
teacher made $11,202 in 
only 4 days. ! promise 
you're going to like this 
case study. 

So remember to be on the 
lookout for my next email. 
Talk soon!_ 

Oh, and make sure you 
review our Quick Start 
Guide 

Gmail - You've just gained full, behind-the-scenes access ... 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0'?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786285073167060% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786285073167060&. _. 4/4 
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Gmail 

Congratulations! Welcome to Biotech Breakouts 
1 message 

Kyle Dennis <Kyle@biotechbreakouts.com> 

To:  

Brea uts 
(V1'f~~·i$~tt:=~.H $T~l:i'tt$!$1t HJ~ ff01'f-('.H f·Pct,~ffH 

Hi, my name is Kyle Dennis, co-founder and director of Biotech Breakouts. 

I'd like to personally congratulate you on taking the first, and most important 
step towards becoming a smarter, wealthier, more successful Biotech trader 
and investor. 

So get ready! In the coming days, I'm going to be sending you actionable 
insights, strategies and key information about the system I personally used to 
turn a small $15,000 investment into more than $1,700,000 in less than 5 
years. 

And guess what? I'm also going to show you how I went from a broke college 
student to self-made millionaire by the age of 25... and how I did it without 
setting foot on Wall Street. 

That's right. I live and work in Los Angeles, not in the financial district of New 
York City. 

I don't wear $2,000 pinstripe suits and Gucci loafers. Nope. Most days I make 
a "killing" trading stocks from my home office dressed in a t-shirt and blue 
jeans. 

And when I'm done trading for the day, I go outside, throw down the top of my 
new Porsche Cabriolet, and take some time to enjoy the beautiful sights and 
sounds of Southern California. 

Is it a great life? You're darn right it is! 

But my life wasn't always like this. 

  

Thu, Mar 2, 2017 at 2:11 PM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786375519556991 % 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &. . . 1/3 
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The truth is just a few years ago, I had a 2-hour daily commute and worked in 
a tiny cubicle, barely scraping by on $35,000 a year. 

I was facing the same day-to-day grind most working Americans have to face 
every week. 

And by the time I got home from work, I was so tired, all I wanted to do was eat 
something, crash on the sofa, and watch Netflix until I fell asleep. 

The next day it was just rinse and repeat. 

Pretty depressing, right? Especially for a guy in his early twenties. 

So how did I go from being trapped in the proverbial "Rat Race" to 
independently wealthy in such a short time? 

Well, in my next email, I'm going to show you the facts and figures behind my 
meteoric rise to self-made millionaire status. 

You'll be amazed when you see how I did it so quickly! 

Please understand. I'm not bragging. What I'm going to do is pull back the 
curtain and show you how I did it, to help you break through any limiting beliefs 
you may have about what's possible when it comes to making BIG money with 
Biotech stocks. 

After all, that's my job as your mentor and coach, right? 

I'm here to help you become aware of your own potential, and teach you the 
key strategies you need to become financially free, so you too can live the kind 

--of-life you've-always drffamed of:- - ----- --

So be on the lookout for my next email. I promise you're gonna love what I've 
got to show you. 

Oh. I almost forgot. 

Before you go, make sure you whitelist my email address: 
kyfe@biotechbreakouts.com 

Go ahead and do it now. It'll take a second or two. 

You need to do this to make sure you receive the important strategies, insights 
and information I'll be sending you about my system in the coming days. 

Also, if you use Gmail, mark all my emails as "Important". 

Done? Very good! 

Once again, thanks for subscribing to Bio Tech Breakouts. I'm really looking 
forward to working with you, and helping you unlock your fullest potential as a 
trader and investor. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786375519556991 % 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &. . . 2/3 
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To your imminent success! 

Kyle Dennis 

PS: If you know any other traders who want to start profiting from the fast
growing Biotech sector, make sure you go ahead and send them this link > 

https:!/vvww.biotechbreakouts.com 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1560786375519556991 % 7Cmsg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &simpl=msg-f%3A 1560786375519556991 &. . . 3/3 
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Gmail 

$43,000 profit for me, Petra's webinar TONIGHT & Thursday's watch list 
1 message 

Jason <jason@jasonbondpicks.com> 
To: 

Good morning, 

SNAP, crackle, pop! $22,000 profit for me on SNAP Wednesday, 172% on the options and another 10% on 
the shares. ALL from my iPHONE. I've made $43,000 this week in the Millionaire Roadmap from the Great 
Wolf Lodge. To celebrate this amazing trading here's 50% off the Millionaire Roadmag now through April 1. 

Enough about me. 

Petra has been working almost non-stop since the webinar on Tuesday when she announced her new 
trading service, PetraPicks.com 

Hundreds of people have already joined up but there are still a lot of questions she hasn't had time to 
respond to yet. Her plan is to hold another webinar tonight@ 8pm for anyone who wants to come and ask 
her questions directly (or just listen to other traders have their questions answered). 

She has really developed what I think is the ideal system for people who work full time jobs, mothers 
working from home, or anyone who just can't be tied to the computer all day to watch the market tick-by
tick. 

If you missed the opportunity on Tuesday night, then I really think you should come by tonight and hear 
from Petra herself. Trust me, you'll be glad you did. 

You don't want to miss out on her special 50% discounted pricing going on right now. 

This won't last long, so get it while you can and use the opportunity to talk to Petra directly. 

I will send you the link after the market closes today & the password to get in. 

Our portfolio still looking pretty good despite the market taking a beating on Tuesday and staying mostly flat 
yesterday. You'll notice the first couple of names on the list today are from yesterday and continue to be in 
play. If you're a beginner, I hope you're mentally following along with each day's list and seeing how these 
stocks react. You'll notice i've been putting some plays on here that are a little early in their patterns. This is 
to help you see these patterns before they develop, and help you to see the price action as it either 
confirms or rejects our thesis of each trade. 

MN 

Thu, Mar 23, 2017 at 9:54 AM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/O?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 156266897 44 75868045% 7Cmsg-f%3A 156266897 4475868045&simpl=msg-f%3A 156266897 44 75868045&... 1 /3 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - $43,000 profit for me, Petra's webinar TONIGHT & Thursday's watch list 

Buy Range 5.45-5.55 
Stop 5.35 
Target 6+ 

Still in our buy zone after a nice bullish engulfing candle on the daily and the MACO curling even more 
towards a cross. 

OZM 

Buy Range 2.35-2.45 
Stop 2.20 
Target 2.85 

We said yesterday we may be a little early on this one without a candle over candle. Now we've got it. 

ARTX 

Buy Range 3.10- 3. 15 
Stop 2.90 
Target 3.60 

Nice bullish engulfing candle on a flat market day. Similar set up to what we saw at the beginning of 
November and around the New Year. The buy range on this is smaller than usual because we want to see 
it get up above today's close of 3.10 and stay there. 

XOMA 

Buy Range 6.05-6: 15 
Stop 5.85 
Target 7.00+ 

"J why are you putting something on the watchlist that was up 13% yesterday?" Because XOMA is setting 
up to breakout above a double top with little between that breakout and the 7.00 level. We had this on 
watch in the run up to the double top, and even though we banged our head, we now have a higher low in 
place on the chart. Triple tops are very rare, and so the probabilities are on our side here, and that's all we 
ask. If you take this trade, and we push above the 6.10 level or so, remember previous resistance will act 

-as-support, and acljust-your stop accordingly. - --~-----------------

Trade wise and green! 

Jason Bond 

https:/ /mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 156266897 44 75868045% 7Cmsg-f%3A 156266897 44 75868045&simpl=msg-f%3A 156266897 44 75868045&... 2/3 
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Gmail 

Webinar with mE main chat room Sp et tonight 
1 message 

Jason Bond <jason@jasonbondpicks.com> 

To:  

GOOD EVENING! 

Webinar in the main chat room at 8pm et with me TONIGHT. 

CUCK HERE to join (must be an existing Day & Swing or Millionaire Roadmap client to attend) 

TOPIC: MRM Q&A for MRM clients (day & Swing clients are welcome to sit in but this is for MRM clients questions) 

As you know I'm avg. $2,300 a day right now trading part time. That's about 134% or $134,000 in 2017. 

  

Mon, Mar 27, 2017 at 7:14 PM 

But what you might not know if you're new to the Millionaire Roadmap is that the service is about so much more than trading strare9y: - - - - - -- - - ·- -- --- - - - ·· 

For example, did you know Jeff Bishop's options strategy is detailed in my DVD The House Always Wins? 

Plus a dozen 1-hour Masterminds already recorded and loaded on the website? 

Plus spreads work for small accounts, or go naked if you want with a big account? 

And that his options portfolio STREAMS LIVE to Roadmap clients daily? 

Oh ya, he's teaching a $1,999 options course here in a few weeks, FREE for Millionaire Roadmap clients? 

And this streaming portfolio we're discussing, well that's up +$21,610.90 since FRIDAY! 

•ooooAT&T Q .. 

-1 £\') 

1:37 PM 

UVXY 
, ••••• ) 

.-, 100%111111+ 

18.01 
Size: 8 
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10.VL 

~0~20 

Symbol 

.·.lJVXY 
.··+sotio 

Ask 

Mark 

···-· ~=' ·.••··----'~1--,-,. ...... ---,.~-. 

· $1: MAR'.1711 P 10:0 ... 

31 MAR 17 Ut6 C 

•. 7 APR 17' 1ftfiJ:> 100.,. 

~toou::::J 

1fl02 
Size: 5 

--....., ....... -~~-··-···---· -··-· 

Trade· U1\IXY 
+$21,610.90 

__________ _.,_,,_,,·· •:rBEAMJNG... ·---~-

•· . . ·· .... ·· .. · ..... · ... ·. . . . . ·· .. · •r I LlVElnthe IL .. create UVXY Alert ·~ilH~naire 

---~.--. -.--.-.. •-· -----..~--------

··-~·~CJ:,.:01At•~LLU¥.M .. :n 

Webinar in the main chat room at 8pm et with me TONIGHT. 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Webinar with me main chat room 8p et tonight 

CUCK HERE to join (must be an existing Dey & Swing or M!l!!onaire Roadmap client to attend) 

Trade wise and green! 

Jason Bond 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1563066569364856196% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1563066569364856196&simpl=msg-f%3A 1563066569364856196&... 3/3 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - She Quadrupled a Small Account 

Gmail 

She Quadrupled a Small Account 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <Jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 
To:  

$6,900 to $29,000 in just 5 weeks 

Since the presentation, my inbox has been flooded with questions ... mainly 
about account size. 

Let me break the news to you ... 

This is for small and large accounts alike! 

I'll highlight a current member of mine, Dorothy. 

She is a rockstar, but it did not start out like this! 

She failed at small caps, and excelled with options ... well excelled may be an 
understatement. 

In fact, she took an account of $6,900 to $29,000 in just 5 weeks when she 
started working with me. 

Check out these results in ONE week! (4 days to be exact) 

  

Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 8:11 AM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1624091024212753038% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1624091024212753038&simpl=msg-f%3A 1624091024212753038&... 1 /3 
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$5,103,12 
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$4,@'.'l62e 
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C1nMm 

¢iiffi:f-f4$

$5,i93.72 

____ ·: ''i!i!I,,,! >10®0! 

tq,T_ilw_ ,_CU,_4°\ffiff-

$0,00 $511,74 

0,t,,V. G#\!Dtw01 

(121\jSW)jj) t )l<!Hi®W illl'l j }f~ ' _____ J-

t.¥',4/lWM O#t ktw.Z* 

$0.00 

t• ~-4&oo&f

$<1-63,68 

·vcm-snou1d·seeneraccouhlnowr--- · 

Weekly Money Multiplier is here to help make your life easier and more 
profitable. 

Small account? ... No problem! 

Busy schedule? ... Say no more! 

Easy to follow? ... Absolutely! 

Each day you wait, you deny yourself the opportunity that others like Dorothy 
have already taken advantage of. 

This one-time deal is not lasting long. It's your Golden Ticket. 

c~&t~r 
Jeff Bishop 
Weekly Money Multiplier 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - $9k in extra income 

Gmail 

$9k in extra income 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <Jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> i 
To:  · 

' 
"I work full time and do ALL my trading on my phone." 

Imagine that. .. 
i 

You're sitting at your desk at Jork and an alert hits your phone. 

Text message and email. 

I detail the trade, tell you what I'm buying and why I'm buying it. 
! 

i 

Same happens for when I sell: 

i 

Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 8:05 PM 

All that's required from you is paragraph of reading and to press a few buttons. 

Seems easy, right? 

Ask Scott ... 

" ... so I can't watch the charts i/11 day. And the stress was giving me 
headaches .... Thanks for doing this! Being in DIS calls, I sold for $9k+" 

That's the power of the Week.ly Money Multiplier. 
l 

This 62% Off Savings Ends S0on 

J~L?½f 
Jeff Bishop 
Weekly Money Multiplier 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Year's Salary in 1 Trade 

Gmail 

Year's Salary in 1 Trade 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <Jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 

To:  

$91,000 and 284% 

I 

I promise that you can see th~se results. 

Problem is, most don't give th:emselves the fighting chance. 

I first started trading and lost f8000 (my entire account). 

I thought I was done. I though
1
t that was it. 
I 

Long story short, I didn't give ~p on myself. 

Now, I'm here to guide you. Sjmple as that. 

Thu, Jan 31, 2019 at 11:04 AM 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1624192498379549458% 7Cmsg-f%3A 16241924983795... 1 /3 
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(Positions 

1 
-1Z028 {-14.22%) 

i 

Symbol 

I 
14 SEP 18 106 P 100 (Wb ... 

0 

14 SEP 18115 P, .. ii 
• . I 

[TM +100 

.· ' 

TraGJe TLR¥ 

Gmail - Year's Salary in 1 Trade 

TLRY 
( ••••• ) 

Ask 

P/L Open 

$0.00 

$91,000~00 

I want you at this level, but l'llibe honest... 
I 

You probably have zero cha"!ce if you don't join me. 
i 

Here's your first warning. 

Tomorrow at midnight, my de~! is off the table. 

J~~r 
Jeff Bishop 
Weekly Money Multiplier 

1 

P/L % 
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5/11/2020 

Gmail 

Bought VFC calls 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 

Reply-To: jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com 
To:  

Gmail - Bought VFC calls 

VFC is one of my favorite retail stocks lately. I think ii is very well-managed and is putting out great products. 

Wed, Feb 6, 2019 at 9:52 AM 

There was a large jump after the earnings announcement a few weeks ago, and the stock has been consolidating since the in the mid-$80's. We've 
just seen it start to drift out of that range now, and I am taking the opportunity to start a new position here on a little dip today. 

As you can see from the chart, I need this to stay above $84 to remain in play for me. lfwe close below that level, that will be my signal to exit. I think 
it could have room to run all the way to $90's if the market holds up. 

VFC VFCorp NYSE+ BATS 

JLmaa~a,je:1~,pJ1of,!~ . 
'Wif:ha,smaU,betOA: 
'this; :brJ:~~l(k<UJtaf,t~rr. 

··· -,t:1;te,,ea11nhMJ~:s 

The big risk here is that the market rally is so due for a pullback, and that could pull VFC with it as well. If that happens, I do own VXXB calls right 
now that would more than offset this loss. I really think there is enough support here though that this would not fall apart even if the market slips. 

TIVO, XPO, and AZ.O remain my top shorts to consider here. SPOT will be an interesting one after earnings tonight. I think that is going to fall as 
well. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1624 7315794 72102655% 7Cmsg-f%3A 16247315794721 . . . 1/2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Bought VFC calls 

c)!~t~r 
Jeff Bishop 

RagingBull, LLC 

62 Calef Hwy #233, Lee, NH 03861 
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e .. rnaH you again, 

This f:H,iail was sent\() lhe fo!low:nq list,;: We,;kly M<.mey Multiplier 

Neitfler Jeff Bishop :·ior Rii{Jin(.JDu!!.c.:vrn, U .. C {pubiisher of \:Veokiy fv!ow)y ~Jh;HiµHor) is rng!str.:w;:;d as ::m !nvestnv)nt <"Jdviser nor a. f.H\;ker/d{;;Bk!f with 0!lht:H the U. S. S0curities & E>tdwng(~ 

Commissk:in Dr any s1Hi(•J securiti(•JS t(•;gulatrny '.·lLlthorlty. UsBrn Gt thi!~ Wt·;"bs1ttJ ;m-; advs~;,~d that di ;nf\>rrnHtion pr0s(·mt(1d ori this wetm1te is sok::!y ror info1matiorn1l plwpos~}i~. i8 noi irc1(·m<iod to tm 

!.l$ed as <J person<;li:r..ed inv0stn0nt wcomrrn)nd::r?ion, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio erk) :::my ;..m0r's p::=mk:uf.ar inveslrnont needs or obj0ctives. Tho vwile/~3. (;>1-np!rJy0f:is 1.-md writers QI· 

Raffn9Bu!Lcom niay e-ngafJ0 in ~H-~cutit!Hs trn(iin:; that is d1~}ouss0d or v:owed on U1is Wt}bsilt}, i)Ut al! suer, :n<iiVi:jU(•ilr, at(·) i)UY!i'it Hn<) sHHinu sue!-; ~.;0¢uri!1e;~ f.or th<•:i1r i>wn aceouni. Titesa 

indtvkluais do not 1:~:'1{11:~{.P in <;1ny tn ... 1dos with custorners. The buyfnfl and Sf)Hiq.J of- 0-ecurities by those ind!vidu.;il$ !t> net part of,:.~ rn~iviar bvsiness ot buytnq and sdl!nfJ ~•oc:vdl'ies. Past 

pHrfonnrn~G<•; iti NCl H1dicativ~~ of fldt.:rtf~ resu!H,. Furlf1emior<•J. i>UCh in1onnatkm is noi. K be ,)ona!rue<l a~> ,m oHer to seH or Hit-;- ~J◊lkiW!hm or ~m offHr io ixiy, nor is H to be consl:t!l"!"<I {•m ~1 

n.=)cornirn=mdatlon to buy, hold or seft (short or oHH=irwh}e) ar:y t~ecurity AH ;,.:;:;:1.~;-s d thh \:Jebsit<-.t .rnud r.h:;tenninei for th~rnse!ves w!";.al t~p(~dfa~ invei.1lrnents k) r!).:;ke or not rr;::!IH'i and <JU.~ iJr9t~d t.:-.1 

consun ~viH: UH-;-ir own ind!•:q:>(mdm1t i1mmc,al rnivisort1 w;\!: !Hi:p(•tct 1o (·lnV inv6:'stmGnt (jec;aion. Tt:1~ rN•'.ldGr lJl'.H·lt'8 n-;-::;pons;b;Hty for hi~;n:.:,: <N,m i;NeGtrmmt rH-sGarctJ Gn<l <M<.i~;!<11l1}, si1oukl sc-;~i< the 

advlc~~ ot a qut.dfi~~d ~:eeu<iti{:..::~ p:nfet~donal bef~Y('J rn1.1kin(.J 2my inveslrnenl, 1:md invet~tirpt6 :and fully und{<;fstand any ;;md :al! rh:::l<:} before inw.t~,fo~~~- AH opinion~\ <m::j!yses and i:ifr.);-rnal.!on induded 

on Hli$ W(·'.:b-t-iit•l am ba$Gd on source~) !)eH<Nl"ld to ti(·) rnbable ~-rr.d v1r!tl:·rn in uood faiHi. but si~ouf<t tlr;- incfr-:-pend£-mtiy w-:-nifoo, Hnd no r(>£;r◊~~(-mtf.ltic.n ot warr~~nty or t-my kind, ~:xpre~1t~ G:· ,mpliui, is 

rrn~dB, !ndudino but not ilmitriH.i to ,:.~ny rf~prs~1:11w.1tlon or wiuwnty cvrK·.eminr.J r:1.ccun1wy, cornpiet~~n0s~1, corra(;tnes!:'l. tlrne!ine~1s or apr.irnf.wlalane~1!:1 In ar.kii!.ion, we 1.imfoirtake no respon:\:ibiHty to 

nt.rtify ::.~1Gli op1r1iom), r.~nr;iy$0S or ;rifo:anation or io h1".?Gp ~)uci1 op:niorw, analyst:$ or !:1form~~!:on currnnL t\lGo b£-, {~WB1\-:;, H1at own6r(•I. (~:nployN-m anrj writers or ~-Hid for Ha~in--,t1:luli.c1)rn, U.C rnBy 

have bn(.) or short position$ In S%C~H'iHes theit :nr:\y be discussed on fr1i~; website \Jr newsh3tt<br, but all such f.)ositi-vns ar::;; r1eld for su:.:.:rt rnpre~:entalive's <.) ... ~.m account. Past rl:'isuils t.l<'ib not indicotive 

of future profit$. Ttli$ table iG r1ccurl:!i(·), thou~Jh r:ol w.mry trade h\ re;;rnsc.;nteci. Proiiis ~md lossG~~ n·n1orh1d i:H'~: (1ctusi fiqurns fr<>:n th(·) podfolic-1(~ Jc-;ff Bishop rn.-magH~> on tithaii of HagingBul!.ccm, 

Ll..C 

If you !·;~v<b <.i current active subsci·iplivn wfth W&eldy Money Mdtlp!!er you wm n.yed to 90 to ycur subsc:rip!i=Jns H~,t !rn.:id~ the R,:.~~jin~iBuH Da~<hbo:ard if you wl-int to ci.:incet your sub:':.:crlption. Oµtin9 

Qut of enmii~~ does r:oi rei-r:ovG you from your ~):«:>rw::~ at W11(•:if.-1yMcneyfv'iuitlpier.com. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 16247315794 72102655% 7Cmsg-f%3A 16247315794721 . . . 2/2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Sold half TL T calls for 130% and a great lesson 

Gmai1 

Sold half TLT calls for 130% and a great lesson 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 
Reply-To: jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com 
To:  

Fri, Feb 8, 2019 at 10:14 AM 

I think TLT is in breakout mode now that it is firmly above the $122 recent high. I am being cautious though and taking half of my position off the 
table here for over 130% in profit or about $14,000 on just this half of the trade ... and I still have another $14,000 profit waiting if I decide to take it! 

Really nice to see it play out like this. I was actually worried this wouldn't work out after seeing the choppy price action a few days after I started the 
trade. Let's walk through how this trade happened from .the start. 

Here is the chart I sent you in the initial email on Jan 28th, when I started the trade. You can see my clear stop loss area and profit target range. 

TLT !Shares 20+ Year Treasury Sood ETF Nasdaq <:;M + MTS ®it©ckChmrtu:om 
201iii 1:15 m · 120.53 Last 120.85 Volume4.0M Ch 

-M 
-MA(3 
-MA( 
~\J,9lrJ 

2,5 

Now look at the updated chart from today: 

·•··········· ·123.5 

128.0 

! 
·:B~of,1t,tarigetr122

·
5 

: ::·'"- ··-·•-·'"'•t 122.0 

Lli:c~ . f 12Hi 
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TL T iShi:ires 20+ Vear Treli\siJry Bond ETF Nasdaq GM+ 13A TS 0 ~tockc:hmtr.cam 
9 9:46am O. en 122.26 High 122.26 Low 122.1)7 Last 1:22.25 Volume 1::28.GIK Chg +o.42 (+0.34'¼)"":: 
4) 73. 25 ' ; . ' 

f 
1·,-,-------

! 1.42 . 
! .oo·· 

· · 11i~.~Lrl,;l~iJi .. 
· · onr~ndibteak:.01.11i,a 

i!>lf~a:&1$:\w1~i ~ . 

As you can see, within just a few days after I started the trade, TLT shot up nearly to my first profit target, and I was up a quick $13,000. 

I was stubborn and wanted it to "hit" the $122 target, but instead, it came within $.10 of that and then quickly retreated. 

90 

I went from a $13,000 profit to a $5000 loss in just 2 days. 1. sure was upset about that, but since the price was still above the stop loss zone, I 
used that weakness to add more contracts and lower my average price. 

Sure enough, that dip was another fakeout and TLT has been climbing since then. Today, it broke past the $122 level again, and I am NOT missing 
the opportunity to take profits this time. 

I'm putting $14,000 in my pocket today (as you can see on the actual screenshot from my account, below) on this and letting the rest of this trade 
ride higher. 

Hopefully, I'll see this north of $123 before it expires and I will lock in an even bigger profit on it! 

I think this is a good lesson on how to stick to a gameplan once you set it up and not give up on a trade because it didn't do exactly what you wanted 
it to do. 

In hindsight, the only thing I would have done differently here is to take the initial profit when I had it. That was just stubbornness on my side, and we 
can't let that happen as traders. We need to take what the market gives us. 

To YOUR success! 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Sold half TL T calls for 130% and a great lesson 

J~ 
Jeff Bishop 

RagingBull, LLC 
62 Calef Hwy #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Manage Email Preferences I Unsubscribe All* 

' Unsubr,cribe Ali will bl()ck our pre,nium alert service from r,endirl(.J you any o-rneib in the future, you will m,ed r.o conli,\d support to give us permission to 

c-.r112H you again. 

This (;-rn;,1il was sent to the following listf,: Weekly Morwy MuWnik,r 

NeiUw;r Jeff Bishop nor Ra9in~i8u:tcnrn, U .. G {publisher of VVeekiy Money lviultiplier; is r&(.;i;:;teri.~r! as an tnve;::rrnent udvi:<:10r nr.H' H broker/deFJk)r ',Nith elt\·1f?:=° the U. S, Seeudio.:; & f:xdu:ingo 

Cornn:k;sion or t-:.ny t'.itate s<~CIHH:e::; r(;-gulatcry ;w\!10::iy. lfa<•mJ. of ttm;, WH!)Sit<•; ~-1rn a(Ni~.;(,;d !hat all in!ormation yrmwni(·Ki on U'li5 W(·}bsiir•i is ~:,o!nly fo: infnrmt•:!:ona! purpm3{-JS. is not :nt(>,rHj(·/d lo he 

used a:.~~~ p0<son~liz0d investment r0con1rm~,:Calivn, and I:':: not attuned lo any Sf.)Gcific. portfolio or to any user's parl!Gu!rar inv0srrnent nueds or ob[ectives. Ti·;f,i o<.tm-ens, -ernp!oyel~S and wdl'ers of 

i:~r-1g!ng8ulLGom may enfiagc-; ir1 $~H~urihH$ iradtnfJ ttmt r1 discu13.ti(·J(i i>r Vi(•l\.VGd ,)n thii:, W(•)!>-;.1tf;. bul ;:-iii suGh individuals m0 i"Juyin-g and •H~lling tuGh ~H-curiti(·)~). tor thHit own ;:.tcGount. Thc•)i>Ei 

individuals do not. t:.:nHa!.JO in any trades with customGw. Th1.:; b1.iyin9 amJ l~eliing d trncrniti{~s by HKt:':'iO indiviriwi!l:':'i is not pmt of :a re:.Jui::H business of buylr19 :-:md 111.:;0in9 Hnr::;.1rlt.im:,, Pa~~t 

p(dormane0 is NOT !rniic:-ltiV(1 oi futu:H msuHs. Furth!•nmo:H, flUCh inforrmiiion =~:; not lo bG ccnstru!•)d :is !•ln offor ti> std er th(-; sofic1tatkm ,)1 an o!for to buy, r;or h.~ it ·10 th . ., constru(•:Hi as;_,{ 

r<-Jcernrnendr:'ftkm to buy, hoki or ;:;.eli (:;hort or otherwise) :any sor;udty. All ww;r~: of this YJ6bsitG n~ust detorrnirw for themsG!vot~ what spedt!c inv,;:;s!rnents to rn::1kn or not m:ak(~ and an~ ur9t:H.1 l.o 

(.onsuH with lhoir own irnicoondont fin;.1r:G1l~l advk~orn 1,vith H·l~lPf1d ti> any rnv<·l~1tn1f;·nl <hvision. Th(·J t(·}aCir:i-r i'.>Gars r(·>sponsitBity for hh\ihw own inwwtnion1 r<·iSH!-ltGh and d(·}Gi(,ions. $hou!d Hock Hw· 

advice of:;; quaiitied ~:;~:;curities profossionai bl'Jfoa~ 1rn;kinJ any inv,;:;srn·,~.inl. and in\NJS1.l$F~te ,.~nd fully un,;jen.:.tr:'lnd any .and a!i risks b~;forn inve-~:,tinfJ. Ali opiniorm. analy~;;es ,.~r=d inforrnmUon indu<.foJCJ 

on this wet;Hite <.H'fi bt.1sed on sourixi-s b(-:i;HvGd to b:e1 rGl!Hbh-i and written in ~I0(1(i fr~ith: but Hhould b ❖) ,n,t-~p(-m(ltm!iy vmifiHd, ard no :(-;p;(,;~;eni;:.l\1on or W!1!Tan1y of w:y kmrL (-;xptG}>~> or irnp!i(·)d, it, 

rn;.Kh:i, ine!udin9 but not Hmlif.;{·J to any n:;:prrn:,entation or wt.HT:::.:r:ty concernin;; ac-,curaGy, cr>mpieteness. r.on\'Jf.:1.f!6l)S, timdln.m:.t} r;r apprnpr!at'tmess. In Bddition, Wt'J U:h'Jt.rl~Jtw no respnnstbliily to 

nolffy such opinion$, arn-1!ysH~J. or inrorrrwtion or t<1 k(·H~p $l:Ch opiniom:., ;:-m.:-ilyt,(·)S or 1nfornmt1on ctmc-mt. Al~,,, b(·) aware th{·ll ov:..irH ➔ rn, ,-nnpioyGet; t.ind wi'il(•m:, of and ror HnoingBu!Lcom. LLC rmiy 

have !on9 or t:;.hort f.)(Jsitiom~ in :;eeuritit•w; that nw.::y bi:i- d(set;ssed on lhk:; wd;;:;itt .. ~ or newsleii.c-:1; bl.I( all ;-;uch posi?ions <HI.~ heid for such rt'lp!l~{:;t=Jntative's \T,\.1·1 <i<.'r.X"Junt. Past !\'JSl.!i?s are noi ind!r.'t.~live 

of 1uiur..:., p1or;~H. This t.abl(·l i~:; accurate, li10~;9h n,,t 1:}V ❖J!Y tH.td6 is tGpn-:;}1~1nl(·ld. Profits .--:irn1 lml~l◊ti repoMGd arn l·l1~iUEJi fiJUn•l:-,"J. from !iw porUdios. Joff 8istiop rnl•mt1g(1t·l on bGhl.\il' of HaginoBu!Leorn: 

u .. c. 

lf y(JU h;ave e current active subscripton t~Jilh '\rV1.~lbk!y ivbn:,.)y MuHipli,;~r you will ne<.:Jd w {.Jl'i to yow· ~:ul:Jsr.:dptbns list in;:i:kie the R:;;ginn8ul! Dashboard if yrn.1 w;anl to ;,:;anc0! your ::i:, . .bscr!pticn. Optinn 

nut ,)f erm.::ils does not n-imove you from yo~ir S(·HViC(·) at W(·H-~}·dyMorn)yMi;itiplet.c◊m. 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Bought TLT calls (again) & Sold VFC calls +$3000 

Gmail 

Bought TLT calls (again) & Sold VFC calls +$3000 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 

Reply-To: jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com 

To:  

Wed, Feb 13, 2019 at 10:30 AM 

After hitting a home run on the last round ofTLT calls, I am back in the game today. TLT is sitting right on the 200-day hourly support line, and it is 
also on the lower end of the recent channel range. 

You can see what I am looking at in the chart below. 

I am giving myself plenty of time on this with the TLT MAR 15 2019 122.0 Call@ .82. I am looking to add to this in the low $.70's and I would add 
one more time also if we see a break of .60. 

I am using the $120 level on TLT as my stop. If we break below that, then I think the trend is done and I will reevaluate the trade. 

I also just sold half of my VFC calls @ $3.20 for a nice 20%+ profit, or over $3000. I have given this trade several days to make a move and I am 
worried about holding this long in a market that I think could fall soon. I am looking to exit the rest around $3.50 or higher. 

I am also looking to add UNG calls here in the low $.40's. UNG is very volatile, so I want to take advantage of the swings down when it happens. If 
we break the recent low of $22. 70 on the stock I will close this up. 

I am close to also buying NBEV, WYNN and SQ calls. XPO and BA are my top 2 shorts to look at for puts. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1625368139212825119% 7Cmsg-f%3A 16253681392128... 1/2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Bought TLT calls (again) & Sold VFC calls +$3000 

There are several stocks I like right now, but they have earnings soon so I am waiting for those to happen before I make any moves. Always be sure 
to check on earnings dates before you make a trade so you dom't walk into something you didn't expect. 

To YOUR success! 

Jeff Bishop 

RagingBull, LLC 
62 Calef Hwy #233, Lee, NH 03861 
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5/11/2020 

Gman 

Bought TSLA calls 
1 message 

Jeff Bishop <jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 

Reply-To: jeff@weeklymoneymultiplier.com 

To:  

Gmail - Bought TSLA calls 

Fri, Mar 8, 2019 at 10:33 AM 

I almost hate to be on the long side of this stock. I really am m.ore comfortable going short TSLA, but I can't argue the technicals right now. 

All the bad news in the world doesn't seem to phase TSLA for, too long. It is like Elon likes to have shorts sucked into the stock and when the price 
bases (like we see now), he is likely to come up with some great news that spikes the stock again. 

I just bought TSLA MAR 15 2019 275.0 Call@ 10.50, and will look to add a little more to this soon. I am using a close below $275 as my stop on 
this, which is a very tight stop and I think it could run $10+ frol)'l here. 

You can see what I am looking at on this chart right here: 

This is a very short trade for me too. These contracts expire on Friday next week, so I will be out of this trade in the next 1-2 days most likely. 

I am also bidding more TLT puts@ .92 today and more GDX calls@ .70 if either of those get filled. 

To YOUR success! 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1627 452055032767026% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1627 4520550327... 1 /2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Bought TSLA calls 

J~i~r 
Jeff Bishop 

RagingBull, LLC 
62 Calef Hwy #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Manage Email Preferences I Unsubscribe All* 

' Unsubscrlbe All wi!I bi()CK our prernium alert service from Gending you ;my c-rnaib in the future, you will nood t() cont,,\ct r,uppo,t to give us permission to 

c--rr:ai! you ageln, 

This ::Hll<lii was seni to th,1 following iistr,: Weekly Monoy !v1ul\ip:k,r 

Nt:Jilh0r JeJf Bishop nor RafJln1J8ui!.co-n-1, !..LC (pub!isher of \A,\:.!(~!dy r.kmey is r0rJistered as an invesrrnent adviser nr.1r :ii brnker!de:a!er -...•,iil.h eiti·11.~r the U. s_ Securities&. ExGh:~no0 

Co:nrnission or '.·H'!Y state- $(•1eurl1:(1tl r◊gu!atory au1honiy. tfoGn). o~ thi~:; wGl)$itG {·lr&J f(Jvisc.:id U1fjt all inlormation ~ifHS(AniH<i on IJ1is 't.:t ➔ bsdH i~:,. ~~()h-~iy for- informHi:onai purpo~>(•:S, i~; not ;nt-:.,.nd(·)(j io !)(} 

u:-:,i.:)J as a porsonf:lllzed !nV(=Jstrnenr n,:;,xurnm=Jrn.Jalion, and is not attuned lo any sp0cific portfolio or to any usar's pariicui::=;r invustrnent' need::: or objectivt1s. T!·1e o'.~mers, ernployi.~o~: and wrRors of 

1:~agin98ul!.cem may (-rn~iagH in ':.IGGuri!i1•~t~ rradlnfJ that•~> discu•:.s(~(i or Vi(·lW<-H::f -on trjr~~ W(-;i)s.ltG. bui {Ill suGh irnjivldua!~; ar4:' buying and ~,,d!inq $UGh S(•-curitk•m tor 1h{·}ir own i1cG◊Unt. ·nH•)iH~ 

individuals do not onu.aw, in any trades with custorners. The buying :and seiling of ~;:ecurlt!e~:; by them~ irn.iividWilis is no! part of :a re;.);:i::=H b;.m.im~ss of t>,.iyin$J :,=md ~;efllng se,.:ur\th.)~:;. Pat~t 

performance is NOT !rnitC(·ll/%1 of futut(•) n}sulis. FurthHrmom, such inforrnG!:◊n :s dot to bH crn~stn..md :;s ;::in ou~,r ti) ~,ei! or thc-; soticH.aHon 1)1 an olfE"Jr to buv. nor is it to /)(> com>ti'il(·Hi a!; :1 

recornrnendation to buy, hn!(i or ;;:e!i {r~hort o: nthr.:iw!se) <;ny seGt.1rity. A!! 1,,g{:;fS of t
1
his WGbsitG rm.1st rfr.~terrn!m.: for them~w;fvr::s whfit f.~pedtk; inV{';strnents to rnsl-m or nor imike ::1nd r1n·t=; ur91:Jd to 

<:om>uE with their own irHier)end(Hlt finanek~l advi1.;ors with r(-1SpE"1G! to any inV(·l})i.lH◊flt dHctSion. Th(·) t(•~a(icr t•ears rnsr,:orn:-Hlihly for fli{;/her 01N!: inV(-mtrnoni rc-~s<:;-.an~h and d(·Jd6ions. &hou!d 80Gk HM 

advict'J of a qw;Hfied si,:;c:.:c·!rtes profo~islonai before makin(J tny !nw;stn·:ent. .and in~t:Md.i:,J<.tt.e and fully understand ::iny and al[ risks before !nvrn~tin(J. AH opinlorn~. analyses and infc.xrnation included 

on this wet)~>it(~ <.HH bas11cl en ~:;ources b;,;linvod !o b(1 rHHHble and wriiten in go<Hj ·lH.ith, but ~:-riould be in<h-~p(-m(jC-nUy vmifiH<l, arni no tt1pt(-;~:;eni . .::1iion or ·-NWT:-m1y of any Kimi, (·)Xpt(•)*:;~:; or irnpli(·)d, it 

rnade, induding but not !!mitt;{~ to any repn.>:t:;.,=miatlrm or V.Jf.HT::=miy concerning ac('.ur/H.'.Y, con,pieiene1:w ... co-rr~'JCtP.-et;:s, iiim=Jlinet~t~ or approprlatt~rn1;t;:t;;. Ir, addition, we underisi<e r10 :'{•Jsp.:m~ibi1Hy to 

noUl'y such opb1!crt$, ana[ys(-)~). or inlorm1.1Uon or- t<i k(-;ep sut>h opiniom:;, Hnttlyscs of ;nformation cum-Jnt Als<1 bH awarn thHi mwH•m;.. (-impioyees and wrilt}rs of and for FV.:1oin9Buli,corn. LLC rnHy 

h<Ne kmq or ts:hort po~ii'iom:;. in securlfa::G that nmy be riiseussed on this t-.•ebts:ite nr',newGleUer, but all such posltkmts: are held for s;.;ch f-!.';preHentatlv·e';;: own :.-:wr.~mmt. Pas.t !\'J:':H.lltt;: a,e :K>t lndl!:atiwJ 

of iullm; ptoi'i\s. ThiH t~1b!<-:! 1s acct..rate, !i1ou9h not HV(-;1y tr.::~de is :<-)prG~:;enl!-;d. Profjt$ and loss•% r6portHJ an.:·) Gcfutjl ii()UtH~:; rmm Uw port!blios ,Jeff 8ithop rru-mi~ot~:; on bGhl~!l' of f~aginf;BuH,,;om, 

LLC. 

If you h;we a eurrnnl' active,::;;, l;sc:iption v.Jith W1~0kly tvfonr?:y Multiplier you will mx.1~ to (.le lo your sut;;:,<:.:dpfa)ns ti':.=;.l· inside ti'ie R.=;{.)int.JSuii Dasr1bvard if you wanl to cancel ym.;, ::i:ubscrfpti<.H'L Cplino 

out of oml•1ilS <lO(·)S not rmnove you from your s<•)rvicG al We(-Jk!yMom1yMo!tiple,r,co:f1, 

https://maiLgoogle,com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1627 452055032767026% 7Cmsg-f%3A 1627 4520550327,,, 2/2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Success! You've Registered 

Gmaii 

Success! You've Registered 
1 message 

Jason Bond <jason@jasonbondpicks.com> 
To:  

00:00:00:0() 
DAYS HOURS MINUTES SECONDS 

Success! You've Registered 

Thu, Mar 7, 2019 at 11 :13 AM 

I have something special planned for this event on Tuesday, March 12th at 8PM ET, and 
you'll want to be in attendance. 

The thing is, there are a lot of bea1:1ties to trading stocks. 

Supplemental income, working from home, being your own boss, setting your own 
ceiling... · 

The sky's the limit. 

But oftentimes, traders fail to get to that level because of common mistakes that should 
have been avoided. · 

I've been there too. I know what it'~ like to lose. 

But more importantly, I know what: it takes to turn your trading around and then 
supercharge it. 

Contrary to popular belief, it's not ~s challenging as people make it out to be. 

I've identified ONE KEY COMPONENT that is the driving factor behind your success and 
I intend to showcase it this coming Tuesday. 

I've been in the market for years, and I keep going back to this sole ingredient that is 
crucial to your performance. 

Once you understand it, your profits can be instantly amplified. 

Don't believe me? Well in 7 years;oftrading, I'm now on pace to crush any yearly 
performance I've had. 

In 2019, I've already grown my account about 150% and I don't plan on slowing down. 

So, make sure you add this event to your calendar, because this one hour is the most 
important hour of your year and I'll make sure of it. 

Add event to calendar 

https://mail .google.com/mail/u/0?ik=0d3fa415ab&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1627363972345112423% 7Cmsg-f%3A 16273639723451 . . . 1 /2 
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5/11/2020 Gmail - Success! You've Registered 

Webinar Topic: Turn Your Trading Around and Supercharge It 

Webinar Date/Time: February 12th, 8PM ET 

VIP Access Link: https://app.ragingbulLcom/webinar/rb-free 

See you there! 
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DECLARATION OF BRADLEY PANEK 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Bradley Panek, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as a 

witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Bradley Panek. I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in St. 

Petersburg, Florida. 

2. In early 2019, I saw an advertisement online from a company called Raging Bull. 

The advertisement promoted a service they claimed would teach me how to trade stocks and 

options profitably. I had been wanting to learn more about stock and options trading, so this 

piqued my interest, and I clicked on the ad. I have a bachelor's degree in finance, so I felt like I 

had a good sense of the theory but since I had very little practical experience trading at that 

point, I wanted to find mentors and learn from successful traders with real experience. 

3. After clicking the link for the ad, I remember seeing an offer for one or more free 

e-books or webinars that were supposed to teach me about securities trading and show me some 

of Raging Bull's experts' trading strategies. One of the e-books was from Jeff Bishop. The 

materials they provided mostly had a lot of marketing and directed me to their website, which 

had a ton of products available. I work full time, but the marketing materials claimed that I 

could use their programs without spending too much time each day. 

4. One of the first products I looked at buying was called Millionaire Roadmap, 

which was offered by Jason Bond, who claimed to be a trading expert or mentor. I believe 

Nathan Bear and Kyle Dennis - also supposed trading experts - were involved in running that 

program for a while, too. After choosing to purchase the service, I was offered an upsell where 

the website said that instead of paying an annual subscription, I could pay a slightly larger 

amount now and get a "lifetime" membership at a substantial discount. I did that for the 

Millionaire Roadmap product and recall paying around $6,000 total . They advertised that I 

would be able to follow the Raging Bull experts' live trades and make money when the experts 
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made money. There was supposed to be a live chat room where the experts would walk me 

through everything they were doing, too, and provide mentorship. I was also supposed to get 

trade alerts by email and by text message. 

5. Once I purchased Millionaire Roadmap, I was directed to Raging Bull's website 

to access the course materials and the services they provided. All the course materials, chat 

rooms, and other parts of the services are provided through their common platform on 

ragingbull.com. I also started to get emails from Raging Bull advertising many of their other 

products once I signed up. They were frequently announcing new services while discontinuing 

old ones. 

6. Around this time, I also saw an advertisement from Raging Bull for a service 

called Black Optics, which was supposed to focus on biotech investing and featured Kyle 

Dennis. The advertisement presented Kyle Dennis as a very profitable and successful trader who 

had secret strategies for beating the market. This service was also supposed to include a chat 

room where we could watch Kyle Dennis trade, ask him questions, and receive mentorship. I 

was excited to get more mentoring and learn about trading biotech stocks from him. I purchased 

the service because I thought it would help me make more money trading. I believe I paid 

around $3,000 for a lifetime membership for this service. 

7. Once I actually started using the services, I found that the chat rooms were not 

what I expected. The experts did not convey any useful information here that I would be able to 

use to make profitable trades on my own. Sometimes they would talk to people in the room 

about the trades they were making, but most of the time you just had to watch and see what stock 

symbols they were looking at, and they did not explain what they were doing. Most of the trade 

alerts turned out to be just one of the instructors announcing in the chat room when they were 

making a particular stock purchase. Unless you stayed in the chat room all day, you would not 

know when to sell. 

8. When I tried to follow their trades, I lost a lot of money. The trades would happen 

really fast, and the price of the stock or option would often change quickly once Raging Bull 
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experts sent their buy or sell alerts. I would see the price of the stock or option spike up after a 

buy alert came from the Raging Bull traders and see the price of the same stock or option fall 

after they would send the sell alert, if they ever sent one. I was never told what day or what time 

these Raging Bull traders would sell the stock in advance, and they did not always send alerts to 

tell you when to sell. I also could not stay in the chat room all day to watch them, so it was 

impossible to copy what they were doing. Even when I did get alerts, it did not feel humanly 

possible to move fast enough to make money on these trades. 

9. The other problem I had is that the services kept changing. Just a few weeks after 

I bought my "lifetime" subscription to Millionaire Roadmap, they told us in the chat room that 

the service was being discontinued and they were shutting down the chat room, the 

livestreaming, the mentorship, and the alerts. They told us we could get their other services 

instead if we wanted. A lot of people in the chat room were angry, and Jason Bond told us that if 

we were not satisfied with their service then he would give us our money back. That did not 

happen. Black Optics also got changed after a while and the same thing happened - we were 

told that the chat room, the livestreaming, the alerts, and mentorship through that service, too, 

would be shut down. 

10. In late 2019, after a number of people complained, Jason Bond announced that he 

was giving us all six months of Raging Bull Elite for free - this was a package that included all 

of the company' s services. They also gave us lifetime access to the Elite chat room so we could 

see trade alerts there. I thought Raging Bull Elite would teach me how to make money as a 

trader, so I decided to try this. I also thought it would solve the problem of the services changing 

because I would have access to all of Raging Bull's subscriptions once I got Elite. It sounded 

like a good deal, and when I talked to Raging Bull's customer service representatives, they 

convinced me to go ahead and sign up for a "lifetime" membership for the Elite service and 

offered some credit for the services I had already paid for. I made at least one payment of about 

$5,000 for the Elite service at that time. I believe I was supposed to make further payments at 
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later dates for Elite, but, as described below, I ended up cancelling everything before those later 

payments got processed. 

11. Raging Bull Elite was also a disappointment. The Elite chat room was never set 

up on time, and mostly the system would just sign you into other product's chat rooms. After a 

while, Raging Bull did start to have a separate Raging Bull moderator or representative come 

into the Elite chat room to talk to us, but it was never one of the main personalities they had 

advertised like Jason Bond, Jeff Bishop, or Kyle Dennis. I did not receive any mentorship from 

anyone at Raging BulJ. I do not know who these moderators or representatives in the Elite 

Chatroom were - I had not heard of most of them before. 

12. I tried to learn from the educational materials included in Millionaire Roadmap, 

as well as some of the free e-books they had given me but did not find them very helpful. They 

provided what looked like stock charts and analysis using various technical terms, but I could not 

figure out any concrete strategy. I did not see any way to actually apply these charts and numbers 

to figure out what specific trades to make and when to make them in the market, because so 

much of the actual buy/sell decisions seemed to just be judgment calls. 

13. When I tried to use the alerts and trade recommendations from Raging Bull ' s 

services to make money by copying the experts' trades, many times their trades actually lost me 

money. I also did not have time to sit in the chat rooms all day long to find out when I was 

supposed to sell something I had bought, so many of the recommendations they made there were 

unhelpful to me. 

14. Once I realized the services did not work as advertised, I decided I needed to try 

to cancel Raging Bull Elite and get my money back like Jason Bond had offered. I contacted 

customer service to ask for a refund, but they said no. They told me refunds were against 

company policy. I did not recall seeing any terms about refunds when I purchased. 

15. At this point, I started to look up the company more online to see if other people 

had reported similar problems and I encountered a lot of complaints. I learned that I could report 

my problems to the Better Business Bureau. After I submitted a complaint to the Better Business 
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Bureau, Raging Bull followed up with me. They offered me a partial refund - I do not remember 

exactly how much, but think it was about $4,500. Raging Bull agreed to cancel all of my 

services to prevent any future billing, but they refused to give me any further refunds for any of 

the lifetime services I had purchased and already paid for. 

16. By this time, I believe I had already paid Raging Bull close to $14,000 for all of 

the lifetime services I had bought. The partial refund I had eventually gotten covered only a 

fraction of that. I had also lost over $19,000 trading stocks and options during this time, with 

about 80% of my trades based on their trade recommendations and 20% based on me trying to 

make my own trades based on what I thought I was learning from Raging Bull. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: _..,.1c:f-._t 9.-+-_ _ _J, 2020 
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DECLARATION OF CHARLES BUCKLEY 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Charles Buckley, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as 

a witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Charles Buckley.  I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in

Kilbourne, Illinois.  Towards the end of 2019, I was on Facebook and saw an advertisement for 

services provided by a company called Raging Bull.  The advertisement was for a free webinar 

on trading.  I work for Tyson Foods during the day, and I am on the road almost every day. I 

decided to watch the webinar because I was interested in earning supplemental income.   

2. During the free webinar, Jeff Bishop, one of Raging Bull’s expert trainers, said

that he and his fellow expert trainers at Raging Bull were 100% accurate on trades and made 

300-800% gains on trades.  He also showed us documents to confirm these statements in the

webinar.  He also said that if we subscribed to his services, we could receive real-time text alerts

about his trades so that we can copy what he does.  This sounded good to me because I work full

time and I do not have a lot of time to spend watching the market.

3. In approximately December 2019, I decided to purchase some of the services that

Raging Bull offered, including Total Alpha, Bullseye Trading, and Weekly Windfalls.  I spent 

approximately $5095 for these services.  I have some experience with trading futures and am 

computer proficient.  I thought that this was something I could do to make some extra money.  I 

believed when I signed up that Raging Bull offered refunds on its products.  I also purchased the 

services because I believed I was going to get training videos for each service, text message 

alerts for real-time trades, secret trading strategies, and access to chat rooms for the services.  I 

believed, based on the free webinar, that all of this would help me make profits like the 

company’s experts described.  

4. Once I paid, I received access to the training videos.  Raging Bull’s expert trainers

run the trainings in the videos.  These experts are people who have apparently made a lot of 
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money trading using Raging Bull’s methods.  I received daily emails about these different 

experts and services. 

5. Each expert trainer had a specialty.  I saw videos from several trainers, including 

Jason Bond, Nathan Bear and someone named Jimmy.  The training videos were about 30 

minutes to an hour each.  These videos were the only training I received.  The training was not 

very helpful to me because it seemed like the experts mentioned general phrases and keywords, 

but did not go into depth explaining their methods and strategies.  

6. In the free webinar, Jeff Bishop told us that he would send notices to his 

subscribers (I was a subscriber) when he created a trade and when he exited a trade. But, I found 

that I would not always get a notification—especially when getting out of the trade.  This 

happened to me quite a bit.  I received anywhere from approximately 1-15 notifications per day 

for entering and exiting trades, but the notifications were not always on time and I could not 

make the money the expert made.  One time the expert made the trade at 8:30 am, and I did not 

receive the notification until several hours later.  Then I would get emails telling me how much 

money the expert had made.  Based on when they told me to get in and out, I could not have 

made money and I, in fact, lost money.  I had $10,000 set aside for trading and lost $7000.  It 

seemed like the expert trainers often claimed they made money after the trades they announced, 

but I almost always lost money. 

7. Nathan Bear, one of the expert trainers featured in the training videos, was 

confronted by subscribers about this notification delay.  In a recorded video he made, he did a 

test and sent out a notification for a trade.  I never got the test notification.  

8. In some of the videos, the expert trainers teach the proven methods they say they 

have been doing for years, and they claim that they made millions of dollars through their 

methods.  It seemed to me like they were bringing up trades that were a few years old and 

cherry-picking stocks that worked, and ignoring those that did not.  The expert trainers 

mentioned steps to follow, but some of the steps seemed more like vague strategies that were 

difficult to follow.   
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9. Part of my subscription included a chat room where subscribers could ask 

questions.  I asked questions, but I do not remember receiving answers.  For example, I asked 

about implied volume trading, and how it works, but I do not remember getting a response.  

10. In January 2020, Raging Bull charged me again for Bullseye Trading and Total 

Alpha.  Raging Bull also charged me for an add-on service for $5 called Jackpot Trades.  I was 

charged $3103 for these three services in January.  I called and left a voicemail asking why 

Raging Bull charged me again, but no one got back to me.  

11. At the end of January 2020, I was not making any money, and I decided to 

purchase another Raging Bull service called Angel Investing to see if I could still make some 

money.  It cost $1499 and showed up on my credit card statement as “Boardroom.”  It was 

supposed to be like on Shark Tank where people invest in start-up companies.  In the marketing 

materials, Jeff Bishop said that he invested approximately $50,000 in a successful start-up 

(although this seemed to contradict with another advertisement where he said he invested 

$30,000).  I read another success story by someone who made huge profits from investing in 

XPO Trucking.  When I decided to purchase this service, I spoke with a Raging Bull employee 

named Jordan Werblow.  He told me that the expert traders at Raging Bull are making 800% 

profits and, even if it is below 800%, their trades are 100% accurate.  I never invested in any 

start-up company because I did not see any companies that I felt comfortable investing with.    

12. At the end of February 2020, I purchased another service called Penny Pro Profit 

Prism.  This cost $297.   

13. I found it difficult to get in touch with anyone at Raging Bull, and I felt like I 

could only talk to someone when I was purchasing a service.  I left voicemails and sent emails 

and only rarely did I get a response.  

14. I spent approximately $9994 on the services by credit card and I invested 

approximately $10,000.  I lost approximately $7000 of my investment money and decided I 

needed to stop before I lost everything.  I was also paying commission fees at TD Ameritrade. I 
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believe each service I paid for included unlimited access and there was an annual renewal fee of 

$1. 

15. Before I purchased the services in December, I believed that I could do a trial run 

and then get a refund if I did not like it.  I gave it some time, I followed all the advice from the 

training, but I still lost money.   

16. I asked Raging Bull for a refund, and I was told that I could not get a refund even 

though I believe that I was told originally that I could.  I also called and left a voicemail to cancel 

all of the services so I do not have to pay annual fees, but nothing has been cancelled, and no one 

has left me a message.  I decided to file a complaint with the Better Business Bureau. 

17. Overall, I did not learn trading strategies that helped me.  One of the reasons I 

purchased the services, was because Jeff Bishop told me that I did not have to watch the market 

all day because I would receive notifications of trades that I could mimic, and the traders I was 

going to mimic were making 800% gains on their trades.  I liked that because I work during the 

day, mostly driving, and cannot watch the market.  I also wanted to supplement my income.  But, 

I almost never got the notifications on time and ended up losing money.  

18. Once I subscribed to Raging Bull’s services, I received tons of emails every day.  

I tried to unsubscribe, but I still continued to get their emails.  Raging Bull claims that it takes 4-

6 weeks to process the unsubscribe request, but I still receive emails.  I also am still getting text 

messages from Nathan Bear. 

19. I would never have signed up for Raging Bull’s services if I knew that I was not 

going to get any training of value, I could not mimic the trades like they promised, and I was  
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going to lose thousands of dollars.  I lost nearly $17,000. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: _______________, 2020
Kilbourne, Illinois Charles Buckley
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DECLARATION OF DANIELLE FELTS  
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

My name is Danielle Felts, and I am over 18 years old.  I have personal knowledge of the 

facts stated below.  If called as a witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. I live in Randolph, New Jersey.  My husband and I own and manage a small

business that provides dog care and training services.  The pandemic has hurt our business but 

we have been able to get some relief funding to keep our business afloat.  A few years ago, I was 

diagnosed with a disorder that causes chronic pain and fatigue and put me in a wheelchair, but I 

have not been able to obtain disability benefits.     

2. I started trading on my own about two years ago.  I do not have a formal degree in

business or finance and learned what I know about the stock market by actively trading and 

watching and reading the news.  I started trading options right away because I heard you could 

make more money quickly with options.  My brokerage firm cleared me for Level 3 options 

trading, but I am not exactly sure what I had to do to get this clearance.   

3. In or around May 2020, I saw advertisements for a Raging Bull service called

“LottoX” featuring Nathan Bear.  The ads talked about how Nathan Bear was able to time his 

options trades perfectly, that he was averaging a 100% winner about every few days, and that he 

would be alerting his followers to his “100% winning” trades.  They even offered a 

“performance guarantee” and said that LottoX would be sending me at least fifty 100% winning 

trades over the next year if I joined.  Attached as Attachment A is a true and correct copy of one 

advertisement for LottoX that I received on my phone. 

4. Raging Bull charged $2499 on my credit card for an unlimited or lifetime access

to LottoX.   I joined because I thought I would increase my trading profits by getting trade ideas 

and following their trade alerts.   
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5. After I signed up for LottoX, I continued receiving pop-up ads and promotional 

emails for other Raging Bull services featuring people like Jeff Bishop and Kyle Dennis.  

Between May and June 2020, I signed up for five other Raging Bull subscriptions in addition to 

LottoX and was charged about $2,500 in total for these services:  Profit Bridge ($22) and 

Bullseye Trades ($399) featuring Jeff Bishop, Profit Prism Platinum ($1,497) featuring Jeff 

Williams, and Fast Five Trades (about $300) and Sniper Report ($299) featuring Kyle Dennis.  I 

recall all of these services claimed they would make me a better trader and regularly alert me to 

profitable trades even during this pandemic.   

6. When I started following and trading on the LottoX alerts, I began losing 

substantial sums of money very quickly.  I lost over $50,000 on just two options trades that 

LottoX alerted.  I would get texts from Nathan Bear saying that he had just bought a particular 

call option on a stock that would be breaking out, but then discovered that these predictions or 

forecasts were often wrong.  It was like he was just guessing.  I think I would have lost money 

about 80% of the time if I had followed every LottoX trade that I received an alert about.  

Attached as Attachment B are true and correct copies of screen captures of sample trade alerts I 

received from LottoX.   

7. I also noticed that Nathan Bear did not tell people about the specific amount of his 

losses on trades and mostly bragged about his winning trades.   I have seen other Raging Bull 

traders report their losses at times.  For example, in September 2020, Kyle Dennis told his 

subscribers that he had just lost $47,000 on one trade.  

8. I have not made substantial profits following any of the trades alerted in the other 

Raging Bull services.  One of these services, Profit Prism, sent out trade recommendations on 

penny stocks that my brokerage firm (Robinhood) did not even have available on its platform to 
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buy.  It was also difficult to get any reliable news about these penny stocks recommended by Jeff 

Williams.  As for Kyle Dennis, I recall there was at least one instance where he told his 

subscribers to hold onto a stock (DVAX) even though Yahoo news was reporting weak 

financials for this company and showing its stock price going down. 

9. In or around June 2020, I decided to cancel my subscription to LottoX and get my 

money back.  I felt the company should at least issue me a refund for the subscription cost given 

that I ended up losing a lot of money following trades, contrary to the performance guarantee.   

10. Raging Bull did not give me any option to cancel online and reclaim my refund, 

so I tried to reach them by phone.  I dialed the customer service line multiple times but no one 

ever picked up the phone.  I also sent them emails asking about my refund, which went 

unanswered.  This was all very frustrating and stressful. 

11. In late June 2020, I submitted a complaint against Raging Bull with the Better 

Business Bureau (“BBB”).  I informed the BBB that LottoX service was a “scam” and that 

Nathan Bear was just a guy taking wild guesses and being wrong most of the time.  Someone at 

Raging Bull must have seen my complaint because a Raging Bull representative named Derek 

finally reached out to me.  Derek offered to schedule a phone call “so we can come up with a 

solution.”  I told Derek that I just wanted a refund for LottoX.  I have not heard back from Derek 

or anyone at Raging Bull after that and still have not received any refund. 

12. I continue to get advertisements from Raging Bull on my phone and in my emails 

soliciting me to sign up for other services.  For example, I recently got a pop-up ad on my phone 

from Jeff Bishop at “Total Alpha,” which he advertises as the “first and last option trading 

system you’ll ever need.”  The ad goes on to say that Bishop “had a few six-figure paydays in 

2020,” that he has a “winning formula,” and that he would show me how he “locked in over 
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$130,000 in profits before the lunch rush.”  The amount of ads they send me on a weekly or daily 

basis is overwhelming.  Attached as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of this pop-up ad 

from Total Alpha. 

13. Overall, I have paid about $5,000 to Raging Bull in subscription fees and lost at

least $50,000 following their trades.  My brokerage account was in the “positive” before I started 

following Raging Bull’s trade alerts.   

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on  October 12 2020. 

Danielle Felts 
Danielle Felts 
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< ITII 

WOW what a day! 

Over 4,000 of you just got the inside scoop on the system that has made me 

MILLIONS. 

••• 

But you know what the best part of all of ii was? Getting an ENORMOUS amount 

of feedback from current members! 

I danny 2::; have been with Nate from the suort _ he a int lyi"I _ no joke_ lottax is THAT GOOD I 
2:09PM 

leslle ar: 70'll.on Wand 60%on SPCE with Nate today. The best part is that I can spot my own 

set ups now. Thanks Nate for the a"\NeSOffle tniinina! 

I steven van: Already a lottox member. Made 3k today! This is real I 
I 6.:l'tll'M I 

vljay raj. he is very Good, todays all 3 trades crossed 809' 

And boy oh boy, there's more where that came from! 

Al this point, I am averaging a 100%+ winner about every TWO days in LolloX! 

I'm making it as easy as possible for you to become a LottoX member right now. 

I've slashed the prices on m)' Unlimited Service, and I'm also offering )'OU 3 

months of LottoX absolutel)' FREE. 

Our VIP Concierge team is on deck to answer any questions and secure you the 

best possible LottoX deal! 

DIAL: 844-963-1904 NOW! 

But you better review what I'm offering and make your decision quickly because_ 

these slashed prices end tonight. 

I even went a step further just to show you how confident I am in this service. 

I'm offering )'OU a PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE: At least 50 100% winners 

alerted to you over the next year! 

But my LottoX trades arent going to wait for you and neither is this Today Only 

Deal. 
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< 
10:56 

+1 (833) 757-7772 > 

LTX: LTX: Added TTD 8/28 $490 

calls @ 1.25 - avg now 1. 70 - looking 

for a nice bounce here, overnight 
hold 

LTX: LTX: BOT RH 9/4 $350 calls@ 

2.70 - half size, this chart has 26% 

short float and I'm looking for a 
breakout 

LTX: LTX: sold half RH 8/28 $325 
calls@ 5.70 +150%, holding 

remaining overnight for the a gap 
and squeeze tomorrow 

Friday 9:43 AM 

LTX: LTX: very high risk, very small 
size: bot ULTA 8/28 $270 calls@ .1 -

LTX: closed 2nd half of RH 8/28 

$325 calls@ 5 .90 +150% 

LTX: LTX: sold 8/28 $210 CVNA 
calls@ 4.17 +170% 

LTX: Added to ULTA@ .37 - now full 

size, just trying to trade out of th is 
at this point 

Iii 9) ( Text Message 

ca, e e n 
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< 
10: 55 

+1 (833) 757-7772 > 

about half sized, will likely add again 
on Monday 

LTX: LTX: Adding to WKHS at the 

daily 21ema - BOT WKHS 9/4 $18 

calls @ .69 - over the weekend hold 

LTX: LTX: closed CHWY 9/4 $60 

calls@ 2.04 +70% as CHWY makes 

new lifetime highs, will buy back 
next week 

LTX: LTX: BOT CRM 9/4 $290 calls 

@ 2.09 - daytrade, BOT CRM 8/28 

$270 calls @ 1.31 - stop on these at 
$ .99 

LTX: daytrade: BOT FSLY 8/28 $95 

calls@ 1 .10 - just a daytrade, 

playing 30min chart, stop@ .80, 
target 100% 

LTX: Adding to CRM: bot CRM 9/4 

$290 calls@ 2.35 - doing this in the 

WMM account, but I really like this 
setup and I'm adding more 

Monday 9:42 AM 

LTX: LTX: BOT TSCO 9/4 $155 calls 
@ .45 - avg now $ .80 - trying to 
r-~+r-h ~ h,-,., ,.,,...= ~.,rt +r~r-1= '"'' 1+ ,-,.-f +hie 

m 0) "-1ex1: tv1essage 
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< 
10:56 

+ 1 (833 ) 757-7772 > 
L ~ - ~I.:: ~ - ~ ~ ~~~CTl.::C.I .:JJ ..._.--..p.;::T.::70 C CI 

@ 2 - playing 78min chart, earnings 
next week, looking for a run higher 
this week, half size 

LTX: LTX: Added to YETI per 
morning plan: BOT YETI 9/4 $52 
calls@ .98 - still playing 130min 
chart 

LTX: LTX: Added to RH per plan -
BOT RH 9/4 $350 calls @ 2 .30 -
playing 195min squeeze 

LTX: LTX: sold CRM 9/4 $290 calls 
@ .82 - I will be getting back in CRM 
with a higher delta option as this 
setup is still good 

LTX: LTX: closed TSCO 9/4 $155 
calls @ .50 - no bounce here and 
we have some selling coming into 
the market so I'm cleaning up 

LTX: LTX: BOT TTD 9/4 $500 calls 
@ 4.50 - playing 195min chart, 
about 1/4 size here to start 

LTX: LTX: BOT LULU 9/4 $390 calls 
@ 2.13 - adding to LULU here, 
market looks good, playing 78min 
chart 

0) (Text Message 
~-------

- - .n 
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< 
10:56 

+1 (833) 757-7772 > 

LTX: LTX: closed RH 9/4 $350 calls 
@ 4.95 +100% 

LTX: LTX: sold YETI 9/4 $52 calls@ 

1.56 and sold LULU 9/4 $390 calls 
@2.66 

Tuesday 11:51 AM 

LTX: LTX: BOT HEAR 9.l'.18 $20 calls 
@ 1.36 - playing 78min chart, high 
short float, half size 

LTX: LTX: BTO MAR 9.l'.18 $2.50 

calls, playing bitcoin headed back to 
highs 

LTX: LTX: BOT OSTK 9/4 $100 calls 
@ 1.85 - very high risk, stop under 
1.30 - target 100%+ 

Tuesday 2:03 PM 

LTX: LTX: GAP PLAY ALERT: Half 
Size, Overnight Hold - BTO CRM 

9/4 $295 calls @ 2.08 

LTX: LTX: BOT FSLY 9/4 $100 calls 
@ 2.30 - playing 78min chart, 
looking for move over $100 
tomorrow, overnight hold 

a 0) ( Text Message 

CD CB <ew n 
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< 
10:56 

+1 ( 833) 757- 7772 > 

LTX: LTX: Possible 10x, VERY HIGH 

RISKJ: BOT DKNG 9/4 $45 calls 

@ .40 on the Jordan nevvs 

Yesterday 11:47 AM 

LTX: WMM: BOT WKHS 9111 $20 
calls@ 1.15 - LTX: BOT WKHS 9/4 

$18 calls @ .95 

LTX: LTX: BOT CRM 9,{11 $290 calls 
@ 2. 73 - quarter s i zed position to 

start, playing for a bounce 

LTX: daytrade: BOT ZM 9/4 $450 

calls @ 4.4Q - stop 3.90, looking for 
a quick bounce 

LTX: daytrade: tight stop, bot SDC 

9/4 $9 calls @ .65 - stop $ .55, 

target 100% on an afternoon retest 
of the highs 

LTX: LTX: BTO GRPN 9/11 $33 calls 
@ 1.70 - playing 130 min chart, 

looking for GRPN to get into the gap 
over $35 or so 

LTX: LTX: HIGH RISK, WILL ADD ON 
A DIP: BOT GRPN 9/4 $35 calls@ 
.67 - looking for a volume breakout 
r"ll,'\.l.c:::it.r <t::~c::;, +r"ll,r-l'!:ll,1 r"ll,r +r"\,mr"ll,rrr"\,\AI 

n 
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< ITIJ 

Here's how I made $130K in less 

than 24 hours lnbox 

TotalAlphaTrading 1:30 PM 

to me v 

JEFF B I SHOP PRESENTS 

TOTA L A /\LPH/\ ', A 

THE FIRST & LAST OPTION TRADI NG SYSTEM YOU-LL EVER NEEC 1, 

Hello trader, 

I had a few six-figure paydays in 2020.* 

But that doesnt' mean I take them for 

granted. 

I review the winning formula so when 

the opportunity presents itself again, 

I'm ready to ounce. 

Let me tell you how it all went down ... 

And how I locked in over $130,000 in 

profits before the lunch rush.* 

Over $130K in Profits! 

* 
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DECLARATION OF UGO DIRIBE 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Ugo Diribe, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as a 

witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Ugo Diribe. I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in Katy, 

Texas.   

2. In approximately March 2019, I was on YouTube watching videos about stock 

trading and I saw many advertisements for a company called RagingBull.com LLC (“Raging 

Bull”).  I had never traded before and I decided to click on one of their advertisements and 

watched a video with a man named Jeff Bishop who is the head of Raging Bull.   

3. Jeff Bishop said he had a lot of trading experience and that he made millions 

trading.  The video showed him and other Raging Bull traders flying on private jets, driving 

flashy cars and living the high life.  These Raging Bull traders talked about how they have made 

millions of dollars trading from home using their methods. They explained that trading was their 

ticket to freedom and out of the traditional 9 to 5 workplace.  They talked about how they had 

been in the grind of the 9 to 5 job and could not afford to pay for things until they found this 

escape route—this ticket to a better life.       

4. The traders in the videos also explained that because trading can be difficult for 

new people, they would do all the hard work, like research and technical analysis, and send their 

paid subscription holders real-time alerts for when to buy and sell the stock or option.  They also 

promised that subscription holders would have access to online classroom materials and a chat 

room.  Jeff said that his strategies can help people supplement their income.  Jeff also said that he 

published a book and that impressed me.  Jeff said that the book teaches his secrets on how to 

become a successful trader. It was free, so I downloaded a copy of it.  I read the materials and 

then decided I wanted to sign up for the service so that I could receive the real-time alerts, have 

access to Jeff’s online video lessons, and access the chat room.   
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5. Jeff’s book was about the basics of options trading.  The book contained 

definitions of options, discussed different types of options and options trading rules.  The book 

was helpful on a basic level and it laid a foundation, but I still needed training and practice to 

learn how to trade.  I also watched some of Jeff’s online videos.  These videos showed high-level 

examples of trading, but did not teach a specific strategy or day-to-day steps that I could follow.  

I received some information from the videos, but I did not get better at trading or ultimately 

succeed in my trading with the book or the videos.   

6. On March 15, 2019, I signed up for Weekly Money Multiplier. I was impressed by 

Jeff’s track record of winning trades, and I liked the fact that he said it was for people new to 

trading.  Jeff made it sound like it would be very easy for me to use the service.  He said he does 

all the hard work, sends us the “set-up,” and tells us when to enter and exit.  All I had to do was 

watch for the buy and sell alerts and make the same trades. Raging Bull charged $1497 on my 

credit card for a year of service. Jeff said that we would be able to cover the subscription cost 

with the profits from the trades we would be making using his service.   

7. After I signed up for the service, I started to receive buy and sell alerts from Jeff 

Bishop. I was not able to make the money that Jeff was stating he was making.  I was losing 

money on these trades.  Jeff also did not teach me how effectively to manage my risk on these 

trades.  I could not purchase at the price Jeff alerted us to and traded on.  I believe that Jeff was 

buying into a position at a cheap price and then sending out the alert.  It seemed to me that once 

his subscribers purchased, Jeff made money on the backs of everyone else because subscribers 

like me who were following his trades drove up the demand and price of the stock or option.  I 

lost approximately $8,000 trying to follow Jeff’s alerts. I often noticed that when I would try to 

follow his recommendations, the price would go up before I could buy and then would go down 

again before I could sell. 

8. After I signed up, I was bombarded with marketing emails every day from Raging 

Bull, the company that owns Weekly Money Multiplier.  One of the emails I received advertised 

a service called Option Rocket by a trading expert named Kyle Dennis. The email advertised a 
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webinar about the service.  On April 21, 2019, I registered for the webinar that was scheduled for 

April 25.  Kyle Dennis talked about how he became a millionaire trading in the stock market and 

that he was focused on biotech stocks. Kyle said that his service offered trade alerts.  Kyle 

promised he would do all the hard work and send out trade alerts to all of his subscribers so that 

we could make the same trades he was making.  He said that this was a great service for 

beginners and we did not need to have any experience because we could just follow what he 

does.  This was similar to Jeff Bishop’s service, except Kyle Dennis said that his Option Rocket 

service comes with what he called “Mortal Lock” trade alerts and he guaranteed a 400% return 

on his first Mortal Lock options trade. He said that for that night only, the service would be 

discounted to $1997.  In the email advertising the webinar, he specifically said, “I guarantee 

you’ll make more than $1997 with this one trade! Then, the rest of your profits are all a bonus.”  

Attached as Attachment A is a true and correct copy of the email and a few screenshots from the 

webinar.    

9. On April 25, 2019, I decided to sign up for Kyle Dennis’ Option Rocket service.   

Raging Bull charged $1997 on my credit card.  I signed up because Kyle made it sound like I 

would be missing out on huge wins and he was guaranteeing huge returns on his trades. Kyle 

made a powerful impression on me and exuded confidence in his trading abilities.  I really felt 

like I could make the kind of money he was making with his service.  I received the invoice and 

it listed out the various items that I would receive with the service.  For example, it says that I 

would receive selective trade alerts, detailed reports and key findings, access to the options video 

library, access to his live streaming portfolio, the “C.A.S.H out system – 100% wins…the 

weekly paycheck,” and Option Rocket.  Attached as Attachment B is a true and correct copy of 

the receipt.  

10. On April 28, 2019, Kyle sent an email answering some questions he received after 

his webinar on the Option Rocket service.  The first two questions were about how much time 

subscribers needed to commit to the service and how much money subscribers needed to start the 

program.  In terms of time, Kyle answered by stating, “To be honest, very little.  I’m doing the 
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work for you.  I’m sending you my trades after doing the research.  From there, I’m bundling 

everything up for you so that you have all the information you need to make your decision.  

Depending on how fast you read and can take a position…maybe 5 minutes per day?  This is 

meant for the busy, working professional.  I designed it as such and cater it to you (emphasis in 

orginal).” In terms of money, Kyle answered by stating, “Same with the amount of time…VERY 

LITTLE!  You can do this with account sizes that are extremely small.  Then you can scale 

accordingly.”  Then Kyle stated, “This really is the perfect service for those looking to get their 

feet off the ground.  With 100% winners regularly, you can exponentially grow your 

account…quickly.  I do recommend a $500 account at minimum so you can be part of my 

Mortal Lock guarantee, though (emphasis in original).” The last question was about the 

performance guarantee.  Kyle stated, “Now what I’m saying is this.  If you take $500 and decide 

to put it into this trade, I will guarantee that it goes up 400% and that you make $2000 (which is 

the cost of the service).”  Then he stated that if it does not, “I’m going to give you another year 

to my service, absolutely free!” Attached as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of the 

email.  

11. After I signed up for the Option Rocket service, I continued to receive emails 

from Kyle Dennis (from the email kyle@biotechbreakouts.com) advertising the Option Rocket 

service.   

12. For example, on April 26, 2019, Kyle wrote, “I told everyone last night…You 

either win, or you win!  And already, the C.A.$.H system is producing massive returns.  That’s a 

50% winner and a 100% winner already, and guess what?  Now we allocate proceeds to THE 

LOCK so that we can set ourselves up for 300…700…even 1500% returns!  You need to be 

part of this service.  There’s no reason not to be! I’m guaranteeing YOUR performance, too! 

(emphasis in original).” Attached as Attachment D is a true and correct copy of the email.  

13. Between April 26 and May 2, 2019, I received many emails from 

kyle@biotechbreakouts.com advertising the Option Rocket service. Kyle switched from 

guaranteeing a 400% return to an 800% return.  I received an email that stated in part, “You’ll be 
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amazed at how much better work is when you’re making additional income in as little as a few 

minutes per day.” Kyle also stated, “My service though…its GUARANTEED!  Mortal Lock 

Trade…800% (minimum $250 to make $2000) or you get a free year!  Start with this program, 

because this first year is practically risk free.  It’s the foundation and the building block to your 

success.”  There was also a customer testimonial in the email that stated, “I just started trading 

full time as of September 1st this year after I was forced to retire from a 40 year career as a [sic] 

Airline Pilot. Last week I was able to realize a profit of $78,000 – Nathan C.”  Kyle closed 

with “How does an extra $1000 or $2000 a week sound (emphasis in original)?”  Attached as 

Attachment E is a true and correct copy of this email. 

14. On May 2, 2019, Kyle sent another email that stated, “Over the past week, I’ve 

done all I could to show you the value of this service.  If you ask me, I did more than deliver.  

Most traders won’t hit a 100% win this entire year.  I demonstrated how effortless it is with my 

C.A.$.H system…you could’ve hit 7 with me in 4 trading days.  Then a few 50% winners were 

just for fun.”  Then he advertised what he called “cash collectors” which he explained are 

extremely selective picks called Mortal Locks.  He went on to reiterate that he guarantees “that 

$250 into this one trade will make you $2000 or you get a free year of service.” Finally he said 

that the Option Rocket service was going to go up from $1997 to $3997 after midnight and the 

Mortal Locks will not be included in the service after that time.  In fact, those will cost $1000 a 

piece.  Attached as Attachment F is a true and correct copy of the email. Attached as 

Attachment G are true and correct copies of 18 other emails I received promoting the Option 

Rocket service between April 26 and May 2.   

15. I also received other marketing emails from Kyle Dennis where he boasted about 

his winning trades and how his subscribers were also making money from Kyle’s trade alerts.  In 

one email, Kyle stated, “Today was one that you’ll never want to miss again.  And one that you 

wouldn’t have if you were a member of my service!  Rather than type too much, let me show you 

the 4 100% winners I locked in during the last 30 minutes of trading today.  I’ll post the link to 

join the Option Rocket here, because I can’t imagine why you wouldn’t want a piece of this.”  
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Other emails contained testimonials from other subscribers.  For example, one email had a list of 

testimonials, including “+600% on GE wow,” “I made around 800%+!!! Thanks Kyle!” “just a 

cool 36k,” “cool 12000,” and “$6000+ on GE!!! And I’m at the gym!!!”  Attached as 

Attachment H are true and correct copies of these two emails and additional emails Kyle sent 

about his winning trades.   

16. On May 3, 2019, Kyle sent out the first Mortal Lock trade.  He said he was 

buying “250 NIO June 21, 2019 $6 calls at .20.”  I understood this to mean he was buying 250 

options contracts at .20 per contract for the company NIO and the options expired on June 21, 

2019.  The email also said that if we put $250 into the trade, we qualify for his guarantee that we 

will make at least $1997 on the trade.  If we do not make the cost of the service by the time the 

trade is over, Kyle said we will get another year of the service for free.  Attached as Attachment 

I is a true and correct copy of the email.  

17. During the time period of these option contracts, Kyle sent several update emails 

to his subscribers stating that he was holding on to the contracts.  On May 28, 2019, Kyle sent an 

update that although the news around the company and the industry of electric cars was mixed, 

he was still holding on to the contracts. During this time period, I saw half my account wiped out 

and I had a feeling the trade was a big mistake, but Kyle kept advising us to hold the position.  

He gave us hope through his emails, and he told us he was holding on to the contracts.  Attached 

as Attachment J are true and correct copies of the follow up emails from Kyle.    

18. On May 29, 2019, I emailed Kyle Dennis and asked if there was any new 

guidance on NIO and Mortal lock.  I said, “23 days to expiry and a lot of money at risk.”  

Michael from Biotech Breakouts responded by saying, “Kyle sent out an update yesterday for 

NIO.  You can review that email and see if it’s still a viable trade for you.”  I had already lost 

money and was hoping that it would turn around.  Attached as Attachment K is a true and 

correct copy of this email exchange.  

19. On June 3, 2019, Kyle emailed and acknowledged that the NIO trade does not 

look like it will be profitable.  He stated, “To put it bluntly, this pick failed. My research was 
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right, but…we had some REALLY bad timing.  Now, we do have 3 weeks here to have some sort 

of surprise news come out to remedy some of this trade, but this would be unlikely.  I will be 

holding my position for the next 3 weeks, since there is no sense in selling it for a cent just to 

book the loss.  Like I said, there is always a chance something amazing happens.”  Later in the 

email, he stated “I know you put a lot of faith into me on this pick and I thought I was going to 

be 100% right.  I have real money in this trade and I’m losing right along with you.”  Then he 

stated, “I’m closing in on $7,000,000 in career trading profits and I want you to be reassured that 

we are going to battle back” and “I’ve booked thousands of winners over the past 5 years and 

I’m pushing forward with some fantastic ideas.”  Attached as Attachment L is a true and correct 

copy of the email.  

20. On June 10, 2019 Kyle sent another update stating that he was sticking with the 

position for two more weeks.  He said, “I am hopeful still, but it is not likely that this trade is 

remedied.”  At the end of the email he stated, “Now I’m off to do some more research to find 

you another 100% winner.”  Attached as Attachment M is a true and correct copy of the email.  

21. On June 17, 2019, Kyle sent an email about NIO and the mortal lock trade.  The 

subject line said “Option Rocket: Final NIO Update and Instructions Coming!”  Kyle said, “As 

promised, we will have a NIO update every Monday until the end of the position.  So here’s the 

nitty gritty…The play obviously did not go as I planned.  There were several reasons as to why it 

didn’t work out, which I highlighted in my report a few weeks ago.  I will be working extra hard 

for you to make up for this call that didn’t work out, and recouping those losses as quickly as I 

can.  There hasn’t been anything notable to report on since last week and it’s looking like the 

position will come to a final close this Friday.”  Kyle then went on to say, “On Monday, I will 

give you instructions on how to take advantage of the guarantee.  You will need to simply call in 

and talk to one of our VIP team leaders.  They will take care of you!”  Attached as Attachment 

N is a true and correct copy of the email.   
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22. The trade turned out to be a disaster.  I lost approximately $12,000 trading with 

Kyle on this one mortal lock trade.  Other subscribers were also talking about the money they 

lost in the chat room.     

23. Aside from the mortal lock trade, Kyle also sent out alerts for other trades he was 

making.  I tried to follow his alerts, but I found that by the time I received the alerts, the prices 

were higher than the prices Kyle claimed he spent on the trades.  I still tried to make the trades 

even though I could not get in the trades at the prices he sent on the alerts, and I ended up losing 

approximately $4000 with Kyle’s trades. I realized that I was not getting any value out of the 

service because the alerts were meaningless.  It seemed like all the alerts did was drive up the 

prices so Kyle could make money by using us as pawns. I felt that I was always playing catch up 

because I could not make the trades at the same prices. Like with Jeff Bishop’s service, it seemed 

to me that because he was sending out the alerts after he purchased, and his subscribers 

purchased once they received the alerts, the subscribers were pushing up the stock prices and 

Kyle and Jeff were the ones making money off the trades.   

24. Since the alerts were an important piece of the service to me, I sent Kyle a 

message on Messenger and asked him if it was possible for him to share the information about 

the stocks he was monitoring before he made the trades so that we could monitor those trades, 

prepare ahead of time, and buy at the same time.  I told him “I’m not usually able to get in on the 

prices on your alerts.  Meaning I have sustained losses where you made 100% in many cases.”  

Kyle sent a message back saying that he cannot do that because it is illegal for him to do that.  I 

did not understand that.  He could have just told us the stocks he was monitoring and the prices 

he was looking to trade at.  I believe he just wants to use everyone else to drive the prices up for 

himself.  I began to realize that for the kinds of stocks and options that Kyle and Jeff were 

recommending, the timing of these trades was critical because these securities were volatile and 

their prices could plummet within a few days or even a few hours.  So, if you bought while the 

price was at its peak or held onto the stock or options for too long, you could be left with 
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crippling losses.  Attached as Attachment O is a true and correct copy of the text message I sent 

to Kyle and his reply. 

25. I tried to cancel my Option Rocket subscription online, but I was not able to do 

so.  There was no provision for cancelling online.  There was no link or instructions online 

telling me how to cancel.  In addition, Raging Bull kept the credit card I paid with on file and I 

could not delete it from their website. I tried to call and cancel and the phone rang for a long 

time.  When someone did pick up, I was put on hold for a long time. I was not able to get 

through to anyone until I called the sales number as if I was a new customer signing up for a 

service.  

26. Finally, I reached a sales representative named Jeff.  I told him that I wanted a 

refund of the Option Rocket subscription, since I had paid $1997 for the service and lost the 

majority of my account from his Mortal Lock trade.  Jeff told me that Raging Bull does not issue 

refunds.  I then asked if Raging Bull could transfer my money to my Weekly Money Multiplier 

service and he said I could not apply the money I spent on Option Rocket towards Jeff’s service.  

He told me that I would forfeit my subscription fee if I decided to quit Option Rocket even 

though it had only been approximately two months since I signed up.  I was very upset. To 

placate me, Jeff proposed a “lifetime” membership for Weekly Money Multiplier.  He said if I 

decided to upgrade my account to lifetime, I would only have to pay $250 at renewal time in 

March 2020 and not the full fee I paid originally.  I declined the offer.   

27. It was not until a few weeks later, on August 1, 2019, that I discovered that 

Raging Bull billed me $999 in July 2019 for a Weekly Money Multiplier Lifetime Upgrade and 

an accompanying trial period without my authorization or consent. They also reset my account 

subscription for Option Rocket making it appear like I had a brand new account for Option 

Rocket starting on July 19, 2019.  In addition, even though I was billed for a lifetime 

subscription, my Weekly Money Multiplier subscription no longer appeared on my member 

dashboard and I could not access the service any longer.  Attached as Attachment P is a true and 
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correct copy of the dashboard after they reset my account and the invoice for the unauthorized 

charge.   

28. I called Jeff back and he claimed ignorance and told me he would review my 

account, but he did not think they made a mistake.  He told me that he billed me because I 

requested a lifetime subscription.  I said that I did not.  I reminded him that I asked for a refund 

and he was the one who suggested the lifetime subscription and I declined.  I did not have a 

recording of the call and so I could not prove what I said.  I decided to call my credit card 

company to see if I could chargeback the fee.  The credit card company told me to go back to the 

company to try and resolve it, but they would start an investigation.  Because I had already tried 

to get my money back from Raging Bull and the credit card company to no avail, on August 6, 

2019, I filed a complaint with the Better Business Bureau (“BBB”) in New Hampshire.   

29. On August 10, 2019, I again sent an email to Raging Bull asking what happened 

to my Weekly Money Multiplier subscription and telling them that if they took it away from me, 

then they need to refund me for that subscription.  Michael, an employee with Raging Bull, 

responded to my email on August 10, stating that because I disputed the Weekly Money 

Multiplier charge with my credit card and received a refund, they deleted my subscription.  That 

is false.  My subscription was deleted prior to calling the credit card company and I did not 

receive a refund from the credit card company.  I had to explain several times that I disputed the 

$999 charge because I did not authorize that charge for a lifetime upgrade and that $999 charge 

had nothing to do with my original service.  On August 12, 2019, I emailed Michael again after I 

checked and my Weekly Money Multiplier subscription was not restored. On August 13, Michael 

emailed me and told me he restored my Weekly Money Multiplier service.  Attached as 

Attachment Q is a true and correct copy of my email correspondence with Raging Bull from 

August 2019.  

30. The BBB informed Raging Bull of my complaint.  Michael from Raging Bull 

responded to me through the BBB on August 15, 2019.   He stated in part, “I’d be more than 

happy to refund the $1997 for the Option Rocket service but I would need you to identify with 
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BBB that you're satisfied with the result that I shared above." Michael was referring to Raging 

Bull's customer service representative reversing their unauthorized charge of $999, after I had to 

first point this error out to them and complain. On September 11, 2019, I responded by stating, 

"I have faced difficulty trying to resolve this issue on phone. Its [sic] clear your folks 

deliberately avoid my calls. I want my $1997 refund for Option Rocket. The service is not 

useful to me. I neither use the service nor want it." On September 30, 2019, someone at Raging 

Bull responded by stating that they had refunded me $1997 for Option Rocket. I finally did 

receive a refund for Option Rocket. Attached as Attachment R is a true and correct copy of the 

BBB complaint and correspondence. 

31. I stayed with Weekly Money Multiplier for the entire year. The subscription 

expired in March 2020. I called my bank to cancel my credit card so that if Raging Bull tried to 

renew that service, they would not be able to. I specifically cancelled the card to stop Raging 

Bull from taking money from my account. 

32. I lost approximately $24,000 trying to follow Jeff Bishop and Kyle Dennis' alerts. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tr and correct. 

Executed on~ , 0 '.2i , 20Q0 
Katy, Texas ' 

11 
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From:Ugo Diribe

To:Robbins, Colleen B.; Tavares, Michelle

Subject:Fw: Ugo, It’s a LOCK! You’re Registered.

Date:Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:10:04 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2019, 11:41:27 PM CDT
Subject: Ugo, It’s a LOCK! You’re Registered.

BiotechBreakouts

Attachment APX 7, 319
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Time Running Out

Congrats on taking that first step.
You just solidified a seat to my LIVE event on Thursday, April 25th at 8PM

Mortal Lock
Confidence is an understatement when it comes to these trades.
I’m taking this to a new level and guaranteeing the performance. No one has
done this before!
I’m ready to put my money where my mouth is.
We won’t stop there. I’ll show you this surefire, 1 simple indicator that you can
use to find the highest caliber trades.
We’ll walk through real-money case studies and I’ll show you how easy it is.
By the following day, you could be applying this strategy and landing
352%...510%...630%...
Even 1552%...!
Set yourself a reminder. You can’t miss this.

Add event to calendar

Event Name: Mortal Lock
Event Date/Time: Thursday April 25th, 8PM ET
Login Link: https://app.ragingbull.com/webinar/rb-free

See you then!
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Kyle Dennis

Kyle Dennis
The People’s Trader 

Special
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Neither Biotech Breakouts nor RagingBull.com , LLC (publisher of Biotech Breakouts)  is registered as an

investm ent  adviser nor a broker/ dealer with either the U. S. Securit ies & Exchange Com m ission or any state

securit ies regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that  all inform at ion presented on this website

is solely for inform at ional purposes, is not  intended to be used as a personalized investm ent  recom m endat ion,

and is not  at tuned to any specific port folio or to any user 's part icular investm ent  needs or object ives. Past

perform ance is NOT indicat ive of future results. Furtherm ore, such inform at ion is not  to be const rued as an

offer to sell or the solicitat ion of an offer to buy, nor is it  to be const rued as a recom m endat ion to buy, hold or

sell (short  or otherwise)  any security. All users of this website m ust  determ ine for them selves what  specific

investm ents to m ake or not  m ake and are urged to consult  with their  own independent  financial advisors with

respect  to any investm ent  decision. The reader bears responsibilit y for his/ her own investm ent  research and

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securit ies professional before m aking any investm ent , and

invest igate and fully understand any and all r isks before invest ing. All opinions, analyses and inform at ion

included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and writ ten in good faith, but  should be

independent ly verified, and no representat ion or warranty of any kind, express or im plied, is m ade, including

but  not  lim ited to any representat ion or warranty concerning accuracy, com pleteness, correctness, t im eliness

or appropriateness. I n addit ion, we undertake no responsibilit y to not ify such opinions, analyses or

inform at ion or to keep such opinions, analyses or inform at ion current . Also be aware that  owners, em ployees

and writers of and for RagingBull.com , LLC m ay have long or short  posit ions in securit ies that  m ay be

discussed on this website or newslet ter. Past  results are not  indicat ive of future profits. This table is accurate,

though not  every t rade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from  the port folios

Biotech Breakouts m anages on behalf of RagingBull.com , LLC.  

I f you have a current  act ive subscript ion with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact  us here if you want

to cancel your subscript ion. Opt ing out  of em ails does not  rem ove you from  your service at

BiotechBreakouts.com .

Unsubscribe

62 Calef Hwy # 233 Lee, New Ham pshire 03861 United States
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RagingBull.com, LLC Receipt

62 Calef Hwy Ste 233

Lee NH 03861

United States

+1 833-265-1270

support@ragingbull.com

Receipt number 2284-6123

Invoice number 6E16233-0001

Date paid April 25, 2019

Payment method  – 

Paid by

Ugo Diribe. Created by

dashboard.

$1,997.00 paid on April 25, 2019

Description Qty Unit price Amount

APR 25, 2019

Selective Trade Alerts 1 $0.00 $0.00

Detailed Report And Key Findings 1 $0.00 $0.00

Options Video Library 1 $0.00 $0.00

Live Streaming Portfolio 1 $0.00 $0.00

C.A.S.H out system - 100% wins… the “weekly paycheck” 1 $0.00 $0.00

APR 25, 2019 – APR 25, 2020

Option Rocket 1 $1,997.00 $1,997.00

Subtotal $1,997.00

Amount paid $1,997.00

Questions? Contact RagingBull.com, LLC at support@ragingbull.com or call at

+1 833-265-1270. 2284-6123 – Page 1 of 1
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Thanks for everyone that emailed me yesterday. Tons of great feedback.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: ??Feedback Needed ASAP

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:16:19 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019, 08:00:27 AM CDT
Subject: Re: Feedback Needed ASAP
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Now from what I read, the service has been well received but there were some 

general questions so I’ll use this email to address them.

Biggest two...Time Commitment and Capital…

1) How much time do I need to Commit to this? 

To be honest, very little. I’m doing the work for you. I’m sending you my trades after 

doing the research. From there, I’m bundling everything up for you so that you have 

all the information you need to make your decision.

Depending on how fast you read and can take a position...maybe 5 minutes per 

day? 

This is meant for the busy, working professional. I designed it as such and cater it to 

you.

2) How Much Capital (Money) Do I Need?

Same with the amount of time...VERY LITTLE! You can do this with account sizes that 

are extremely small. Then you can scale accordingly. Here, I showed this in my 

webinar, but take a look again. 

These are small positions!
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This really is the perfect service for those looking to get their feet off the ground. With 

100% winners regularly, you can exponentially grow your account...quickly!

I do recommend a $500 account at minimum so you can be part of my Mortal 

Lock guarantee, though.

Which brings me to the 3rd question I got often!

3) Kyle, I Don’t Understand Your Performance Guarantee…?

Alright, this one is important, so here it is.

All you need is $500.

Once you join my service, you’ll have access to my Mortal Lock trades. My 1st one is 

set to go live this coming week (ACT FAST).

Now, what I’m saying is this. If you take $500 and decide to put it into this trade, I will 

guarantee that it goes up 400% and that you make $2000 (which is the cost of the 

service).
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified

Special
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I told everyone last night…

You either win, or you win!

And already, the C.A.$.H system is producing massive returns.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Boom Shakalaka! Wins on Wins!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:13:36 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019, 01:30:22 PM CDT
Subject: Boom Shakalaka! Wins on Wins!
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That’s a 50% winner and a 100% winner already, and guess what?

Now we allocate proceeds to THE LOCK so that we can set 

ourselves up for 300...700...even 1500% returns!

You need to be a part of this service.

There’s no reason not to be! I’m guaranteeing YOUR performance, too!

If you haven’t yet, go back and watch the recording from last night to see it in action. 

Dive in at 17:00. 
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respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the
advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before
investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not
limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we
undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be
aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be
discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative
of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the
portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription.
Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: [8 Hours]  You’re On the Clock

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:23:59 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 03:00:29 PM CDT
Subject: [8 Hours] You’re On the Clock
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Time Running Out

Rush hour traffic.

A miserable commute. 

A salary that you know you’re worth more than.

A structured 9-5 schedule.

I was fed up with it all, especially the amount of work I was doing to make just $40,000 

per year.

So what did I do? I found a way to generate more income. I remember my first year 

that I made more than $40,000 in trading profits.

Then the next year, I made $838,000...Needless to say, I quit my job.

I’m telling you this because that first year I was able to make more than my salary was 

the greatest feeling of my life.

You’ll be amazed at how much better work is when you’re making additional income in 

as little as a few minutes per day.

And I wasn’t as fortunate as you!

I didn’t have the Option Rocket.

I wasted money on services that didn’t deliver.
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: ??BIG NEWS! Everything Ends Today??

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:22:53 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 06:30:36 AM CDT
Subject: BIG NEWS! Everything Ends Today
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Time Running Out

I’ve been trying to give you fair warning.

Over the past week, I’ve done all I could to show you the value of this service.

If you ask me, I did more than deliver.

Most traders won’t hit a 100% win this entire year. 

I demonstrated how effortless it is with my C.A.$.H system...You could’ve hit 7 with 

me in 4 trading days. Then a few 50% winners were just for fun. 

Like I said, those are our “Cash Collectors” which basically gear us up for extremely 

selective picks that I call…

Mortal Locks.

My FIRST MORTAL LOCK IS BEING PLACED TOMORROW!

That’s one reason you need to join by midnight.

The second is that the GUARANTEE IS NOT OFFERED AFTER TODAY. This is the 

last time to get in on this risk-free year.

Like I’ve said, I guarantee that $250 into this one trade will make you $2000 or you 

get a free year of service. It was originally $400 but I’m at an all new level of 

confidence so I wanted to give you a little extra!
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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The biggest event I’ve ever put on! 

Over 4000 people piled in and I was told 15 minutes in that servers crashed.

We did it again! At one point, 1700 people tried to join within a 75 second time frame.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: [Replay Inside]  Couldn’t Attend, That’s OK!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:13:07 PM

watch the mortal lock presentation here

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019, 09:50:05 AM CDT
Subject: [Replay Inside] Couldn’t Attend, That’s OK!
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Unfortunately, that meant that quite a few couldn’t get in. Luckily, I recorded it in the event that 

something like this would happen.

Nearly two hours long with a full Q&A, and I know you don’t want to sit through all of that.

I do need you for a little while though, because I want to walk you through these 3 KEY 

STEPS.

Start at 17:09 and Watch Until 37:00...20 Minutes. 

Seriously, if you can’t give me just 20 minutes, you don’t truly want this.

I’m even guaranteeing YOUR performance. 

See for yourself. 
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Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with
either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all
information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment
recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners,
employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed on this website, but all such
individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The
buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is
NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy,
nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine
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for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with
respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the
advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before
investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not
limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we
undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be
aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be
discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative
of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the
portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription.
Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Members emailed in.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Ugo … Check this Out!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:14:11 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019, 02:30:17 PM CDT
Subject: Ugo … Check this Out!
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50% win on TNDM, 100% win on ZAYO…

Dave’s whole account is up 30%

But they told me that wasn’t enough for today. 

I said “WHAT DO YOU WANT?”

Their reply…
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So I did what I do best.

Rose to the challenge and delivered ANOTHER 100% Winner.

NOW is the time to board the Option Rocket.

Schedule your paycheck, collect the cash, and lock yourself into the #1 Options 
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Strategy available.

Lowest price offered with Performance Guarantee.

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails
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Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I know it’s Saturday evening, but something today got me thinking that I want to make 

this the easiest decision possible for you.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: [NEW]  This Deal Got Better! 

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:15:52 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To:

Sent: Saturday, April 27, 2019, 06:00:26 PM CDT
Subject: [NEW] This Deal Got Better! 
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Now, listen up, because this is something you can’t refuse. 

During the webinar, I asked what “more money” meant for you. The winner got free 

access to my services and will be flown in as my VIP guest for the next conference. 

On Apr 25, 8:09 PM, Steve Apt wrote:

"The ability to continue to pay for the best Doctors to treat my wife’s breast cancer. 

Thankfully she is doing well now after reconstruction and treatments. I burned through 

half my retirement paying for private Doctors and special surgeries. All well worth 

every penny. Now time to rebuild and retire and enjoy the rest of our lives."

That right there hit home for me.

I knew I wanted to help, so I then pledged another $10,000 to the National Breast 

Cancer Foundation.

This is what “more money” means to me. It means that I can give back and help 

people.

So here is the deal that I’m offering you right here, right now.

Would you like to be able to help people in need?...To give back to charities of your 

choosing?

Well NOW you can. 
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I emailed everyone last night, but it’s the weekend so I’m sure you didn’t see it.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw:  My $100,000 Pledge 

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:16:40 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019, 01:00:22 PM CDT
Subject:  My $100,000 Pledge 
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I need to keep this short and sweet tonight. Game of Thrones is starting soon and 

Winter is Coming!

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Hint:  Mortal Lock Coming Soon!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:17:28 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019, 06:49:01 PM CDT
Subject: Hint: Mortal Lock Coming Soon!
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Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC
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website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
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not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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The question on everyone’s mind. 

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: When Will You Start Making Money?

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:17:46 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2019, 07:00:29 AM CDT
Subject: When Will You Start Making Money?
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“I have to pay $1997 for the service...when am I going to recoup that cost and start 

making money?”

Couple of points here. 

1) I’m guaranteeing you make that much with one trade! If you don’t make that back 

with the Mortal Lock that airs this week, you get a $1997 credit for another 

year...FREE. 

All you have to do is decide if you want to be in that trade and take a $500 minimum 

position.

2) If I wasn’t giving out that guarantee, you’d still be sitting in a phenomenal place! 

Members have made that back in as little as a couple days! It doesn’t take long when 

you’re hitting these types of winners. 

Here, take it from them!

“Made 64%! Almost paid off my membership with two trades!” - Derek Z

“Great call on SRPT and AAXN. It's only been two weeks and I've almost made my 

annual fee back :)...thx, you're really making a difference in people's lives. That is 

something you can be very proud of!!!” - Parker A

“I am a new member of your service and joined last week...I picked VKTX and 

bought 5 $15 Calls Exp 10/19 on 09/14. VKTX stock was at $10.4x Today is 09/18, 

the stock skyrocketed to > $21 and my options prices jumped huge. I was able to 

quickly sell just after market open @ $5.20 making me more than $2000 over the 

weekend.” - Sam W

Want to know the real beauty of this?

You Keep All Your Profits!

Now, in one full year, I’ve guaranteed your success. 

I’m giving you access to Mortal Lock trades absolutely free.

I’m letting you see a live portfolio of my trades.

I’m giving you full access to my C.A.$.H System to act as a foundation for your 

trading.

And all I’m asking is $1997.
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Ask yourself...Do you think you aren’t going to make more than that in an entire year?

All it may take is 1, 100% win. Remember, I hit 6 of those on Friday!

Don’t miss another and join before my next trade goes live!

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 
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Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Another quick message.

I don’t want to disturb your night. I’m getting ready to watch the NBA playoffs anyway.

But before I do, let’s recap and see what’s in store moving forward.

In 2 trading days since the webinar, I’ve hit SIX 100% winners and THREE +50% 
winners.

Many are closing in on 100% and I expect those to happen by Wednesday.

More trades will be put on tomorrow, and more importantly…

New Mortal Lock findings will be given to members.

Remember, that’s the trade I have stone cold confidence in.

New Findings UnLOCKed 

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Monday, April 29, 2019, 07:00 PM CDT
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Not a doubt in my mind this thing returns less than 400%.

That’s why I’m still guaranteeing your performance.

After all, I want you to make money!

I’ll say it again. Expect a price hike and this guarantee to go away soon. 

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com
Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this 
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be 
used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular 
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investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is 
discussed or viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These 
individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a 
regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 
information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 
recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves 
what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with 
respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should 
seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any 
and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to 
be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, 
express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, 
correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or 
information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and 
for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but 
all such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 
accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis 
manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your 
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Your midday message is here. 

Mortal Lock Details are being revealed, just like I said they would!

There are a few things that need to set up. 

Right now, members have received the FIRST OF THREE KEY 
ELEMENTS.

I obviously can’t give this away for free. 

[1/3 Leaked] Mortal Lock Details

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Monday, April 29, 2019, 10:36 AM CDT
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Kyle Dennis Unsubscribe 

tome .... 

Good afternoon, 

10:48 AM (6 minutes ago) * +,._ 

I wanted to give you a quick update on the Mortal Lock trade. 

Cheers, 
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*This is the trade I am guaranteeing goes up 400%*

Remember, if you decide you’d like to take this trade, I am saying that a $500 position 
will return $2000 in profits or you get an additional year absolutely free. 

Each detail of this trade is crucial. 

You’ll get this first one when you join here and can expect the others over the next 2 
days.

Time to make some money!

Join now. 

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com
Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this 
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be 
used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular 
investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is 
discussed or viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These 
individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a 
regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 
information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 
recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves 
what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with 
respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should 
seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any 
and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to 
be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, 
express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, 
correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or 
information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and 
for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but 
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all such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 
accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis 
manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your 
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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As a new trader or as a potential new member of my service, believe me when I say it can be 

nerve racking.

I’ve been there. I joined other services that let me down before finding the few that were 

worthwhile.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Newbie Alert:  What Do I  Do?

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:21:14 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2019, 07:00:53 PM CDT
Subject: Newbie Alert: What Do I Do?
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It was actually a big reason why I started my own. 

I can’t control the junk that others are offering. All I can do is control what my service delivers 

and each day, I go above and beyond for you.

You need to know that. 

If my members didn’t make money, I wouldn’t have a business.

If it was taking them months or years to be successful, again, I wouldn’t have a business.

I’m here to accelerate your learning curve and crush your perceptions of what is possible.

Don’t take it from me. Take it from Carolina Perez...She joined on FRIDAY!

"Hi!!! Thank you I earned 2,500 dollars with you this week"
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of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the
portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription.
Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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We’re nearing the end.

The end of this $1997 price.

The end of this guarantee.

And the end to join Option Rocket and get my first Mortal Lock.

I’m just about to release the 2nd of 3 key findings of this trade. 

In fact, tomorrow is going to get even better for members, but I can’t give away any 
more details.

Let’s just say that 400% is no longer the ceiling on this trade! It’s better than that 
and you’re going to find out why.

Join here to unlock these secrets. 

By the way, that $1997 price will go to $3997 soon.

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

[2/3 Leaked] Mortal Lock Details

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Tuesday, April 30, 2019, 03:00 PM CDT
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Here’s a little lesson to kickstart this Tuesday morning.

The market gives us unlimited opportunity every day. One of the most crucial factors to 
your trading is exactly that. It’s YOUR trading.

Remember, I’m doing the work for you. I’m researching companies, actively scanning 
and looking into technicals, reading news releases...Anything I can do to give us a leg 
up on the market and put the odds in our favor.

However, when it comes to making the trade and taking profits, that’s on you.

And I’ll say this time and time again. You NEVER go broke taking profits.

I might be gunning for 50-100%...is there a problem with take profits before that? 
Absolutely not!

In fact, when you realize how easy it can be to capture some 20-40% returns, you may 
just wind up compounding those wins and watching your account grow consistently. 
Plenty of members already do this!

1000% returns. Let ‘em Laugh!

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Tuesday, April 30, 2019, 06:53 AM CDT
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That’s the goal here.

The goal of the Option Rocket isn’t to make a couple big winners and then have 
nothing to show for it at the end of the year.

No. The goal is to 10X your money or more! 

1000% returns. Others who are uneducated might scoff at you when you tell them 
that’s your plan.

Let them mock you. Let them laugh.

I can’t wait to see the look on their face when you tell them how much your account 
has grown.

Meanwhile, I’m sure that 2% return from their financial manager is going to change 
their lives!

Anyway, that’s a topic for another day.

Until then, if you want to make serious money in the market, you’ve got to be the one 
holding the reigns.

Join the Option Rocket. I can’t offer this price much longer. 

If you have other questions, reply to this email. I’d like to know why you’re still on the 
fence. 
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A lot has happened in the past week, so I’d like to do a quick review before I break 
some news to you.

Read along carefully, it’s been utter chaos!

April 25th → Mortal Lock Launches LIVE, Lowest Price Offered with Guarantee. 

April 26th → Six 100% Winners, 1 50% Winner, Members Cash In

April 29th → Two 50% Winners and a 60% Winner, Members Cash In

April 30th → 120% Winner, Members Cash In

Today, May 1st → Guarantee Sweetened. What I initially said would be a 400% 
winner, I upgraded to 800%.

At this point, I’ve done what I can do.

I woke up this morning with even more conviction. 800% CONVICTION!

What I’m saying is that a $250 position in the Mortal Lock will 
yield 800% returns or $2000 (cost of the service). If it does not, 

BOOMSKI! 1 Year FREE. 

Now I need something from you. 

Look at any other online trading service you’re following right now. 

[Reply Today] Need Your Advice Please! 

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Wednesday, May 1, 2019, 02:13 PM CDT
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Have they hit SEVEN 100%, verified winners in the past 3 trading days?

Have they provided you proof that members are reeling in profits and paying for the 
service in as little as a couple days?

And last but not least…

Are they guaranteeing YOUR performance?

If you can answer yes to all of these questions, I want you to reply to me and tell 
me what that service is, and I’ll join it immediately, no matter what the cost is. 

If anyone was going out of their way to provide for members like I am, they deserve my 
business.

I highly doubt anyone is doing that.

And until they do, the Option Rocket remains the most trusted online trading service.

One that you can have the confidence to join, because after all, this first year is risk 
free with my Mortal Lock guarantee!

If you don’t make the cost of the service with this one trade, you get a free year! 
(Minimum $250 position).

Waiting isn’t going to help you. 

Join HERE. 

$3997 will be the new price soon! I don’t want you to pay double. 

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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Won’t name names, but there was a comment I saw and someone said…

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Can I  break THIS Record Tomorrow?

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:22:34 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2019, 07:00:25 PM CDT
Subject: Can I break THIS Record Tomorrow?
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website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
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make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I told you I had big news coming, and here it is.

I no longer think my Mortal Lock is going to return 400%...

Sorry, but I’ve been patient with this trade and after some key findings were revealed 
yesterday, I just don’t have that same certainty.

Instead, I have 800% CERTAINTY!

That’s right. This trade has been upgraded and so has your guarantee.

I’m at a new level of confidence in this, and you are going to reap the rewards.

What this means is that if you decide to put just $250 into this trade, I guarantee 
it will return $2000 in profits, or 800%.

If it does not, you get another year of my service absolutely free.

How does that sound?

UPGRADED GUARANTEE

From: Kyle Dennis (kyle@biotechbreakouts.com)
To:
Date: Wednesday, May 1, 2019, 07:48 AM CDT
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Great! Glad we are in agreement!

No one else is going to do this for you.

You need to sign up now. My guarantee is expiring soon. 

You must purchase before the Mortal Lock trade is placed. 

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 
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discussed or viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These 
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: All Done! Sale Ends Now 

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:25:01 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 09:00:19 PM CDT
Subject: All Done! Sale Ends Now 
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Time Running Out

It’s not a secret anymore. This deal is ending.

The guarantee is disappearing. 

The price for Option Rocket is going from $1997 to $3997.

Mortal Lock Picks will be their own separate service, $1000 for access to each trade.
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I have to. This deal has gone on long enough.

This is your last chance to get this price!

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: BIG NEWS! Everything Ends Today

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:22:53 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 06:30:36 AM CDT
Subject: BIG NEWS! Everything Ends Today
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Time Running Out

I’ve been trying to give you fair warning.

Over the past week, I’ve done all I could to show you the value of this service.

If you ask me, I did more than deliver.

Most traders won’t hit a 100% win this entire year. 

I demonstrated how effortless it is with my C.A.$.H system...You could’ve hit 7 with 

me in 4 trading days. Then a few 50% winners were just for fun. 

Like I said, those are our “Cash Collectors” which basically gear us up for extremely 

selective picks that I call…

Mortal Locks.

My FIRST MORTAL LOCK IS BEING PLACED TOMORROW!

That’s one reason you need to join by midnight.

The second is that the GUARANTEE IS NOT OFFERED AFTER TODAY. This is the 

last time to get in on this risk-free year.

Like I’ve said, I guarantee that $250 into this one trade will make you $2000 or you 

get a free year of service. It was originally $400 but I’m at an all new level of 

confidence so I wanted to give you a little extra!
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Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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This is where we separate the “Reals” from the “Fakes”...

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: ⏰[Hours Remain]  Choose a Side!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:24:35 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 08:00:30 PM CDT
Subject: ⏰[Hours Remain] Choose a Side!
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A week ago at this time, I got a pretty good idea who was serious about making 

money in the stock market.

Those people joined immediately and have been paying themselves this past week 

with the Option Rocket.

But I get it...you’ve been skeptical. You had to do your research. You had to see if I 

was “REAL”.

And I’ve proven that I’M AS REAL AS THEY COME!

That’s why I pledged all my trading profits from my services to charity this year and I 

even let 50 new Option Rocket members pick some of the charities.

That’s why I guaranteed your performance.

And that’s why I allowed a full week to get this discount. But now the decision is 
yours…
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Are you REAL? If so, that means that you are serious about making more money.

Or are you FAKE? If so, that means you don’t really want this. 

I’ve got a strong assumption, so follow this link!

I’ll be in touch tomorrow with the Mortal Lock!

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC

Special
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: ?ONE MORE BONUS!?

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:24:24 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 04:30:24 PM CDT
Subject: ONE MORE BONUS!
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Time Running Out

You thought I was done adding value to this deal?

Well I’m not done yet!

You know I’ve guaranteed this first year for you with the Mortal Lock.

My trade tomorrow, I am guaranteeing returns of 800% or you get a free year. If you 

decide to take part, all that is required is $250 to help you make $2000 (cost of the 

service). 

If you don’t make that…

Again, your next year is FREE!
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Today was one that you’ll never want to miss again.

And one that you wouldn’t have if you were a member of my service!

Rather than type too much, let me show you the 4 100% winners I locked in during the last 30 

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: 4 More 100%  Winners! Had Enough?

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:15:02 PM

not sure if all these claims are verifiable

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019, 04:53:29 PM CDT
Subject: 4 More 100% Winners! Had Enough?
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100% on WW
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And last and JUST AS GOOD…

100% on MCD
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with
either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all
information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment
recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners,
employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed on this website, but all such
individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The
buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is
NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy,
nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine
for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with
respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the
advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before
investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not
limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we
undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be
aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be
discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative
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of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the
portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription.
Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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I have a feeling some of you think I’m crazy for guaranteeing that this Mortal Lock 

trade I’m placing tomorrow goes up 800%...

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: GE Whiz...ANOTHER 800%  Winner.

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:23:15 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2019, 08:56:36 AM CDT
Subject: GE Whiz...ANOTHER 800% Winner.
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I mean, I’m telling you that if you decide to take a $250 position that it will pay you 

$2000 or you get a free year of my service.

And trust me, I don’t plan on giving away any free services!!

I’ve hit 800% winners before and they weren’t even Mortal Locks!

They were just bonus trades I gave to my members…

Like my trade on GE end of February.

josh luttrell set: out 1/2 of the calls for 550%

luz lip: Sold my GE calls plus 570%

bryan ald: + 600% on GE wow

jeffrey geh: +2900 GE calls

justin cal: +$18k GE calls. biggest win of my career

lisa sto: My GE runner up 817%

marc pol: Took in 3K from 50 GE contract

erick wilson wil: I made around 800%+ !!!Thanks Kyle!

mark mor: GE up 380% . in 200 Mar01 11calls at 0.09!

jason hac: just a cool 36k

mark mor: cool 12000

gary dub: GE + 762%

dennis uy : im up only 755% on GE calls

dan sew: ge 710 %

lisa sto: dang, 781% on runners

lloyd abd: Up 788% GE calls!

erick wilson wil: $6,000 + on GE !!! And I’m at the gym!!!
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from kyle@biotechbreakouts.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Wanted to send everyone a little teaser of what you can expect for the next 365 days 

as a member of the Option Rocket.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Trade Alert:  Bought SQ Calls

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:19:21 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To:

Sent: Monday, April 29, 2019, 12:04:16 PM CDT
Subject: Trade Alert: Bought SQ Calls
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Today, I alerted a trade on SQ. Here it is, for free!

And already, members have been crushing it!

Remember, these are the “paychecks”...the “cash” we collect throughout the 

week.

“SQ is moving +35% so far…” - Jeffrey G

“so far for the day + 2500 . SQ calls.” - Ali K

“out of SQ call for 54%, I got in on Friday.” - Jason Y

“Out all SQ +57%.” Thanks Kyle

“50% on SQ calls” - Robert L

“51% SQ for me. was a nice call” - Jacob W. 

Then we reallocate the proceeds to the Mortal Locks.

I’m telling you right now, you do not want to miss any more of these! They've been 

HUGE daily money makers!

Get in today and lock in this guaranteed year with me. 
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broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Hope everyone had a great day!

It was an amazing start for new Option Rocket members as I locked in 6, 100% winners and a 

50% winner (just for fun).

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: ATTN: Important Details!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:15:33 PM

watch video

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2019, 07:01:15 PM CDT
Subject: ATTN: Important Details!
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faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not
limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we
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...Over $6000 profits on a $350 investment...

I’m able to find some of the most lucrative trades, because of my love for biotechs.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: + 1714%  gains...Yes for REAL!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:16:58 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To:

Sent: Sunday, April 28, 2019, 04:00:20 PM CDT
Subject: +1714% gains...Yes for REAL!
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VKTX with just $350 investment. I choose calls over stocks here due to 

my portfolio size, but it paid me more than what stocks would have :)” - 

Amar N.

Want to learn how to put those limited funds to work and manage your risk while doing so?

It starts here. The Option Rocket.

$1997 price and guarantee expiring soon.

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 
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I’ve had a lot of emails about my historical day this past Friday.

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: [Watch FREE]  Trade Anatomy Lesson

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:22:21 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2019, 04:30:22 PM CDT
Subject: [Watch FREE] Trade Anatomy Lesson
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Yes, the day I hit SIX 100% winners.

So, here is what you've been asking for!

A walk through of how I targeted, executed, and doubled up on each trade!

*Upgraded Guarantee Details at End of Video*

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Mortal Lock: Buying Calls on this Small Electric Car Maker

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:25:13 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Friday, May 3, 2019, 12:12:34 PM CDT
Subject: Mortal Lock: Buying Calls on this Small Electric Car Maker
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The Mortal Lock Trade: This stock is extremely liquid. Be sure to get the price YOU 

want. I think there is tremendous upside here, so I’m not too worried about the initial 

buy price, but the lower price you get obviously the better. I bought 250 NIO June 21, 

2019 $6 calls at .20. 

The Guarantee Rules (for the new Mortal Lock buyers): If you are a new Option 

Rocket buyer as of April 25th, 2019, and as long as you put in $250 into this trade, 

you qualify for my guarantee. Remember, my guarantee is that you will make at least 

$1997 (the cost of this service) on the trade, as long as you put in over $250 - if you 

do not make the cost of the service by the time the trade is over, all you have to do is 

call or email in to request another year on me! That means I’m seeing over 800% 

upside overall here! As an example however, if you put in $2,000 and it goes up 100% 

and you make $2,000 - I have fulfilled my guarantee. As a bonus, the guarantee also 

extends to the PRICE THAT YOU BUY AT, not my personal results! Make sense?!

The Report:

NIO Inc, is an electric auto manufacturer based here in the United States. However, 

they are mainly targeting the Chinese market. As a product, many of their cars are 

futuristic and simply beautiful. Take a look at one of their high end cars:
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The company’s shares rallied huge earlier this year from about $6 to $10 on being on 

the 60 minutes program in February. Afterwards, both NIO and a comparator KNDI 

dumped back down.

Now we are trading just off all time lows and sentiment is extremely poor. There was a 

recent fire, they laid off employees at one of their offices in San Francisco, and traders 

are screaming on the message boards.

So, why buy? 

This is step one of my formula! 

A former loved name is now beaten down near 52 week lows. All the bad news has 

seemingly come out and expectations are low. That means any good news that 

comes out will allow for an outsized pop to the upside.

Additionally, there is a larger than average short interest, which will add to the pop on 
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any news over the next two months.

The company “could” have an earnings call sometime in early June, per their 

estimated date.

Immensely speculative, but recently some rumors surrounding Apple joining up with 

NIO just came out as well. Peep the headline below:

I doubt this actually materializes into anything (I don’t like to rely on rumors for my 

main thesis), but any news regarding that would be humongous for the company. I 

wanted you guys to be aware first, and I’ll just leave it at that, since I don’t see it very 

likely to happen.

In essence, this is very similar to our previous plays on the big SNAP and AMRN 

wins. A stock that was formerly loved, now beaten up on bad times, with a couple of 

nice catalysts and rumors afoot.

Bonus trade: For you more advanced at options, you could reduce your risk on this 
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trade to essentially nothing by selling some closer dated puts. I sold 250 of the NIO 

May 17, 2019 $4.50 puts for .17. That means if the stock stays above $4.50 by May 

17th, I’ll collect about $5,000 and reduce my risk to just .02 a contract, nearly nothing!

Let’s go baby!

Cheers,

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader

Special
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  Update on NIO!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:25:48 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2019, 09:38:36 AM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: Update on NIO!
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not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC. 

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  Collecting Cash on NIO for 75%  win!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:26:10 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2019, 01:27:33 PM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: Collecting Cash on NIO for 75% win!
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  NIO beats earnings, update!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:26:29 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2019, 10:17:59 AM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: NIO beats earnings, update!
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NIO reported earnings today and there are some definite positive takeaways!  I'll
give you the rundown.

1. The company beat 1Q expectations. In the first quarter estimates were
1.54B Yuan and they beat with 1.63B Yuan in revenues. They also beat on
EPS numbers and deliveries of their new SUV beat expectations as well.
All good!

2. On the downside, 2Q expectations were a slight miss going forward. They
cited a tough Chinese economy as one issue (which makes sense
because of the trade war).

3. On a huge positive, they announced that they are set to receive up to 10B
Yuan as an investment from E-Town capital to build out their factories and
increase production. The final details should be finalized soon.

Now, what does this all mean for the position? Well, it's a mixed bag. The stock
so far is reacting well, with shares up about 5% as I'm typing. However, due to
the trade war and other electric car companies falling, NIO has slid down almost
$1 in anticipation of the earnings. I think shares are heading higher, but we really
need a bigger piece of news to accelerate things further.

There are about a little over 3.5 weeks until the expiration of these options, so
I'm holding on tight for now. 

I'll give a further update early next week when the market has fully digested the
news.

Cheers,

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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Robbins, Colleen B.

From: Ugo Diribe 

Sent: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:27 PM

To: Robbins, Colleen B.; Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: [BioTechBreakouts] Re: Re: Option Rocket: Bought CARA calls

Best regards, Ugo. 

----- Forwarded Message ----- 
From: Michael (BioTechBreakouts Support) <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com> 
To: Ugo Diribe  
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2019, 11:37:05 AM CDT 
Subject: [BioTechBreakouts] Re: Re: Option Rocket: Bought CARA calls 

# # -  Please type your reply above this line -# #  

Your request  (535957)  has been solved. To reopen this request , reply to this email.  See the latest  com ments below:  

Michael (BioTechBreakouts) 

May 29, 12:37 PM EDT  

Hi Ugo, 

Kyle sent out an update yesterday for NIO. 

You can review that email and see if it's still a viable trade for you. 

Sincerely, 

Michael  

Ugo Diribe  

May 29, 12:35 PM EDT  

Good morning, 

Any new guidance on NIO and the Mortal lock?? 23 days to expiry and a lot of money at risk 

Best regards, Ugo.  
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On Wednesday, May 29, 2019 08:47:57 AM CDT, Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com> 

wrote:  

 

 

|  

| | 

|  

|  

| | 

| 

| 

|  

|  

|  

Good morning, 

I bought 20 CARA June 21 2019 $22.50 calls at $1.07. 

The company had great Phase 3 data this morning and I think this will be going much higher 

over the next few weeks as institutions buy in. 

Not many expected this data to be good, so I think the funds are going to add into this over 

the next week. 

There's a gap below, so if the market is super weak, I might add to it if the stock dips into that 

gap. 

Cheers, 

 

Kyle Dennis 

Biotech Trader 

| 

| 

 

| | 

| 

|  
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| Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as 

an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange 

Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that 

all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended 

to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific 

portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees 

and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed on 

this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own 

account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling 

of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling 

securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information 

is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be 

construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users 

of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make 

and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any 

investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and 

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any 

investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All 

opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to 
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be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no 

representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited 

to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness 

or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, 

analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be 

aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or 

short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such 

positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of 

future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses 

reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of 

RagingBull.com, LLC.  

 

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us 

here if you want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from 

your service at BiotechBreakouts.com. | 

| 

| 

| 

 

]   

Thank You for Contact ing Support .  

[OLV6KM-8E5Z] 
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  NIO Update, the Guarantee, and More!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:27:04 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Monday, June 3, 2019, 11:51:51 AM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: NIO Update, the Guarantee, and More!
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I’m writing you here today to give you an update on the NIO trade. Below I explain 

what happened, what to do now, why I have your back, and how I’ll be working 10 

times harder for you as I put the finishing touches on some killer ideas.

I’ll also discuss what you’ll need to do to claim your personal guarantee from me!

What Happened?

Part of finding these picks that can go up 500% or more is picking stocks that have 

been oversold and beaten down.

That is exactly what I did for previous huge winners, SNAP and AMRN.

Remember the formula? You find a beaten down company with a big upcoming event 

and then pick the cheapest options you can find in the future.

However, anything that gets oversold can definitely become even more oversold - and 

that’s exactly what happened here. The bad news got worse. The reason why this 

idea didn’t work is very simple. Let me explain... 

I purchased these NIO calls in May. It turns out that May was the worst month in the 

stock market all year. Every week for the month (five in a row) were all red.

The company did have an earnings call, which had lots of positive news. They beat 

expectations and also got $1.5B in funding to build a new factory. However, those 

positives didn’t outweigh the overall market negatives. 

NIO sank lower.

The China trade talks pushed down shares (this is a Chinese company). Now, the 

tariffs don’t directly affect NIO, but investors have been selling Chinese companies 

with no regard. Check out the charts on BIDU, BABA, and JD. All are down 20% or 

more over the last month.

Additionally, NIO’s biggest comparator is obviously TSLA. The company did an 

offering mid May, which pushed sentiment for the electric vehicle space even lower. 

Shares of TSLA are down near 50% on the year and pushing 52 week lows. KNDI 

(another electric vehicle maker) is also pushing lower.

So to summarize, mediocre earnings, bad market conditions, and extremely poor 

sentiment in the electric vehicle space all negatively affected NIO’s performance.

But like I said - the reason why I bought it remains completely sound! It follows the 

formula that has led me to discover multiple 400-1000% winners. This same KIND OF 
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ANALYSIS has crushed it for us in the past - and there will definitely be more to come!

What Now?

To put it bluntly, this pick failed. My research was right, but… we had some REALLY 

bad timing. Now, we do have 3 weeks here to have some sort of surprise news come 

out to remedy some of this trade, but this would be unlikely.

I will be holding my position for the next 3 weeks, since there is no sense in selling it 

for a cent just to book the loss. Like I said, there is always a chance something 

amazing happens.

The option will expire on June 21st after the market closes if shares don’t climb above 

$6. You won’t need to take any action. This will be marked as a losing trade and your 

broker will take the options out of your account before that coming Monday.

So, I’m hoping some news comes out for us! Remember, there have been rumors 

about AAPL partnering with NIO. However, the chance of that happening is slim.

I’ve Got Your Back!

I know you put a lot of faith into me on this pick and I thought I was going to be 100% 

right. I have my real money in this trade and I’m losing right along with you.

Sometimes the stock market just kicks your butt.

The key is to get back in the saddle!

I’m closing in on $7,000,000 in career trading profits and I want you to be reassured 

that we are going to battle back.

I’m going to prove that you made the correct choice by joining with me over the next 

year.

This is just one pick and we’ll have numerous killer ideas over the next year - so stick 

with me!

I’ve booked thousands of winners over the past 5 years and I’m pushing forward with 

some fantastic ideas.

Remember, you joined with me for ALL the picks - not just 1.

This NIO trade has not worked out. I put my reputation on this play and now I’m going 

to work 10 times harder to gain your respect back and put more money in your 
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pockets.

The Guarantee

If you were a new buyer, I’m 100% honoring my guarantee as I promised.

I am a man of my word and I will give you the full update on how to claim your free 

year with me after the option is closed on June 21st. There’s always a small chance of 

news, but if there isn’t, I’ll be working for you for another year on me.

I’ll give you an update every Monday on NIO until the 21st because there is no 

way I’m sweeping this failure under the rug.

I will highlight the news and potential until you get your free year.

I’ll be there by your side and we have hundreds of great picks coming together.

Stay tuned!

Cheers,

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Manage Email Preferences | Unsubscribe All*

* Unsubscribe All will block our premium alert service from sending you any e-mails in the future,

you will need to contact support to give us permission to e-mail you again.

This e-mail was sent to the following lists: Option Rocket

Neither Kyle Dennis nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of BiotechBreakouts) is registered as an investment adviser nor a
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  Sticking with it! And Updates!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:27:20 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2019, 12:09:57 PM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: Sticking with it! And Updates!
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As I promised last Monday, I would be providing you with an update on the NIO
trade every Monday until June 21st.

If you missed it, I want you to sign in and be sure to read it here. No sweeping
this under the rug! 

I'm here by your side.

There has been some positive developments coming out regarding NIO, but not
enough to move the needle for the calls. It is apparent to me that China is
looking to push forward with Electric Vehicle development and be supportive
longer term in growing this industry. That's all positive, but not enough to boost
shares enough over $6. That would require something huge.

So, I'm just sticking with the position for two more weeks. I am hopeful still, but it
is not likely that this trade is remedied.

Sticking with it...

As I also promised, I would be working on killer ideas for you. Some of those
ideas will be quick hitters and others more longer term holds.

I put two of those trades on so far since our note:

Just this morning we played TLRY, which we already locked in about 120%
gains in just a few hours! I still have half my position there and think we could get
even more. I'll update you when I decided to take all my profits off the table.

Last week I also bought XXII calls and detailed a strategy that I think can lock in
100% or more gains and allow us to play the big 'billion dollar opportunity" in
December for FREE.

This is the same strategy I'm utilizing on MRNS. 

So, it is extremely important to remember that you bought Option Rocket to be
with me in hundreds of trades over the next couple years. I'll be working extra
hard to prove my worth to you.

Sometimes trades do not work out, but most will. And that is how I've built my
fortune in the stock market.

The Guarantee...

I will continue with another NIO update on June 17th. Remember, we do have
until the 21st here for something wild to happen.

On June 24th, I will provide you with the details necessary to acquire your
second year of Option Rocket for free on me - as promised.

Now I'm off to do some more research to find you another 100% winner.
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Good afternoon,

From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.;  Tavares, Michelle

Subject: Fw: Option Rocket:  Final NIO Update and Instructions Coming!

Date: Saturday, May 16, 2020 3:27:40 PM

Best regards, Ugo.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Kyle Dennis <kyle@biotechbreakouts.com>
To: 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2019, 01:41:51 PM CDT
Subject: Option Rocket: Final NIO Update and Instructions Coming!
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As promised, we will have a NIO update every Monday until the end of the
position.

So here's the nitty gritty...

The play obviously did not go as I planned. There were several reasons as to
why it didn't work, which I highlighted in my report a few weeks ago.

I will be working extra hard for you to make up for this call that didn't work out,
and recouping those losses as quickly as I can.

There hasn't been anything notable to report on since last week and it's looking
like the position will come to a final close this Friday.

Your Instructions...

The NIO calls expire June 21st 2019 at 4 PM eastern. If there isn't significant
news to get shares over $6, these will expire. This scenario is very likely. You
don't need to take any further action. Your broker will do that for you.

Come Monday you'll have a fresh portfolio ready to ride higher over the coming
year.

I'm excited and you should be too. A clean slate!

The Guarantee...

On Monday, I will give you instructions on how to take advantage of the
guarantee. You will need to simply call in and talk to one of our VIP team
leaders.

They will take care of you!

I'll give you all those details on Monday! Until then, we'll have some more trades
this week! 

To a new future!

Cheers,

Kyle Dennis
Biotech Trader
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website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used
as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment
needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do

Special
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https://u6067039.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=B3b2QVtR07unCLj8-2FpqBWvNn9zpQmDNp6szSs8fGLmhqcWIJbc-2BNeZSkQ-2FZtPN4jQr36ADYJr90y6iTYRxXP2g-3D-3D_ALQ5gBhWZBVTgs2-2By51UM1K805F-2FVjBf4xaqKHF7U76LnSWX-2FIKrYebikQbYlA1wx81tNgfE89SoRh59U8fOQ8xi40UjEK-2Bf9Y6-2BGvnSe9vRZelTJ3MKdbWf8Ac6Gd3awLJBKoQeGBVsKiro4SiSJ9Qhju14WBAGmvR031c4Atq7baW-2F-2FHUnkbUNIz8IMt0CyzfAt-2B-2F4G-2B3ytsgDf5kqjhvezc5qSPATjLPbowfoDv40N1GZeZjmt3eiVkqihxC0CYeEmfbfB-2FuqYyb20Vt2yzXKHdloIKAQHu-2FRIBCc6gUDFHdtqi3H9-2FPI0tVrk9OuRSGBsxeRyVFDID7Bijgiav0uKzsuWa6-2BstMedlWAcyJcEeXvESJFZyAjc3HK3Gi7wILAkMU233urelwD-2BzvE0H0AceMy5rv-2BAotEYhrgguCJNornI1Uww6bAeBWgyeTSJi-2BiVcPw2mGOlM64zfjK-2BW7C08Fz0y31N1grsMN-2BTS41zNRGWzF3PsfACHwDmuNTmnHGJVsi-2BSWwemut4KgYXQ-3D-3D
https://u6067039.ct.sendgrid.net/asm/unsubscribe/?user_id=6067039&data=nMC03-7m5kZt7Q5h9JhBy1V8egQ537cB7kA_pC8xKsvmcKpK1NJrgZL2nZiO1HCJru9lLr07-gTA2oy_hq4YS95Yhk43SBW00sAsb1c5Q0FxsaCqOGJoVP1qPRfnLQqdcN-VAKSaugvIPW2_OAx6ac13bvP4sVmJVUXXd1Vpz3T_zNxK5yAjA8C47CjNos9SiZaO7oMGwny6tFeXabHcdxSfFixcYfInHtEg3nMbCfJiDu__3JhbvmdJMIC0pEeHYcSfDha2U59Mtwx_9uSAJ9A4vsaeHD-k3xRICr1N6rk5cNptg62yXV18YabLmAzgR4uO8xKgd10XbGKfJdosagrhFhgfe1bcO4P3kAIhP5y8gLdfh1TOdoTpoE7SaZ0xGv5Duy6oQeo-CNOKmCeOl8_WNBfAI8kIO8TkG_99XjEfYGj_PntXBLKazvAYUlrZIwQiNi_FKROpNLJHlR3K6-hU9fqpQRZHmreu42gfoWIrbqNWEKWII0yu_ZwYK7obf7u1Jvo27494dDWkrGktFLSBvN3vGo9yEUYKntWsvMaH66TwjCXkwt-2Ngh5Og0iLiDNIr0Q7D3Uu2euMikq0yzTWx0VX9emVvX9Mj2wIgKd3wLNVig1BgXRdw_XoLknt2J4Tp9FOnaGOiD_xHcNJw==
https://u6067039.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=B3b2QVtR07unCLj8-2FpqBWvNn9zpQmDNp6szSs8fGLmh4aswTXR-2B0tTYiwM9DvW7a_ALQ5gBhWZBVTgs2-2By51UM1K805F-2FVjBf4xaqKHF7U76LnSWX-2FIKrYebikQbYlA1wx81tNgfE89SoRh59U8fOQ8xi40UjEK-2Bf9Y6-2BGvnSe9vRZelTJ3MKdbWf8Ac6Gd3awLJBKoQeGBVsKiro4SiSJ9Qhju14WBAGmvR031c4Atq7baW-2F-2FHUnkbUNIz8IMt0CyzfAt-2B-2F4G-2B3ytsgDf5kqjhvezc5qSPATjLPbowfoDv40N1GZeZjmt3eiVkqihxC0CYeEmfbfB-2FuqYyb20Vt2yzXKHdloIKAQHu-2FRIBCc6gUDFHdtqi3H9-2FPI0tVrk9OuYVdVTB9-2FsjFqfdxkzbDVMqod9EDQnXW4VEldpRP7iKp-2BEne-2FNvo9G3x9SD9d8LhpcT3vzSujtm-2BYrJn3XG0FV6hq9MPptwhbkC6N6CTF7Xo2W9Ai3W9lkH-2FFum-2BZDoerJwKmd09cqHOEX55E-2FZ-2FjfCmHNT57cyUfxGbIQ6A7iok6tbteFnFva2nDZsBULeV1Aj-2FuOIaFRSfYMqDjs-2F3VTg-3D-3D


not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular
business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is
not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy,
hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified
securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All
opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good
faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including
but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness.
In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or
information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short
positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is
represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Kyle Dennis manages on behalf of RagingBull.com,
LLC. 

If you have a current active subscription with Biotech Breakouts you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at BiotechBreakouts.com.
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From: Ugo Diribe

To: Robbins, Colleen B.

Subject: Messenger Chat with Kyle Dennis

Date: Monday, August 31, 2020 1:36:26 PM

Hi Coleen,

Attached is a snippet of the chat with Kyle fyi.

I have not seen the document for review. Can you check if the email was sent? 

Thanks

Best regards, Ugo.
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Kyle W Dennis 

Hi Kyle, 

I appreciate your leadership and generosity. I joined your 

service recently and so far, I'm not usua lly able to get in on 

the prices on your alerts. Meaning I have sustained losses 

where you made 100% in many cases. 

Is there a way you can let l.115 in on some of the Tickers you are 

monitoring so I can be better prepared to jump when you 

give the go ahed? 

Hi Ugo, t hanks for messagin,g me! Giv,e e one second to 

y pe right back. In th e mea time, be sure to watc t he• r,eplay 

of my Morta l Loe t raining session! The Mortal Lock session 

promises o show yo how you cou ld lock in t rades wi h 100-

1000% po' ,ent ial. You won't wa t to mis,s it Click ere to gain 

instant access-- > http:/Jbi .ly/fb-mortreP-_ 

I ca 't 

hat's i llegal 

Ok. I didn't know that. Thanks 

f ype a message ... 

.... 
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11'!1 <El !J Your Subscriptions 

0 

~ RagingBull 

NaVigatlon 

it Dashboard 

(i) Your Account 

P ChatRooms 

a) Courses 

~ Optlon Rocket 

I:\ httpsV/app.ragingbull.com/member/subscnp110ns 

Your Subscriptions 

e 
Cancel 

Option Rocket 

Kyle's coveted options service. You get LIVE streaming access to his portfoho, trade alerts via emaJl and text message 

with detailed reasoning. and his option video lessons. You'll have Inside access to his C.A.S.-1 systeml 

201~7-19 

tart Date 

Credit Card 

2021-04-29 
,._ ~xt B111 Date 

Default card 

IMMF 

S1.997.00 

Bl 11ng Amount 

X 

* 
Ugo Dlrlbe 
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RagingBull.com, LLC Receipt

62 Calef Hwy Ste 233

Lee NH 03861

United States

+1 833-265-1270

support@ragingbull.com

Receipt number 2314-0913

Invoice number 6E16233-0002

Date paid July 19, 2019

Payment method  – 

Paid by

Ugo Diribe. Created by

dashboard.

$999.00 paid on July 19, 2019

Description Qty Unit price Amount

JUL 19, 2019

Weekly Money Multiplier Lifetime Upgrade 1 $999.00 $999.00

JUL 19, 2019 – JUL 19, 2020

Trial period for Weekly Money Multiplier 1 $0.00 $0.00

Subtotal $999.00

Amount paid $999.00

Questions? Contact RagingBull.com, LLC at support@ragingbull.com or call at

+1 833-265-1270. 2314-0913 – Page 1 of 1
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[WeeklyMoneyMultiplier] Re: Restore My Subscription

From: Michael (WeeklyMoneyMultiplier) (support@weeklymoneymultiplier.com)
To:
Date: Tuesday, August 13, 2019, 08:54 AM CDT

##- Please type your reply above this line -##

Your request (589593) has been solved. To reopen this request, reply to this email. See the latest 
comments below:

Michael (WeeklyMoneyMultiplier) 
Aug 13, 9:54 AM EDT 

Hi Ugo,

I have reviewed the rest of your account, and found the previous payment 
made in March. I have since restored your access to Weekly Money Multiplier.

Sincerely,

Michael 

Ugo Diribe
Aug 12, 7:01 PM EDT 

Hi Michael,
I have checked today. My Weekly Money Multiplier (WMM) subscription is not 
restored. It appears you do not intend to resolve this matter in good faith. I 
would like to reiterate that you restore my WMM subscription of 15 March 
2019 , or refund the money ($1497) I paid for the subscription. Let me know 
what direction you decide to go. 

Best regards, 
Ugo. 

On Sunday, August 11, 2019 05:15:16 PM CDT, Ugo Diribe 
 wrote: 
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Hi Michael,
To provide additional clarification, here is the sequence of events:
1. 15 March 2019: - Signed up for Weekly Money Multiplier ($1497)2. 25 April 
2019: - Signed up for Options Rocket ($1997)
3. 01 August 2019:- Discovered  unauthorized charge of $999 on my card 
from Raging Bull on 17 July 2019.
Contacted Raging Bull Customer Service to resolve the issue, but faced an 
unreasonable situation.
Therefore, understand that refunding the unauthorized charge of $999, has 
nothing to do with my subscriptions, which are in place before the charge of 
17 July 2019. That's why I demand that if you choose to no longer provide the 
WMM service, then refund  the $1497 I paid for that subscription. You should 
not deny service and still keep the subscription payment. It doesn't work that 
way.
I hope this clarifies. 
Best regards, 
Ugo. 

On Sunday, August 11, 2019 10:36:57 AM CDT, Ugo Diribe 
 wrote: 

Hi Michael, I had since requested to speak with you, but customer service 
blocked that opportunity.
The $999 is an unauthorized charge and has nothing to do with my original 
subscription of Weekly Money Multiplier. Refunding the $999 is completely 
separate from my subscription.
Please recognize, I’m entitled to receive a service I paid for in March 2019. I 
have had this service since March. Why do you choose to tamper with a 
service I paid for and has been using since March? What is the connection 
between my original WMM subscription and a separate case of unauthorized 
charge? If you decide to provide the WMM Service, then refund the $1495 
which you charged on 15 March 2019.
I hope I’m making sense. Thank you.
Ugo

Sent from my iPhone

Ugo Diribe
Aug 11, 6:15 PM EDT 
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Hi Michael,
To provide additional clarification, here is the sequence of events:
1. 15 March 2019: - Signed up for Weekly Money Multiplier ($1497)2. 25 April 
2019: - Signed up for Options Rocket ($1997)
3. 01 August 2019:- Discovered  unauthorized charge of $999 on my card 
from Raging Bull on 17 July 2019.
Contacted Raging Bull Customer Service to resolve the issue, but faced an 
unreasonable situation.
Therefore, understand that refunding the unauthorized charge of $999, has 
nothing to do with my subscriptions, which are in place before the charge of 
17 July 2019. That's why I demand that if you choose to no longer provide the 
WMM service, then refund  the $1497 I paid for that subscription. You should 
not deny service and still keep the subscription payment. It doesn't work that 
way.
I hope this clarifies. 
Best regards, 
Ugo. 

On Sunday, August 11, 2019 10:36:57 AM CDT, Ugo Diribe 
 wrote: 

Hi Michael, I had since requested to speak with you, but customer service 
blocked that opportunity.
The $999 is an unauthorized charge and has nothing to do with my original 
subscription of Weekly Money Multiplier. Refunding the $999 is completely 
separate from my subscription.
Please recognize, I’m entitled to receive a service I paid for in March 2019. I 
have had this service since March. Why do you choose to tamper with a 
service I paid for and has been using since March? What is the connection 
between my original WMM subscription and a separate case of unauthorized 
charge? If you decide to provide the WMM Service, then refund the $1495 
which you charged on 15 March 2019.
I hope I’m making sense. Thank you.
Ugo

Sent from my iPhone
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Hi Michael, 
I had since requested to speak with you, but customer service blocked that 
opportunity.

The $999 is an unauthorized charge and has nothing to do with my original 
subscription of Weekly Money Multiplier. Refunding the $999 is completely 
separate from my subscription.

Please recognize, I’m entitled to receive a service I paid for in March 2019. I 
have had this service since March. Why do you choose to tamper with a service 
I paid for and has been using since March? What is the connection between my 
original WMM subscription and a separate case of unauthorized charge? 
If you decide to provide the WMM Service, then refund the $1495 which you 
charged on 15 March 2019.

I hope I’m making sense. Thank you.

Ugo

Sent from my iPhone

Ugo Diribe
Aug 11, 11:37 AM EDT 

Michael (WeeklyMoneyMultiplier) 
Aug 10, 1:51 PM EDT 

Hi Ugo,

It looks like your subscription was refunded due to a dispute made with your 
credit card company and we have since taken you off of Weekly Money 
Multiplier.

Sincerely,

Michael 
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Ugo Diribe
Aug 10, 1:47 PM EDT 

In March 2019, I paid $1497 for annual subscription of WMM. At this time, 
You have blocked or deleted my subscription for the past one week. You must 
either refund my money which you collected or provide the service I paid you 
for, without further delay.

] 

Thank You for Contacting Support. 

[3QVZZ9-X64Z]
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Thank you for using the Better Business Bureau's Online Complaint System.
Your complaint has been assigned case # 16068041. 
Correspondence regarding this complaint will be emailed to : 
Please print a copy of this for your records.

Filed on : August 6 2019

Filed by : 
Ugo Diribe

 
Katy TX 

Filed against : 
Raging Bull LLC
62 Calef Hwy #233 
Lee NH 03861

Complaint Description:
Raging Bull stole $999= from my credit card without authorization. I signed up for the Raging Bull Options Rocket program where Kyle Dennis gave a guarantee of 800% return on the NIO 21 June 2019 
"Mortal Lock" Options trade. So I took him up on the offer and signed up. After the trade turned out a disaster, Kyle Dennis promised to issue instructions about how to remediate the situation, but I did not 
hear anymore from the group. So I called Raging Bull Customer Service and requested refund of my Options Rocket subscription, since I had paid $1997 for this service and lost the bulk of my account 
value in the process, primarily because Kyle Dennis continued to advise to hold the account, even when it made sense to pull the plug. Well, the customere service (Jeff) informed me that Raging Bull 
does not issue refund. Then I asked if the money could be transferred to my Weekly Money Multiplier (WMM) Service (another similar offering I was using since March 2019), because I wanted to quit 
Options Rocket completely. The customer service refused and said I'd forfeit my $2k if I decided to quit Options Rocket after a few days. To placate me, he proposed a "life Time" membership offer of 
Weekly Money Multiplier program - at no additional cost, being that I was already using WMM since March 2019. He said I would only need to pay $250 at renewal in March 2020 and not a full fee. To my 
surpsise, I noticed that the customer service went ahed and billed $999 to my credit card without my knowledge and reset my account subscription, remiving all the history, to make appear like fresh 
account. I have had multiple phone calls with raging bull customer to demand refund, but they claim that that I had accepted "life Time" and therefore, will not refund the unauthorized robbery. I have never 
seen such brazen callousness and arrogance! At this time, I have had to cancel the credit card to prevent further assault on the card from these criminals. I have spent hours debating on the phone. I'm 
stilll imagining if this is really happening - these rogues have somehow taken approximately $4500 from may card, for complete nonsense, and nothing to show for it - only massive losses in the Options 
they claimed will win 800% profit. 

Your Desired Resolution:
Full refund of my money: $1997 for the disastrous Options Rocket, $999 - for unauthorised charges.

This case will be reviewed by a complaint specialist at Better Business Bureau, and then forwarded to the business for their response. It is our policy to allow the business 10 working days to respond to 
your complaint. Once the case has been processed by BBB, it cannot be deleted/withdrawn at the request of you or the business. You will be notified when the business has responded to your complaint. 

What would you like to do next?
View the status of your complaint
Join our Consumer Club for consumer tips & tricks

Return to the BBB Homepage BBB Privacy Policy

© 2019, International Association of Better Business Bureaus, Inc., separately incorporated 

Better Business Bureau organizations in the US, Canada and Mexico and BBB Institute for 

Marketplace Trust, Inc. All rights reserved.

Better Business Bureau®
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COMPLAINT ACTIVITY REPORT  Case #  16068041 BBB Serving New  Ham pshire 

 
Consum er I nfo: Dir ibe, Ugo Business I nfo: Raging Bull LLC 
      62 Calef Hwy #  233  
 Katy, TX    Lee, NH  03861-6701 
        -    833 265-1270 

 
 
Locat ion I nvolved: (Sam e as above)  
 
Consum er's Original Com plaint  :  

Raging Bull stole $999=  from my credit  card without  authorizat ion. 
I  signed up for the Raging Bull Opt ions Rocket  program where Kyle Dennis gave a guarantee of 
800%  return on the NIO 21 June 2019 "Mortal Lock"  Opt ions t rade. So I  took him  up on the offer 
and signed up. After the t rade turned out  a disaster, Kyle Dennis prom ised to issue inst ruct ions 
about  how to remediate the situat ion, but  I  did not  hear anymore from the group. So I  called 
Raging Bull Customer Service and requested refund of my Opt ions Rocket  subscript ion, since I  had 
paid $1997 for this service and lost  the bulk of my account  value in the process, pr imarily because 
Kyle Dennis cont inued to advise to hold the account , even when it  made sense to pull the plug. 
 
Well,  the customere service (Jeff)  informed me that  Raging Bull does not  issue refund. Then I  
asked if the money could be t ransferred to my Weekly Money Mult iplier (WMM) Service (another 
sim ilar offer ing I  was using since March 2019) , because I  wanted to quit  Opt ions Rocket  
completely. The customer service refused and said I 'd forfeit  my $2k if I  decided to quit  Opt ions 
Rocket  after a few days.  
 
To placate me, he proposed a " life Time" membership offer of Weekly Money Mult iplier program -  
at  no addit ional cost , being that  I  was already using WMM since March 2019. He said I  would only 
need to pay $250 at  renewal in March 2020 and not  a full fee.  
 
 
To my surpsise, I  not iced that  the customer service went  ahed and billed $999 to my credit  card 
without  my knowledge and reset  my account  subscript ion, rem iving all the history, to make appear 
like fresh account . 
 
I  have had mult iple phone calls with raging bull customer to demand refund, but  they claim  that  
that  I  had accepted " life Time" and therefore, will not  refund the unauthorized robbery. I  have 
never seen such brazen callousness and arrogance!  At  this t ime, I  have had to cancel the credit  
card to prevent  further assault  on the card from these crim inals. I  have spent  hours debat ing on 
the phone. I 'm  st illl im agining if this is really happening -  these rogues have somehow taken 
approximately $4500 from may card, for complete nonsense, and nothing to show for it  -  only 
massive losses in the Opt ions they claim ed will win 800%  profit .   
  
 
Consum er's Desired Resolut ion: 

Full refund of my money: $1997 for the disast rous Opt ions Rocket , $999 -  for unauthorised 
charges.  

  
 

0 8 / 0 6 / 2 0 1 9    w eb BBB Complaint  Received by BBB 

0 8 / 0 7 / 2 0 1 9    AF BBB Complaint  Reviewed by BBB  

0 8 / 0 7 / 2 0 1 9    Ot to EMAI L Send Acknowledgement  to Consumer  

0 8 / 0 7 / 2 0 1 9    Ot to EMAI L I nform  Business of Complaint  

0 8 / 1 5 / 2 0 1 9    W EB BBB RECEI VE BUSI NESS RESPONSE :  Hello Ugo, 
 Michael with Raging Bull.  I 'm  sorry that  you feel as if nobody would help. I  
actually reviewed our call logs and listened to your conversat ion with our representat ive who 
at tempted to help you. You hung up on him . I 'm  sorry you didn't  get  your issue resolved in a 
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t imely manner, but  it  is difficult  to help when we can't  speak with you. I  see that  my representat ive 
already refunded the $999 you requested. I 'd be more than happy to refund the $1997 for the 
Opt ion Rocket  service but  I  would need you to ident ify with BBB that  you're Sat isfied with the 
result  that  I  shared above. I  look forward to hearing back from you. Thanks. 
 Pleasure, 
 Michael 
0 8 / 1 6 / 2 0 1 9    AF EMAI L Forward Business response to Consumer  

0 8 / 2 7 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO BBB No Consumer Response-  Assumed Resolved with Let ter  

0 8 / 2 7 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO EMAI L I nform  Bus no Response from Cons -  Closed Answered 

0 8 / 2 7 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO BBB Case closed -  Assumed RESOLVED 

0 9 / 1 1 / 2 0 1 9    AF BBB ReOpen the Complaint  

0 9 / 1 1 / 2 0 1 9    AF BBB RECEI VED CONSUMER REBUTTAL :  Hi Michael, 
 I  have faced difficulty t rying to resolve this issue on phone. I ts clear your 
folks deliberately avoid my calls. I  want  my $1997 refund for Opt ions Rocket . The service is not  
useful to me. I  neither use the service nor want  it .  
 Thank you  

0 9 / 1 1 / 2 0 1 9    AF EMAI L Forward Consumer Rebut tal to Business 

0 9 / 2 3 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO BBB No Response from Business re:  Consumer Rebut tal 
0 9 / 2 3 / 2 0 1 9    AF EMAI L Resend Consumer Rebut tal to Business -  Time Ext  

0 9 / 3 0 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO BBB No Response from Business re:  Consumer Rebut tal 
0 9 / 3 0 / 2 0 1 9    AF BBB RECEI VED BUSI NESS' REBUTTAL RESPONSE :  Ugo, 
 Good to hear from you again. I  wanted to let  you know that  we have already 
refunded the amounts of $999 and $1997. I s there something else I  m ight  be able to assist  you 
with? We look forward to resolving any issues with RagingBull.  Let  me know if you have any 
quest ions or concerns. Thanks Ugo, I  look forward to hearing from you.  

0 9 / 3 0 / 2 0 1 9    AF EMAI L Send Business' Rebut tal Response 

1 0 / 1 4 / 2 0 1 9    Ot tO BBB No Response From consumer  

1 0 / 1 5 / 2 0 1 9    AF BBB No Consumer Response-  Assumed Resolved with Let ter  

1 0 / 1 5 / 2 0 1 9    Ot to EMAI L I nform  Bus no Response from Cons -  Closed Answered 

1 0 / 1 5 / 2 0 1 9    Ot to BBB Case closed -  Assumed RESOLVED 
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Page 1 of 20 

DECLARATION OF DUSTYANN TYUKODY  
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

My name is Dustyann Tyukody, and I am over 18 years old.  I have personal knowledge 

of the facts stated below.  If called as a witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. I live in Toledo, Ohio.  I have a Master’s degree in business from Bowling Green

State University.  I have been retired for the past 10 years and living on fixed income.  Before 

retirement, I worked as an account manager at LexisNexis and as a sales manager for a tech start-

up.  I first began trading on my own in the late 1990’s, stopped completely, and then resumed 

trading again in 2019 when I got involved with Raging Bull.  I was looking for a way to 

supplement my income during my retirement years.       

2. In January 2019, I saw a Facebook ad for Jason Bond Picks.  I was drawn to the

ad because Bond claimed to have made millions trading on his own.  The ad offered to send me 

some free newsletters if I gave them my email, which I did.   

3. After I gave out my email address, I got an email inviting me to watch a pre-

recorded webinar video featuring Jason Bond, which ran about fifteen to twenty minutes.  In the 

video, Jason Bond talked about his background as a schoolteacher and how he had changed his 

life and paid off his debts by becoming a trader.  He talked about how it brought him great joy to 

help others become successful traders just like him.  He was offering an online course through 

“Jason Bond Picks” where he would teach us his “simple” market-beating trading strategy.  The 

webinar also had testimonials from people with no prior experience who claimed to have found 

success after joining Jason Bond’s trading program.  Bond also offered to send us alerts on the 

stocks that he was trading so that his students can follow his trades and start making money right 

away.  He made it seem very easy to make money through his program and follow and replicate 
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his results.  On January 28, 2019, I paid $297 to sign up for a quarterly subscription to Jason 

Bond Picks.     

4. On January 29, 2019, I paid an additional $2,997 for an annual subscription to a 

subscription that they called “Millionaire Roadmap.”  Jason Bond and Raging Bull claimed that 

this package would give me a full year’s worth of access to all of the trade alerts from Jason 

Bond and Jeff Bishop, their stock watchlists, access to Raging Bull’s live trading chatrooms, and 

training videos that I could watch to learn how to trade.          

5. On or about January 30, 2019, I received an invitation from Raging Bull 

“Bootcamp” to login and start watching some of their videos lessons.  I thought these video 

lessons were being offered to me because I joined the Millionaire Roadmap.  The email I 

received for the bootcamp said: “RagingBull was built by traders who realized that 

inexperienced traders were lacking the guidance needed to become profitable quickly.  Even 

experienced traders need to dial in their strategies and tap into new verticals in order to see 

exponential growth.  That’s where we come in!  Work through The Bootcamp at your own pace 

and see what sticks for you!  We’ll be sending you more training as you progress.”  The email 

encouraged me to “[s]tay strong and finish The Bootcamp.”  I recall these videos contained very 

basic or rudimentary information about stock trading and nothing that seemed to be proprietary 

or unique.  Attached as Attachment A is a true and correct copy of this email.  

6. Soon after I joined this bootcamp, I started seeing solicitation emails to buy other 

subscriptions featuring other Raging Bull traders like Petra Hess, Kyle Dennis and Jeff Williams. 

Kyle Dennis told Raging Bull subscribers that he had a science degree which gave him unique 

insights into biotech stocks that most people on Wall Street never heard of.  Jeff Williams held 

himself out as an “expert” on penny stocks.   
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7. I watched the training videos from Jason Bond and Jeff Bishop that came with my 

$2,997 purchase.  I was expecting to learn about the simple techniques that Bond and Bishop 

claimed they were using to make millions.  Instead, what I saw in the training videos were a lot 

of technical charts and Bond and Bishop throwing around overly technical terms to talk about 

their trades.  I was having difficulty getting the “how to” and “what does this mean” questions 

answered.  There was no one around to guide me through the videos and answer my questions.  

These were not interactive training sessions with Bond and Bishop that I was hoping to get with 

my purchase.  I did not come across any trading strategy that would help to decide what stocks to 

buy and when to sell these stocks.   

8. The trade alert emails from Bond and Biship that came with this purchase were 

equally confusing and difficult to follow.  It was as though they were speaking to me in code.  

Bond, Bishop or some other Raging Bull trader would put up charts or trend-line to try to show 

when a stock would be going up or down, but they were often using different charts.  I felt they 

were not explaining why they were using or focusing on one trendline as opposed to another, or 

what the trendline indicated in terms of how the stock would move going forward.  

9. I called Raging Bull to complain about the training materials and the service.  The 

customer service representative suggested I sign up for their Petra Picks subscription.  He said 

the information and training provided in this subscription was more suited to people who were 

just learning how to trade stocks.   

10. On February 1, 2019, I paid $1,449 to add the Petra Picks Platinum subscription 

for one year.  The subscription gave me access to a chatroom where you can ask Petra or 

someone from Raging Bull questions.  It also had a library of videos like “Stock Trading 101,” 

that covered very basic information about stock trading.  In retrospect, I could have gotten most 
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of this information for free on Investopedia or on TD Ameritrade’s website.  I did not find any 

strategy in these videos that I could apply to predict stock prices or to fine-tune my timing on 

when to trade.  But I hoped that these videos and interacting in the chatrooms would provide me 

with a building block to better grasp the technical analysis that Bond and Bishop were teaching 

and using in their trades. 

11. In March 2019, I was offered one-year access to the “Raging Bull Elite” if I paid 

them an additional $3,999.  The company claimed that this was its most comprehensive package 

and would include Biotech Nucleus, Petra Picks Platinum, Millionaire Roadmap and Traders 

Council.  There was also a guarantee that any other services published by Petra Hess, Jason Bond 

or Jeff Bishop would be rolled into the Elite package.  Raging Bull pitched this as an add-on to 

my existing Millionaire Roadmap package and made it seem like I was getting a steep discount.  

Raging Bull claimed that the Elite package normally retailed at around $25,000 and would 

continue to get more expensive because of its value.  I agreed to pay the $3,999.   

12. For the next three months, I tried out all of the services provided under the Elite 

package.  By June 2019, it became apparent to me that many of these services were not teaching 

me to how to develop my own trading strategies to become a better trader.  I was also given the 

impression, after reviewing Raging Bull’s training materials, that I would learn how to target and 

trade stocks that I could hold onto for one to two weeks.  Instead, many of the services from 

Raging Bull were alerting me to buy small cap stocks, penny stocks or other extremely volatile 

stocks that would require me to sit in front of my computer all day checking the stock’s price 

movement.   

13. Having come to the realization that I had wasted my money, on June 11, 2019, I 

inquired with Raging Bull about scaling back my membership and getting a reimbursement for 
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the subscriptions I was giving up.   I would have liked to have gotten back all of the money I had 

paid, but I also knew Raging Bull would not agree to a full refund.  So I thought I should at least 

try to get some value for the money I already paid by asking them to include only those services 

that I might want to use going forward.  I told them I wanted to give up “Nucleus,” “Option 

Rocket,” “Super Nova,” “Sniper Report, “FDA Insider,” and “Penny Pro,” which were 

subscriptions most heavily focused on day trading and penny stocks.  A man named “Michael” 

from Raging Bull told me that because I had Raging Bull Elite as one subscription (and not six 

different subscriptions), this “makes scaling back at this time mostly impossible.”  He said he 

would turn off the alerts for the subscriptions I did not want when the renewal date for my Elite 

status “comes around.”  I told him I also wanted to surrender my Elite status, since “it doesn’t 

make any sense to expect to be an Elite subscriber if I want to unsubscribe from several 

services.”  Michael then responded and offered to let me keep access to Millionaire Roadmap, 

Petra Picks Platinum and another product called “Trader’s Council” and “apply 1.75 years of 

service to each of those as credit for your Elite subscription.”   

14. I asked Michael for an explanation for how they calculated 1.75 years of credit.  

Michael said that the difference between the cost of Raging Bull Elite ($9,999) – which was 

roughly the same amount that I paid to date – and the sales prices of the services I said I would 

keep were about $2,000, and so he “tacked on some extra time onto that.”  I still did not follow 

his calculation, but we agreed that I would continue to access the services from Petra Hess, Jason 

Bond, and Jeff Bishop, along with their respective chatrooms, without further charge until 

December 11, 2021.  Attached as Attachment B is a true and correct copy of my June and July 

2019 email correspondence with Michael from Raging Bull. 
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15. About a week later, I started getting promotional emails from Jeff Bishop about 

new subscription he was launching called “Total Alpha.”  This subscription offered to teach new 

subscribers how to trade options and also send them alerts of Jeff’s top options trades.  On June 

26, 2019, I watched a webinar where Bishop was promoting this subscription.  I realized he was 

basically re-branding his existing subscription for options trading, Weekly Money Multiplier, 

and trying to pass it off as a new service.  Even his marketing webinar was mostly a re-run of an 

earlier video he had recorded for the Weekly Money Multiplier.  His new chatroom would be 

called the “Options War Room.”  His Weekly Money Multiplier trade alerts would be called 

“Alpha Trades of the Week” and “Premium Alerts.”  Raging Bull even took away some of the 

content from my Weekly Money Multiplier subscription and moved them to Total Alpha.  They 

were basically pulling a bait and switch on their subscribers. 

16. On or around July 1, 2019, I filed a complaint with the Better Business Bureau 

(“BBB”) to complain about this.  I told the BBB that Jeff Bishop “has done a bait and switch.”  

They were trying to get me to pay more money for services that I already paid for under our 

agreement.  I said, this “is not only bad form, bad business and snarky, it is illegal!”  I also said I 

wanted no further interaction or business relationship with Raging Bull and that I wanted a full, 

complete reimbursement of my $10,000 from the company.  I threatened to pursue a legal 

remedy if necessary.    

17. Michael from Raging Bull responded to my BBB complaint and said that Jeff 

Bishop is not removing anything from Weekly Money Multiplier and that he would “still be 

actively trading in Weekly Money Multiplier and will still have a Live Account.”  Michael said 

Total Alpha is intended for people interested in a more advanced options trading and required a 

“minimum level 3 options clearance.”  The marketing materials for Total Alpha did not mention 
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anything about “advanced” options trading and I had no way to confirm what they were saying 

since I did not have access to Total Alpha.  He also said “we have done all we can up to this 

point” and a “full refund is not something we can pursue at this time.”  He then offered to give 

me a refund of $1500 for Weekly Money Multiplier and add Total Alpha.   

18. I told them that instead of adding Total Alpha, I would like to add “Weekly 

Windfalls,” which was a premium alert service for options traders provided by Jason Bond.  

Bond claimed that the service was suitable for novice or experienced traders and that Bond 

would teach us everything we need to know to make consistent profits.  Bond also said he would 

use a “set it and forget it” strategy for these trades.  I remember the annual cost for Weekly 

Windfalls was similar to Weekly Money Multiplier and Total Alpha.  Michael said he could 

accommodate my request if I agreed to accept their resolution on BBB. 

19. In or around November 2019, Jeff Bishop launched another options trading 

service, which he called “Bullseye Trades.”  It seemed like Raging Bull was constantly cycling 

multiple subscriptions around this time.  I do not recall signing for this service, but I did get a 

welcome email.  The email explained how this new subscription worked as follows:  “Every 

Monday morning before the market opens, I will send you my Bullseye trade idea for the week 

ahead.  I’ll share the trade including the exact options contact and a complete trade plan to 

maximize profits.”  Jeff claimed that “Bullseye Trades is just one of the powerful trading 

strategies that I’ve designed over the last 20-plus years to help me rake in $$MILLIONS in 

profits!  And now I want to share ALL of these profitable, fine-tuned trading technies with you 

in my Total Alpha trading service.  I deliver, on average, at least one 100% winner every single 

month!”  So, by this time, Jeff Bishop was running at least three different newsletters on options 

trading.  This made no sense except it seemed like the company was trying to bilk more money 
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from its existing customers like me.   Attached as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of 

this email.  

20. I tried out all of the subscriptions I had access to and made some trades in 2019 

using Raging Bull’s stock alerts.  By the end of 2019, I incurred about $15,000 in trading losses 

from these stock alerts.  Raging Bull traders also did not provide me with the necessary tools to 

mitigate my trading losses from their alerts.  For example, the alerts I got usually did not tell me 

when I should get out of a trade or set up stop losses on those trades.    

21. Because the prices of the stocks being pitched by the Raging Bull traders were so 

volatile and timing of the trades so important, I usually followed the Raging Bull trades that were 

alerted through text messages or in the chatrooms.   

22. When I had access to the Raging Bull Elite chatroom in the first half of 2019, I 

would usually find over 300 subscribers, and sometimes more, who were all trying to follow the 

“real time” trades that Raging Bull traders were alerting there.  I often heard complaints from 

others in the chatroom about delays in the Raging Bull trade alerts.  When the Raging Bull 

traders were confronted with these complaints, they would claim that the stock price must have 

jumped while they were typing, or make up some other excuse. As the complaints in these 

chatrooms were growing, Raging Bull brought in a woman named Hiltha Herzog to moderate the 

room.  She started kicking out people who were complaining about their service out of the room.    

23. I also observed that when Jason Bond or other Raging Bull “gurus” bragged about 

their trade wins in these chatrooms or in email blasts to subscribers, they would only report the 

dollar amount of the profits and not the percentage return.  I think they did this because most of 

their clients like me did not have huge amounts of capital to invest in these stocks and so we 

were unlikely to generate that much in profits from our trading those stocks.  If they were 
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making thousands on trades but their actual percentage returns were in single digits, that would 

be misleading and entirely inconsistent with what they were telling us in their marketing emails. 

24. By December 2019, Raging Bull discontinued my Petra Picks Platinum 

subscription.  I was told that she had retired.  Rather than issuing me a credit, Raging Bull just 

swapped this out with “Profit Prism Platinum,” which was a service featuring the penny stock 

trader Jeff Williams.  “Dark Pools,” featuring Taylor Conway, was another subscription that 

Raging Bull signed me up for in late 2019 or early 2020. 

25. It seemed to me that Raging Bull was bringing on more and more people as 

“trainers” so it could promote and sell more services under these traders’ names.  Like Bond and 

Bishop, the emails would claim that these trainers were making a lot money trading stocks and 

options and had fine-tuned their trading techniques for us to learn and follow.  Raging Bull did 

not notify us of these services changes.  I usually learned about these changes from other 

customers in the chatrooms. 

26. By December 2019, I was seeing a lot of complaints from other premium service 

subscribers about Raging Bull’s services and their stock tips.  Petra Hess and another trader, 

Davis Martin, had both left and so there was no continuity in these services.  As a bonus to keep 

his clients happy, Jason Bond offered premium members like me a six-month free access to 

Raging Bull Elite.  I understood this would expire in June 2020 without recurring charges. 

27. In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic forced most of the country to shut down 

and caused the markets to crash.  Given the volatility in the market, I felt it would have risky for 

anyone to start trading for the first time.  However, Raging Bull’s emails made it seem like there 

was a modern day gold rush.  During this time, Raging Bull traders were constantly launching 

new services and trying to get more and more people to subscribe and follow their trades.  On 
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some days, I would get over a dozen or so marketing emails from Raging Bull’s traders.  It 

seemed to me Raging Bull was really trying to exploit this pandemic, with people being forced 

out of work and having to stay home.   

28. On March 25, 2020, for example, I received an email from the “Raging Bull 

Team,” stating:  “While the market was still in turmoil, Jason made over $75K.  Keep in 

mind that Jason began his most recent trading tear last week, which was before the markets 

bounced back yesterday following congress’ $2 trillion COVID-19 stimulus package deal….  

Jason’s performance last week proves that no matter what the conditions are in the market, there 

are still money-making opportunities out there.  When things go crazy, Jason always goes back 

to his number 1 strategy, which for him are his two simple patterns.  The two patterns that Jason 

uses, which are his bread and butter, work in any market condition….  The reality is that 

everything you’ll learn from Jason is about locating stocks before they move.”  In the same 

email, Raging Bull also promised that “Jason’s advance notice alerts help you locate momentum 

stocks… and get in before he gets in.  As a Jason Bond Picks member, you don’t need to stress 

about receiving alerts too late.  Jason is now sending all his email alerts before he makes the 

trade  The benefit of this is that you have the opportunity to look at the charts and learn about 

Jason’s moves before he makes them.”Attached as Attachment D is a true and correct copy of 

this email. 

29. On March 26, 2020, I got an email from Jeff Williams saying that during his 

recent visit to the Profit Prism Platinum chat room, he talked about his “two trusted chart 

patterns” which he claimed are “pretty reliable signals that a stock might be getting ready to 

climb higher.”  Later in the email, he said, “Of course, a chart pattern by itself isn’t going to be 

enough for me to want to take a trade.  There’s a lot of other factors I want to look at before I 
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decide which trades are going to be hit and which ones are going to be a miss, with trading 

volume being key among those.”  Attached as Attachment E is a true and correct copy of this 

email. 

30. Just a few days earlier, on March 24, 2020, I had logged into the Profit Prism 

chatroom and found Jeff Williams there.  At around 2:30pm EDT, Williams alerted everyone in 

the room that he had just purchased 80,000 shares of Galaxy Next Generation (GAXY) for 

0.1999 a share.  I went to my brokerage account immediately and saw that the price was at 

0.02250 at the same time Williams alerted the room.  GAXY was the kind of penny stock that 

Jeff Williams typically traded and alerted.  Despite Jason Bond’s promise of his “advanced 

notice alerts,” it seemed Raging Bull traders like Jeff Williams were pulling the same stunt as 

before, driving up volume by getting people to follow their penny stock trades while sending out 

delayed trade alerts.   

31. During the pandemic, Jeff Williams sent around emails telling me people that his 

“COVID plays have been delivering lately” and that many of his members “raked in a nice profit 

on a different COVID weekend play from my weekend watch list.”  He told people he was 

“planning on yet another profitable pandemic play with this small-cap mover.”  Attached as 

Attachment F is a true and correct copy of the text of this email (without the accompanying 

images if any). 

32. On March 26, 2020, I got an email from Jeff Bishop where he boasted about 

making profits through this “gloomy” economy.  He said:  “For many, the present feels gloomy, 

and the future is looming with uncertainty.  But one thing I do know?  The market will always be 

there, and I know that I can always reel in consistent profits no matter what it throws at me….   

When the opportunity presents itself, I am in and out with a pocket full of cash.  And now I want 
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to present you with an unprecedented opportunity to line your pockets right beside me.  For an 

extremely limited time, you can join my flagship trading service – Total Alpha – for the absolute 

LOWEST price I’ve EVER offered.  I am confident that I can help ordinary people grow any 

sized account, and make consistent income from anywhere in the world, with just a few minutes 

of ‘work’ a day.”  This also seems inconsistent with Raging Bull’s statement to me that Total 

Alpha was intended for “advanced” options traders.  Bishop sent another email that day, 

claiming:  “What average traders don’t realize is that this market is creating more money 

making opportunities than we’ve seen in over a decade.  In fact, in the same week that the 

market wiped out all of its 2019 gains, I was sitting on $84,420 in profits.  It all comes down to 

having a PROVEN system that tunes out the noise, and allows you to make money no matter 

what the market throws at you….  I’m offering you an enormous discount on a system that can 

make you life changing money, all while other traders are getting clobbered.”  Attached as 

Attachment G are true and correct copies of these emails. 

33. On March 27, 2020, the Raging Bull Team sent an email stating, “You see, as 

traders, we’re taking profits no matter which way the markets move.  While a record 3.2 million 

Americans are without a paycheck, every day in the markets is still a new potential payday for 

traders like us….  The best part of Ben’s trading system is that he makes it so SIMPLE to collect 

these paydays.”  The email was promoting the “Daily Profit Machine” and “IPO Payday” 

subscriptions featuring Ben Sturgill, another Raging Bull trader.  Attached as Attachment H is a 

true and correct copy of the text of this email (without the accompanying images if any). 

34. On March 27, 2020, Bishop sent another promotion email for Total Alpha, where 

he said that while “Investors are getting crushed,” traders like him were “lining their 

pocketbooks.”  Bishop also claim:  “If you had invested in AAPL [Apple stock] at the beginning 
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of this year, your account would be down a nauseating 31%....  Most people are tying all their 

capital up in ‘safe stocks,’ and waiting lightyears for the investment to come to fruition…  But 

that won’t be you.  There are hundreds of opportunities every single day to execute on high 

conviction patterns, and rake in thousands or even tens of thousands in profits in an extremely 

short period of time.  My job is to identify those tried and true patterns, and tell you exactly how 

to capitalize on them.”  Attached as Attachment I is a true and correct copy of the text of this 

email (without the accompanying images if any). 

35. On March 28, 2020, Jeff Bishop claimed to have “found a handful of secret stocks 

that are wildly compatible with my Total Alpha System, and I trade them time and time again to 

pull in gains like these….  In fact, I made $82,000 last week just trading ONE stock over and 

over again.  Ignoring 99% of the market, has put me in the top 1% of elite traders.”  Bishop 

promised that by joining his Total Alpha service, “I’m extending you the opportunity to look 

right over my shoulder, gain access to my million dollar system, and get your hands on every 

trade I take in real time….”  Attached as Attachment J is a true and correct copy of the text of 

this email (without the accompanying images if any). 

36. Jeff Bishop was also busy promoting other services that he was either featured on 

like Bullseye Trades and Total Alpha Bootcamp.  On April 8, 2020, I got an email from Bishop 

offering a lifetime access to Bullseye Trades for $399, and claiming he had “locked in over $10k 

in profit from GILD” which he said was a Bullseye Trade alert from the prior week.  He said “I 

feel like it’s my responsibility to give you the proper equipment to protect AND grow your 

account during this unpredictable market climate….  I’m doing this to simply demonstrate 1 fact:  

Bullseye is consistently exploding with new ideas and profitable trading opportunities, (despite 

what the heck is going on out there..).”  On April 10, 2020, Bishop emailed to announce his 
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“Total Alpha Bootcamp Training” package.  He claimed that people lose money in the markets 

because they do not have the proper “framework” and that “My Total Alpha Bootcamp Training 

Series is a framework that can be followed by any level trader.”  (emphasis added).  Attached as 

Attachment K are true and correct copies of the text of these emails (without the accompanying 

images if any). 

37. Bishop was also promoting other Raging Bull subscriptions during the COVID-19 

pandemic and making wild assertions about their services.  On April 2, 2020, Bishop sent an 

email talking up Nathan Bear and his “Lotto X” service, which Bishop described as a “million 

dollar system” that would provide “90 trades (5 per week) that all have the potential to 2x and 

even 3x your money.”  Bear also sent emails claiming that while Lotto X was a “brand new 

service,” his members “have made thousands and even tens of thousands on my LottoX alerts in 

the past few years.”  Bear claimed that it “has proven to be such a lucrative system, returning 

profits in both bull and bear markets…  I had to share with you as soon as possible,” but offer 

would only last 48 hours.  Attachment L are true and correct copies of the text of these emails 

(without the accompanying images if any). 

38. On April 6, 2020, Bishop sent an email claiming that Raging Bull trader, Dave 

Lukas, was “coined the Most Consistent Trader on Wall Street” and who “shoots with 100% 

accuracy.”  Raging Bull was lauching a new David Lukas program called “Triple Threat” and 

was soliciting people to join.  As Bishop said, “Dave will ONLY take a trade if the stars align…  

If everything sets up just right, and he has 100% conviction that he’s going to walk away with a 

hefty profit.  His system has afforded him a bulletproof 90% win rate over the last decade, and a 

100% win rate over the last 8 months that he’s been at RagingBull.  And he came to me the other 

day with a proposition that I just couldn’t refuse…  But this is extremely time sensitive.  The 
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recent market selloff has put us smack dab in the middle of the greatest wealth building 

opportunity in history…  And you and I may not live to see another one like it…. He’s got his 

sights set on THREE extremely high conviction trades, that’s he’s pinpointed as massive wealth 

building opportunities.”  According to Bishop and Lukas, Lukas is using something called a 

“Fractal Energy Indicator” or “fractal patterns” to “pinpoint key market reversals” and 

“determine the strength of trends and how much ‘life’ is remaining in a stock’s movement.”  

Lukas claimed that “when you use the power of this indicator you will be able to successfully 

determine the strength or weakness of trends on any stock.”  Attached as Attachment M are true 

and correct copies of the text of these emails (without the accompanying images if any). 

39. In his solicitation emails for Total Alpha or Bullseye Trades, Bishop was 

highlighted the profits and wins on his trades and other Raging Bull traders.  However, he would 

occasionally reveal some sobering news in his actual trade alert emails to Total Alpha 

subscribers, which I was also getting at the time.  On April 3, 2020, Bishop’s update to Total 

Alpha subscribers said, “[s]mall caps continue to hemorrhage, leading us on the way down.”  In 

another email sent a few days later, he said, “Let’s start with the obvious.  After two week s of 

bouncing off the bottom, we had another handful of ridiculous short-covering rallies recently on 

a daily basis.  That leads to exhaustion at some point.  The recent squeeze caught me badly on 

the wrong side of it and I wound up giving back a lot of hard-earned profits in short period of 

time.  Every trader dreads seeing that happen.”  By early April, he even stopped alerting people 

to his stock picks, despite what he promised in his marketing emails for Total Alpha.  He said:  

“I’ve removed the stocks I’m looking at for the time being because it’s changing so much day to 

day that I can’t keep a list that will be of benefit to you.  Instead, I recommend you find a few 

stocks that you like, bullish or bearish, maybe 3 on each side.  Follow them like a hawk.  Study 
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how they move throughout the day and the sets that occur.  To YOUR Success!”  He appeared to 

be acknowledging that his service was useless.  Attached as Attachment N are true and correct 

copies of the text of these emails (without the accompanying images if any). 

40. Jason Bond also sent emails about his profits and other Raging Bull traders during 

the pandemic.  In one email, Bond said about Dave Lukas and Triple Threat:  “Facts #1: Dave 

Lukas hasn’t lost a single trade in 8 months….  If the past is any indication of the future…  Then 

David will have no problem delivering these three money doubling trades on a silver platter….  

Are you really going to pass up the opportunity to double your money three times over?  You’d 

rather save the $199 and bet against a guy who hasn’t been wrong in 8 months?  I love gambling 

just as much as the next guy, but that sure as hell isn’t a bet I’m willing to take.  I’m all in on 

Dave.”   Attached as Attachment O is a true and correct copy of the text of this email (without 

the accompanying images if any). 

41. According to Raging Bull, Kyle Dennis was also supposedly raking in profits 

during the COVID-19 pandemic.  On April 2, 2020, I received an email from Raging Bull that 

said, “Kyle was able to rack up nearly $500K in profits by trading stocks related to the COVID-

19 pandemic and the new economy it’s created.”  The email goes on to say that there is a “hidden 

bull market” and that “Kyle expects more opportunities in April.  And possibly, even bigger 

profits.”  Kyle was hosting an “online meetup” where he would be “sharing where he’s making 

the most money, how you can find these trades, and how to replicate his success.”  Raging Bull 

sent a follow up claiming:  “There’s a Catalyst Goldmine in the Middle of This Bear 

Market…  And It Could Mint a New Generation of Millionaires….  To be quite frank, if you 

ask Kyle Dennis, the game is really just about to begin…  As we close in on a coronavirus 

vaccine, a handful of biotech stocks specifically targeting a solution are primed for enormous 
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growth….  Now is not the time to shrivel up and hide away as a trader.  Be fierce and play this 

bear market like a bull.”  Attached as Attachment P are true and correct copies of the text of 

these emails (without the accompanying images if there were any). 

42. On April 7, 2020, I received an email from Bishop advertising a new service 

called “Portfolio Accelerator” service.  The email was sent to Raging Bull Elite members.  

Bishop described it as a service focused on creating long-term wealth.  As he said, “I’m always 

looking for ways to build out family’s future generational wealth.  You’ll find that I approach my 

Portfolio Accelerator trades very differently than you may be used to with my other trades.  

That’s because there’s a big difference between trading vs. building a portfolio.  As a trader, I 

don’t mind a fairly high degree of risk.  But for my family portfolio, I am seeking to be 

defensive.  I want to take advantage of great investment opportunities when I see them, but I’m 

also trying to manage any downside.”  He seemed to be admitting here that the kind of trading he 

was doing through Bullseye Trades and Total Alpha was highly risky.  Attached as Attachment 

Q is a true and correct copy of the text of this email (without the accompanying images if any). 

43. In June 2020, I tried to contact Raging Bull to check my subscription status.  

Given all the new product rollouts and service changes, I had no idea what know what my 

subscription status was.  I also knew that the six month free access to Raging Bull Elite was 

about to expire on June 13, 2020 and did not know what would happen to my membership status 

going forward.  I called the Raging Bull customer service desk several times but was not able to 

get anyone on the phone.  I left messages and requests for a callback.  No one got back to me. 

44. On June 15, 2020, I logged into my account to check my member’s dashboard.  I 

was confused because my membership page said I was still subscribed to Petra Picks Platinum 

for $1998 and Millionaire Roadmap Legacy for $2,997, although Raging Bull discontinued these 
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services back in December 2019. It also showed that I was subscribed to Profit Prism Platinum 

and Dark Pool Profits, which I did not want, until November or December 2021.  I also found 

out that I was subscribed to other newsletters, like Weekly Winfalls, Dollar Ace and Jackpot, 

which were coming up for auto-renewal within one to five months.  I was concerned because I 

was signed up for services that no longer existed and set up to be auto-billed for services that I 

did not want.  There was no option to disable the auto-renew online.   Attached as Attachment R 

is a true and correct copy of a screenshot capture of my subscription page that I saved on June 

15, 2020. 

45. I tried calling Raging Bull again by phone but was put on hold for over thirty 

minutes.  I sent text messages on the Raging Bull messenger app and left voicemails to record 

my complaint.       

46. It appears someone from Raging Bull must have gotten my message, because 

there were changes to my status when I checked my membership page again the next day.  It still 

showed that I was signed up for Weekly Windfalls, Dollar Ace, Dark Pool Profits, and Jackpot 

with the same auto-renew dates.  For the other subscriptions that were no longer available, the 

message read:  “There was a problem retrieving your subscription details.  Please contact 

support.  Attached as Attachment S is a true and correct copy of a screenshot capture of my 

subscription page that I saved on June 16, 2020.  

47. I was not satisfied with these changes and was also still confused.  I was also 

upset that they did not return my call and tried to sneak these changes through without telling me 

or discussing with me my service terms.  I filed another complaint with the BBB to let them 

know there was “funny business going on” and that what I wanted was reimbursement for the 
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unused time on subscription fees I had paid and to be released from all contracts with Raging 

Bull.     

48. A few weeks later, I called Raging Bull’s “sales” department to see if anyone 

there would answer.  Sure enough, I was connected immediately to a live agent named “Zach.”  I 

complained about why Raging Bull signed me up subscriptions without my knowledge.  Zach 

said under their terms and conditions, they did not need to notify us of subscription or product 

changes.  I also complained why it was so difficult to get someone from customer service on the 

line, especially since I had to call them to get Raging Bull to stop auto-renewing the 

subscriptions.  Zach said this was due to COVID-19 and that I just needed to keep trying.  Zach 

asked if I wanted to renew Raging Bull Elite for another year at $10,000.  He said this was a deal 

since the subscription normally costs $20,000.  I said no.    

49. On July 30, 2020, I received an email from “Justin” at Raging Bull, who called 

himself a “BBB Specialist.”   Raging Bull was finally reaching out to talk to me about my BBB 

complaint.  I spoke to Justin on the phone and made clear both my complaint and demand for a 

refund.  During the call, Justin agreed with me that Raging Bull would reimburse me but he 

needed to get final approval from his boss Michael.  Shortly after, Justin confirmed in writing 

that Raging Bull would agree to issue me a $1,000 refund, remove me from all services, and add 

me to the “Do Not Contact List.”  In return, I agreed to mark my BBB complaint as resolved.  I 

asked them to send me the refund by Paypal.  Attached as Attachment T is a true and correct 

copy of my correspondence with Justin at Raging Bull. 

50. It is September 2020 and I still have not received the refund that Raging Bull 

promised. 
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51. I regret ever joining Raging Bull. Not only did I pay nearly $10,000 on useless 

subscriptions, I lost about $15,000 following Raging Bull's trades. Not only that, I have spent a 

lot of time and experienced so much frustration trying to get any kind of customer service from 

them. This is especially stressful they make it necessary for us to reach their customer service in 

order to manage and sort out our billing issues. It does not appear they have resolved this and I 

continue to have the same issues with my membership. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on / l!) /PI 2020. 
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M Gmail Dusty Tyukody 

Requested: Your RagingBull Bootcampl 
1 message 

RagingBull <support@ragingbull.com> 
To: 

~ RagingBull 

Congratulations Dusty! 

You've taken the first step along the path to 
becoming a profitable trader. Whether you are 
a beginner looking to take your first step into the 
market, or have some experience and are 
looking to fine-tune your performance, you've 
come to the right place. We assure you that our 
top traders have put in the time for these lessons 
to help guide you in your journey. We are 
focused on education and how you can reap the 
rewards that the stock market has to offer. 

Access Details: 

Login here: 
https://app.ragingbull.com/member/login 

User: Your Email 
Password: The one you chose when filling the details form. 

Wed, Jan 30, 2019 at 10:55 AM 

rsgingbull.com 

Please note: If you currently are a RagingBull member, please use the same 
credentials as usual, we have not reset your password. 

Once you login, you can find the video lessons here: 

https://app.ragingbull.com/pages/rb-boot-camp 

II! Courses 

Boot camp 
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Take your time working through these lessons. Our goal is to give you a sense 
of direction in the market and show you what is possible if you are willing to 
put a little time in. 

We all started in the same place with little knowledge and a lot of trial and 
error. We don't want that for you. 

We want you to hit the ground running, which is why our team of millionaire 
traders put together these tips for you. 

The market can be intimidating, and many can overcomplicate it. Let us help 
you avoid the common mistakes so many others make, and accelerate your 
performance faster than you could believe. 

So get ready! 

Your Bootcamp Starts Now! 

- RagingBull Team 

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 
broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this 
website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be 
used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular 
investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to 
be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold 
or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to 
make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment 
decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a 
qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before 
investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and 
written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is 
made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness 
or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such 
opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC 
may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not 
indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual 
figures from the portfolios Raging Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 

Unsubscribe from this list 

62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States 
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Re: [RagingBull.com] Scaling Back

From: Dusty Tyukody

To: RagingBull.com Support <support@ragingbull.com>

Cc: Dusty Tyukody 

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2019 14:58:04 -0400

RE:  559600 AND 543883

TO: MICHAEL AT R. B.

Michael, referring to # 543883 as shown below, you stated that I had a $2,000 pdf credit left after restructuring my 10K contract.  We 

mutually agreed that the modification to my contract included adding time onto my subscriptions so that they would not have to be 

renewed until December 11, 2021.  

I continue to look for an approximate 10K value to my subscriptions but have not found any such value.  If anything, this arrangement 

feels more like buying a new car and having the sucker depreciate upon leaving the dealership.  Since my renegotiation Jeff Bishop has 

had the nerve to introduce something called Alpha.  Yet, when I look at the various pieces of Alpha, I see that except for creating a 

different set of alerts, a different live stream and a different so called bullseye on Sundays, for 2K in more money, there is nothing but 

smoke and mirrors.  

Now JB shows us his latest twist using credit spreads - which he most likely got from Bishop - and asks for another 2 K or so from 

current subscribers who have, like me, already given 10 K with only a modicum of value to show for it.  I have already filed complaints 

with NH BBB and a scam website.  I see, in my research that there are bunches of folks who don’t approve of Jeff and Jason’s BS 

sales techniques.  So I have lots of company for sure.

Before I go to the AG’s for NH and OH, let me make another offer to  try to bring our competing interests into alignment.  For the 10K of 

mine that RB has, take back the .75 years of service credit and give me Weekly Windfall for 1 year.  Let me reiterate that if RB didn’t 
engage in such ruthless, shady and greedy sales tactics at such outrageous prices I would not keep having to contact you for these 

adjustments.  Of course, if Jeff and Jason stopped these criminal sales tactics with their existing so called VIP clients, they would not 

have so many angry, jilted former and current subscribers.

Again, my ask is to take back .75 year of subscription time on my current offerings and open up Weekly Windfall as part of my services. 

 Please advise soon.  If need be please refer this to Gavin Harrison or whomever has authority to make decisions.

Dusty Tyukody

On Jun 21, 2019, at 2:49 PM, Michael (RagingBull.com Support) <support@ragingbull.com> wrote:

##- Please type your reply above this line -##

Your request (543883) has been solved. To reopen this request, reply to this email. See the latest comments below:

Michael (RagingBull.com) 

Jun 21, 2:49 PM EDT

Hi Dusty,

We agree to these terms and have setup your subscriptions as such. 
PX 8, 520Attachment B
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Raging Bull Elite is no more, and you now have Petra Platinum, Millionaire Roadmap and Trader's Council.

Thank you for working with me on this, and I hope you are satisfied with these services.

Sincerely,

Michael 

Dusty Tyukody

Jun 20, 2:32 PM EDT

OK, I agree to the following:

Effective July 1, 2019

Surrender Elite status

Stop access to: Penny Pro, Daily Profit Machine, Supernova, Sniper Report, FDA Insider, Options Rocket, 

Nucleus, along with related chat rooms

Subscriptions to Petra, Jason and J. Bishop will continue till expiration of December 11, 2021.

No additional fees for Petra, Jason or J. Bishop services until December 11, 2021.

Is that OK with Raging Bull?

Dusty Tyukody

<mailto: >

Michael (RagingBull.com) 

Jun 18, 3:10 PM EDT

Hi Dusty,

Millionaire Roadmap and Petra Platinum, two of the services you would retain, are Jason and Petra's mentorship level 

subscriptions.

Because of this, they always have access to the latest subscription information related to their services. So if Petra makes a 

change to Petra Gold, it will automatically take place on Petra Platinum because Petra Gold is apart of Petra Platinum.

The same can be said for Millionaire Roadmap and Jason Bond Picks/Freedom Trader(which are the same thing now) and 

Weekly Money Multiplier. Any updates or changes that occur to Weekly Money Multiplier also happens to Millionaire Roadmap 

because it is included in that subscription.

The total of Raging Bull Elite is $9999. Using some of our sales prices for Millionaire Roadmap($2,997), Trader's 

Council($1,999), and Petra Platinum($2997), I got $7993 as a total for what you wanted to keep. This left about another 2000 

dollars left over, so I tacked some extra time onto that.
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Sincerely,

Michael 

Dusty Tyukody

Jun 16, 3:46 PM EDT

Michael, thank you for your suggested solution.. A couple things before I respond. I have copied two other 

Raging Bull folks I have also been in touch with about other issues. While not directly connected with what 

you and I are working on, there is some overlap and I don’t want Gavin or Elliot to be in the dark.

Second, I have collected all my subscription charges and agreements with dates. My brain likes to put 

numbers to each of the subscriptions I am in, when I entered and what I paid. Here is my summary:

January 28 - Jason Bond Picks - $297.00

January 29 - Jason Bond Picks - $2,997.00

Feb. 1 - Petra Picks - $1,499.00

Feb. 27 - Raging Bull Millionaire Roadmap - $997.00

March 13 - Raging Bull Elite - $3,999.00

TOTAL: $9,789.00

Since I began there have been some modifications and additions, some of which are relevant to my 

agreements with Raging Bull, some not. Based on the set ups today, my desire is to continue to access 

Millionaire Roadmap, Freedom Trader, Jason Bond Pics, “Courses”, Weekly Money Multiplier, and Petra Picks 

along with their respective chat rooms. 

Future: how will we address changes and additions that might come about with Jason, Jeff, Nathan and Petra? 

I want to know what I can expect.

Getting back to the numbers, my brain will be very happy if I can see the details behind the decision of giving 

me an additional 1.75 years of time on the services I have listed above. Also once we agree to some solution, 

what will be the exact end date of the subscriptions I want to keep?

I also have some important issues that I have sent to Jason and Jeff through Gavin Harrison and Elliot 

Tousley. You should not be making your decisions in the dark about these items. So I will copy you on any 

communication I will be making to them. Thanks for your time and energy on this. I want to be a successful 

trader and I want Jason et al to be my “go to” set of teachers/mentors. Our agreement is an important aspect 

of this success.

Dusty Tyukody

 <mailto: >

Michael (RagingBull.com) 
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Jun 14, 3:17 PM EDT

Hi Dusty,

Thank you for your patience in this matter.

We have been in discussion about your account and here is what we are offering to you.

We will maintain your access to Millionaire Roadmap, Petra Platinum and Trader's Council (The 3 mentoring 

services you wish to remain apart of), and apply 1.75 years of service to each of those as credit for your Elite 

subscription.

Sincerely,

Michael 

Dusty Tyukody

Jun 12, 4:13 PM EDT

Thanks for your response, Michael. What I did not relay in my original note is that I also want to surrender my 

Elite status also effective July 1. Clearly it doesn’t make any sense to expect to be an Elite subscriber if I want 

to unsubscribe from several services. Please also let me surrender my elite status.

Dusty Tyukody

 <mailto: >

Michael (RagingBull.com) 

Jun 12, 3:48 PM EDT

Hi Dusty,

I've reviewed your account and the biggest issue is you have Raging Bull Elite as one subscription, and you 

don't have 6+ different subscriptions. 

This makes scaling back at this time mostly impossible. 

All we can really do is turn off the alerts from the subscriptions you don't enjoy, and when your renewal date 

for Raging Bull Elite comes around, we turn it off and we get you back on into the subscriptions you like.

Sincerely,

Michael 
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Attachment(s)

ragingbull-elite-dustyann-tyukody.pdf

Dusty Tyukody

Jun 12, 1:05 PM EDT

As you can see from my email to Gavin yesterday, I want to scale back on the listed subscriptions since I have 

found that I do not use them nor do I need them. I would like to make this change effective July 1, 2019. All I 

need from you in addition to making this change is to tell me what my reimbursement will be> Thank you.

Dusty Tyukody

 <mailto: >

> Begin forwarded message:

> 
> From: Gavin Harrison <gharrison@ragingbull.com>

> Subject: Re: Scaling Back

> Date: June 12, 2019 at 8:17:33 AM EDT

> To: Dusty Tyukody 

> 
> Hi Dusty,

> 
> If you are looking for reimbursement for packages you have already purchased and used, please contact 

our support team. They need the request in writing. Their email address 

is support@ragingbull.com <mailto:support@ragingbull.com>.

> 
> Thank you,

> 
> Gavin Harrison

> 
> On Tue, Jun 11, 2019 at 3:45 PM Dusty Tyukody 

<  <mailto: >> wrote:

> Hi Gavin, I am enquiring as to the reimbursement I will receive by scaling back my membership. I would 

like to terminate the following if it captures some money for me since I do not use these services regularly:

> 
> 1. Nucleus

> 2. Option Rocket

> 3. Super Nova

> 4. Sniper Report

> 5. FDA Insider

> 6.Penny Pro

> 
> Since joining RB I have found that I do best with trades longer than day trading and larger than penny 

stocks. I also do not have the stomach to take trades betting on make-or-break news.

> 
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> Please let me know what type of reimbursement I can expect by ending the above services July 1, 2019. 

Thanks.

> 
> Dusty Tyukody

>   <mailto: >

> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
>

]

Thank You for Contacting Support.

[XZV6Y4-3P6Q]
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M Gmail Dusty Tyukody 

Hitting the Bullseye! 
1 message 

Bul~agingbull.com> 

To:----
Wed, Nov 6, 2019 at 11 :19 AM 

Hi Dusty! 

Thank you and welcome to Bullseye Trades. It's definitely one of my favorite 
trading services, and I feel sure that you're going to love it, too! 

I've put together a short welcome video to give you an idea of what to expect: 

How Bullseye Trades Work 

Every Monday morning before the market opens, I will send you my Bullseye 
trade idea for the week ahead. I'll share the trade including the exact options 
contract and a complete trade plan to maximize profits. 
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Before you get into the trade, I've one "pro trader" tip for you; WAIT! The trade 
idea is not a recommendation to leap into the trade when the markets open on 
Monday! 

In the Bullseye alert I detail the options trade, and the price I want to get in at. I 
am happy to wait until my trade fills ... even if it doesn't! I am fine with that and I 
will never chase trades, and neither should you. 

Allow trades to come to you. And if the price of the trade goes a little bit 
lower, I might even enter more options contracts for that trade. 

How Much Profit Can I Make? 
For these Bullseye trades I am looking for about 100% profit in a week or two. I 
am always looking for profits, but remember that pro traders first consider the 
loss they could make on any trade; the risk to reward. Always consider the risk 
of a trade first, and the reward later. 

Bullseye trade alerts always give an idea of the stop loss I am looking at if the 
underlying price of the stock goes against me. This helps me to protect my 
trading capital, and I am always reminded of what the economist John 
Maynard Keynes said in this regard; 

Great words! 

"The market can remain irrational 
longer than you can remain solvent." 

Don't EVER Chase Trades! 
Allow the trade to come to you and don't get emotionally caught up in your 
trades. I am always happy to take smaller profits over pipe dreams of future 
profits or of hoping that a bad trade will suddenly turn great! There is always 
next week's Bullseye trade if this week's trade doesn't work out as you 
expected. 

Waiting it Out: Paper Trading 
If trading stocks or options is new to you, it's fine to wait and see. You do not 
have to leap in at the deep end of Bullseye trades. 

A lot of brokerages now offer paper trading which allows you to place real 
trades but with "paper" money. This way you can take a look at the trade, see if 
it feels right, get in on the trade and see what happens. 

When you feel that you are being more consistent in your paper trading, and 
how you respond to the different trading scenarios that come up (because 
these situations definitely will arise!), then you will know if you feel ready to 
start trading real money trades. Trading paper money is always good practice, 
and can help to prepare you for real money trading. 

I love these Bullseye trades and I think you are going to love them too. 
Thank you for joining me as we target these trades together! 

Now, here's to YOUR success! 
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Accessing Your Bullseye Dashboard 
Access Bullse e Trades here using your email address 

and your account password. 

How to Get My Personal, 
20-Year Winning

Options Trading Strategies! 

Bullseye Trades is just one of the 
powerful trading strategies that I've 
designed over the last 20-plus years to 
help me rake in $$MILLIONS in profits! 

And now I want to share ALL of these 
profitable, fine-tuned trading techniques with you in my 
Total Alpha trading service. I deliver, on average, at 
least one 100% winner every single month! Total Alpha 
is now open for new members at my new member offer 
for a limited time only! Get into Total Alpha here! 

None of our traders, educators, coaches, forum moderators, employees, agents, nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher 
of Bullseye Trades) are registered as investment advisers nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that 
all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a 
personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular 
investment needs or objectives. 

The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed on 
this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. 

These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals 
is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. 
Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to 
be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must 
determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own 
independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. 

The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a 
qualified securities professional before making any investment.and investigate and fully understand any and all risks 
before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be 
reliable and written in good faith.but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, 
express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning the accuracy, 
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completeness.correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such 

opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. 

Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such representative's 

own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. Any table or data is accurate, though not every trade is 

represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from portfolios each trader manages individually and not on 

behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 

Although our employees may answer your general customer service questions, they are not licensed under securities 

laws to address your specific investment situation. No communication by our employees or agents to you should be 

deemed as personalized financial advice. 

This information is protected by the copyright laws of the United States, and international treaties. This information 

may only be used pursuant to the subscription agreement, and any reproduction, copying, or redistribution (electronic 

or otherwise, including on the world wide web, by email, or via social media), either in whole or in part, is strictly 

prohibited without the express, prior written permission of RagingBull.com, LLC, 62 Calef Hwy. #233 Lee, NH 03861, 

USA. 

If you have a current active subscription with Bullseye Trades you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your 
subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at Bullseye Trades 
62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull Emails 
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M Gmail 

, We Kept The Fire Going For You ... 
1 message 

Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com> 
Reply-To: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com> 
To: 

Dear trader, 

Dusty Tyukody 

Wed, Mar 25, 2020 at 2:49 PM 

Things started off on FIRE at Jason Bond's LIVE event last 

night. 

We mean, literally on FIRE ... 
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Want to see what happened right after? 

Click to watch the reglaY. here. 

Just after the hottest damn countdown in RagingBull history, 

nearly 6K attendees popped up in the room. 

Thousands showed up to join Jason LIVE for several 

reasons ... 

1. Because aside from being America's most dynamic 

momentum trading teacher, Jason just knocked out one of his 

best trading weeks with $75,000 in profits using just a $100,000 

account. 

2. Because everyone wanted to learn about Jason's brand new 

"advanced notice alerts" that we think could totally upend the 

financial newsletter industry. 

3. Because Jason's newest 'unchained' trading service comes 

with access to a 60-hour training vault and a sgecial limited

time guarantee ... 

While the market was still in turmoil, Jason made over 

$75K 

Keep in mind that Jason began his most recent trading tear last 

week, which was before the markets bounced back yesterday 

following congress' $2 trillion COVID-19 stimulus package deal. 

Just yesterday, the market made the biggest move since 1933. 

The DOW gained 2,112 points (11.37%), the S&P gained 209 

points (9.38% ), and the NASDAQ gained 557 points (8.12% ). 

Jason's performance last week proves that no matter what the 
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conditions are in the market, there are still money-making 

opportunities out there. 

When things go crazy, Jason always goes back to his number 1 

strategy, which for him are his two simple patterns. 

The two R,atterns that Jason uses. which are his bread and 

butter, work in any market condition. 

So while we can't possibly predict exactly where the markets will 

go next, we don't need to. 

As Jason explained last night, he took $75K in trading profits last 

week without knowing that the market was going to totally 

bounce back. 

It's all about location ... the trader who can locate the best trades 

before everyone else will make the most money. 

The reality is that everything you'll learn from Jason is about 

locating stocks before theY. move. 

Just like the real estate market, location is everything! 

Jason's advanced notice alerts help you locate 

momentum stocks ... and get in before he gets in 

As a Jason Bond Picks member, you don't need to stress about 

receiving alerts too late. 

Jason is now sending all his email alerts before he makes the 

trade. 

The benefit of this is that you have the OP-P-OrtunitY. to look at 

the charts and learn about Jason's moves before he makes 

them. 
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Here's what people are saying about the advanced notice alerts: 

Michael Berg @tv1ichael35170258 • 917 V 

A Thanks for the advance notices!! Nice to be able to get set 

up and watch the charts. Great for new traders like me! 

CJ t1 1 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

jason bond (Moderator) : What do you guys and gals think about my new 'advance notice'??? 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

kirk pie: me likey 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

jon sny: LOVE IT JB! ! ! ! thxx u 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

joan bow: Love it@JB 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

jordan cec: great Jason! Much better than previous methods 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

eric gre: LOVE IT ~ 

Mar 19, 1:56 PM 

jason bond (Moderator) : perfect, i appreciate the feedback, we'll make this permanent 

Mar 19, 1:57 PM 

howard wes: it's perfect!!! Thanks Jason 

Mar 19, 1:57 PM 

jon sny: You're the man! cheddar spreader 

Mar 19, 1:57 PM 

kirk pie: awesome! thanks JB 

And just have a look at how Jason gave advanced notice on a 

couple of his recent trades and how his subscribers benefited ... 

PIXY: 
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BMRA: 
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Go 'Unchained' with Jason Bond today ... and get his 

special limited-time guarantee 

By signing up today, you'll get his trading vault (60 hours of 

training). 

We took the most important ones and put them into 2-3 hours of 

education. 

If you complete that 2-3 hour course and follow along with 
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Jason's advanced notice alerts for a full month and still are not 

satisfied, you'll receive a full refund . 

Watch the reP-lay of Jason's LIVE event last night 

and join here. 

Jjf TODAY•S TOP STORIES 

Leaked: My Exclusive Coronavirus IPO Watchlist 

By Ben Sturgill of IPO Payday 

1 OX Your Profit Potential With This SimP-le SteP-, 

By Nathan Bear of Weekly Money Multiplier 
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How to lm12rove Your Trading Process to 

Increase Your Profits 

By Ben Sturgill of Daily Profit Machine 

SPDR S!iP 500 ETF TRUST IM Cboe BZX 0 298.21 HllJ.84 l.228.02 C.229.~a -66. (·22.5 ) 
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How The Smart Money Executes Trades 

By Taylor Conway of Dark Pools 
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To your success, 

The RagingBull.com Team 

RagingBull , LLC 
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull .com 
Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails 

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an investment adviser nor 
a broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory 
authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational 
purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any 
specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of 
future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer 
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to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All 
users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged 
to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears 
responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities 
professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before 
investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be 
reliable and written in good faith , but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any 
kind , express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, 
completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify 
such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware 
that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities 
that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 
accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios 
Raging Bull manages on behalf of Raging Bull.com, LLC. 
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Hey gang,

Wednesday in the Profit Prism Platinum chat room, I spent
some extra time talking with members about exactly what it is
that I look for when I’m scouting out my trade candidates at the
end of the day. 

That lesson included a breakdown of two trusted chart patterns
that I use to scout potential Weekend Wiretaps picks -- so I had a
feeling you’d be interested, too.

 

 

My Profit Prism Platinum members love the 
educational content!

Pick Your Pattern

The first step I take when I’m looking at a potential trade
candidate is to scan for specific chart patterns that indicate the

Dusty Tyukody 

My Two Favorite Chart Patterns
1 message

Weekend Wiretaps <support@ragingbull.com> Thu, Mar 26, 2020 at 11:01 AM
Reply-To: support@ragingbull.com
To: 
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stock is going to climb higher. 

Of course, there’s tons of chart patterns I could choose from, but
I’m going to focus on just two in particular. 

Historically, I’ve found these simple, powerful setups to be pretty
reliable signals that a stock might be getting ready to climb higher
-- especially when coupled with other key indicators, like
increased trade volume and levels of support.

Pattern #1: The Stairstep

The first pattern I keep a close eye out for is “higher highs and
higher lows.” 

You may recall this simple, classic pattern from our recent
Weekend Wiretaps trade on PASO.

 

 

Look familiar? PASO was a great example of the higher highs and
higher lows pattern.

It basically just means the stock is stair-stepping higher.

Each time the stock trades up, it reaches a new high, and when
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the stock does trade down, it stays above the previous low it
made when it trended downward.

This usually indicates there’s solid demand in place for the
shares, and a higher low can also be a good entry point for
traders to get in before the next move higher.

Pattern #2: Consolidation

The second pattern I keep an eye out for is consolidation.

Consolidation just means a stock is trading within a specific price
range for an extended period of time, like NLS shares below.

 

 

Volume typically declines during consolidation, then rises again on
the breakout.

But this doesn’t mean I’m attracted to any old sideways price
pattern.

What I really keep an eye out for is consolidation AFTER a big
price jump or drop. This usually means the stock has found a key
level of support, which the stock can then use to springboard
higher, given the right catalyst -- like a surge in trading volume.
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Also, the longer the consolidation, the better. If I can find a stock
that’s been consolidating for a few weeks, that’s ideal.

You Can’t Trade on Patterns Alone!

Of course, a chart pattern by itself isn’t going to be enough for
me to want to take a trade. There’s lot of other factors I want to
look at before I decide which trades are going to be a hit and
which ones are going to be a miss, with trading volume being key
among those.

There’s plenty more information about what I look for in my
trades in your Raging Bull dashboard – I recommend watching
the Small Account Success video if you’re looking for more
information on chart patterns to watch.

I’ll be back at you tomorrow with your next Weekend Wiretap
update, so keep your eyes peeled.

Until then, stay healthy, stay safe, and have a good one!

Jeff Williams
Weekend Wiretaps

RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, lee, NH 03861 

Manage Email Preferences | Unsubscribe All*

* Unsubscribe All will block our premium alert service from sending you any e-mails in the future, you will need to contact
support to give us permission to e-mail you again.

This e-mail was sent to the following lists: Weekend Wiretaps

Neither Jeff Williams nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Weekend Wiretaps) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S.
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Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is
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not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her
own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully
understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and
written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to
any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify
such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for
RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses
reported are actual figures from the portfolios Jeff Williams manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 

If you have a current active subscription with Weekend Wiretaps you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does
not remove you from your service at Weekend Wiretaps.
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What I Want to See on IFRX

From: Weekend Wiretaps <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Tue, 07 Apr 2020 10:00:39 -0400

Hey gang,

As for trading… The theme continues. COVID plays are paying, and that includes 

small caps.

Although small-cap stocks are usually insulated from widespread panic selling in 

the broader market, one of the reasons I love them is because they still cash in 

on the latest market catalysts and trading trends.

I always target trades with strong technical setups and the momentum to go 

higher, but a nice headline-driven pop is always welcome, and these COVID 

plays have been delivering lately!

Just ask my Profit Prism Platinum members, many of whom raked in a nice profit on a 

different COVID weekend play from my weekend watch list:
 

 

Tweet me @ThePennyPro and tell me about your latest COVID play!

And when I start my new $50K program next week, I’m betting there will be more than a 

few trades inspired by recent events…
Also, don’t forget to join me for our very first LIVE breakout session, tonight at 8:00 PM ET! 

This session is ONLY open to Weekend Wiretaps members, and I think you’re 

really going to get a lot out of this class.

But in the meantime, I’m going to focus on my latest Weekend Wiretaps pick so 

you can see exactly why I’m planning on yet another profitable pandemic play 

with this small-cap mover.
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I knew it was going to be bad… But not this bad. 

This morning, the US jobs report showed that unemployment claims have skyrocketed to 
record breaking highs.  

For many, the present feels gloomy, and the future is looming with uncertainty. 

But one thing I do know? The market will always be there, and I know that I can always 
reel in consistent profits no matter what it throws at me. 

Just a few days ago, I raked in $5,332 on Boeing. 

The SAME stock that is down a whopping 75% from recent highs - and investors are no 
doubt getting crushed. 

But me?

When the opportunity presents itself, I am in and out with a pocket full of cash. 

And now I want to present you with an unprecedented opportunity to line your pockets 
right beside me. 

For an extremely limited time, you can join my flagship trading service - Total Alpha - for 
the absolute LOWEST price I’ve EVER offered. 

Dusty Tyukody 

Flash Sale! It’s On!
1 message

Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com> Thu, Mar 26, 2020 at 2:44 PM
Reply-To: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>
To: 
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I am confident that I can help ordinary people grow any sized account, and make 
consistent income from anywhere in the world, with just a few minutes of “work” a day. 

I hope you understand that I can’t keep this deal open for long. 

I simply can’t continue to offer this much value for so cheap!

All the details you’re itching to know are right here. 

Jeff Bishop

RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 
Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Jeff Bishop nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Total Alpha Trading) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S.
Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is
solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any
user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with
customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT
indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a
recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or
not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her
own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully
understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and
written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to
any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify
such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for
RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses
reported are actual figures from the portfolios Jeff Bishop manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Total Alpha Trading you will need to go to your subscriptions list inside the RagingBull Dashboard if you want to
cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com.
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I’ll cut right to the chase… I’m doing something I’ve never done before. 

In recent weeks, my inbox has been flooded with questions from traders who all want to 
know one thing…

“Jeff… HOW do you continue to reel in massive profits in this market?”

What average traders don’t realize is that this market is creating more money 
making opportunities than we’ve seen in over a decade. 

In fact, in the same week that the market wiped out all of it’s 2019 gains, I was sitting on 
$84,420 in profits. 

Dusty Tyukody 

I Hope You’re Sitting Down For This
1 message

Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com> Thu, Mar 26, 2020 at 8:41 AM
Reply-To: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>
To: 
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It all comes down to having a PROVEN system that tunes out the noise, and allows you to 
make money no matter what the market throws at you. 

And for a very limited time…

I'm willing to grant you full access to my Total Alpha system for ROCK BOTTOM 
PRICING.

You heard me!

I’m offering you an enormous discount on a system that can make you life changing 
money, all while other traders are getting clobbered.

But you have to act soon, because I can’t keep this deal open for long. 

Click right here for all the details. 

Jeff Bishop
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RagingBull, LLC
62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 
Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Jeff Bishop nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Total Alpha Trading) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S.
Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is
solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any
user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or
viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with
customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT
indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a
recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or
not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her
own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully
understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and
written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to
any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify
such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for
RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such
representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses
reported are actual figures from the portfolios Jeff Bishop manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Total Alpha Trading you will need to go to your subscriptions list inside the RagingBull Dashboard if you want to
cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com.
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These Paydays Could Keep You Going Without a Job

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 2020 14:50:49 -0400

, 
America has “shut down,” businesses have closed their doors, and 

unemployment claims are now through the roof. 
However, the Dow and S&P have staged the greatest 3-day advance since the 

Great Depression.

Enthusiasm surrounding the $2.2 trillion stimulus package is still giving the 

markets a boost.  
And while the market has been able to swallow negative news better… who 

knows if this is just another head fake up before stocks come crashing down 

again.

But you know what?

Traders actually don’t really wrestle with these thoughts. 
As long as there is volatility in the market—they are excited. 
You see, as traders, we’re taking profits no matter which way the markets move. 
While a record 3.2 million Americans are without a paycheck, every day in the 

markets is still a new potential payday for traders like us. 
Just have a look at Ben Sturgill’s money calendar as an example of how even trading a small 

account alongside him could get you started without a job.

 

 

The best part of Ben’s trading system is that he makes it so SIMPLE to collect these 

paydays. 
Ben even went LIVE this morning to walk his exclusive members through how 

easy it all really is. 
 

 

[Watch here to gain exclusive access to these

LIVE trading sessions].

While other traders are puzzling over complicated strategies like bear spreads, 

long straddles, and protective collars, Ben is making his trades based on the 
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simple up and down movement of the S&P 500. 
No exhaustive market scans to narrow stock choices from 2,000 to just a few, no 

speculations about which sectors will perform best— just one simple decision 

every single day about which direction the same index will move. 
Each next trading day this month, with the exception of one day where he took a 

loss and three days when he didn’t alert, was another exciting payday for Ben. 
And any given week of these paydays is enough to kick a lousy $1,200 monthly 

government check in the butt. 
If you had started this month with a $1,000 account, you could have increased 

your account to $3,841 in the first week alone.

That beats the government’s relief check in just a single week. 
Don’t stand idly by, waiting for the government to hand you your check. 
Take action now. 
Learn how you could start your April with these consistent paydays.
 

 

Not Ready to Receive Ben Sturgill’s Exclusive Profit Alerts?
 

 

Ben’s Daily Profit Machine and IPO Payday Mailings

Show You How He’s Nailing his S&P Premarket Strategy

and Playing This Year’s Hottest IPO “Unicorns”
Receive all of Ben’s free mailings by clicking here.

 

 

This Holographic IPO Brings Star Wars to Life

By Ben Sturgill of IPO Payday
 

 

[Leaked] How To Use My Scanner to Score Consistent 10%, 20%, and 

50% Gains

By Jason Bond of Jason Bond Picks
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Check Out How I’m Loading Up Long Trades

In This Market

By Nathan Bear of Weekly Money Multiplier 
 

 

[Watch] How To Use Market Volatility

To Make Wicked Profits

By Jeff Bishop of Total Alpha 
 

 

To your success,
 
The RagingBull.com Team

 
 

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 
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this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended 

to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's 

particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 

information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 
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themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial 

advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and 

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and 

fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are 

based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no 

representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or 

warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no 

responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. 

Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Raging 

Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.
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If Not Now, Then When?

From: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 27 Mar 2020 11:05:55 -0400

There’s no way to sidestep around this…

Investors are getting crushed. 

But traders? They’re lining their pocketbooks. 

It all comes down to understanding WHERE the opportunities are, and being nimble enough to find 
them, and disciplined enough to act.

...Hunt or be hunted. 

If you had invested in AAPL at the beginning of this year, your account would be down a nauseating 
31%. 

But just by being able to identify one pattern yesterday afternoon, you could have walked away with 
$3,000 in trading profits from boring old Apple in less than 24 hours. 

Most people are tying all their capital up in “safe stocks”, and waiting lightyears for the investment to 
come to fruition… But that won’t be you.

There are hundreds of opportunities every single day to execute on high conviction patterns, and 
rake in thousands or even tens of thousands in profits in an extremely short period of time. 

My job is to identify those tried and true patterns, and tell you exactly how to capitalize on them. 

So here’s the deal…

I’ve slashed the prices on my Total Alpha service by a whopping 35%.

BUT I want traders who are hungrier than ever to start making money right beside me every single 
day… So I won’t keep this deal open for much longer. 
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You can start profiting with me as soon as TODAY, but you have to be willing to take the first step.

It’s all right here. 

Are you in?

Jeff Bishop

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Jeff Bishop nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Total Alpha Trading) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is 

solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any 

user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or 

viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with 

customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT 

indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or 

not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her 

own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and 

written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to 

any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify 

such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for 

RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such 

representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses 

reported are actual figures from the portfolios Jeff Bishop manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Total Alpha Trading you will need to go to your subscriptions list inside the RagingBull Dashboard if you want to cancel 

your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com.
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My List of Secret Stocks

From: Jeff Bishop <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Sat, 28 Mar 2020 13:00:09 -0400

 

Time is winding down. 
 
And if you’re not sure what I’m talking about, you’re 

behind... So listen closely. 
 
Plain and simple, traders like me use the markets as 

their own personal ATM’s.
 
But I do things a little differently than most. 
 
In fact… I ignore about 99% of all stocks in the 

market. 
 
I’ve found a handful of secret stocks that are wildly 

compatible with my Total Alpha System, and I trade 

them time and time again to pull in gains like these:
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In fact, I made $82,000 last week just trading ONE 

stock over and over again. 
 
Ignoring 99% of the market, has put me in the top 

1% of elite traders. 
 
With that being said, now is the time to listen very closely… 

 
I’m extending you the opportunity to look right over 

my shoulder, gain access to my million dollar 

system, and get your hands on every trade I take in 

real time… For rock bottom pricing. 
 
Total Alpha retails at $2,499.

 
I offer occasional discounts at $1,497... 
 
But FORGET THAT. 
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For the next 48 hours, I’m allowing you to gain full 

access to me and all of my trades for an entire 

year… For less than $1,000. 
 
Just imagine what your account would look like after 

an entire year of executing on my money multiplying 

trades. 
 
This is the lowest price I’ve ever offered, and you 

will likely never see this deal again. 
 
The opportunity is here, it’s your choice to take it or 

not.

 
Live trade alerts sent to your email and text. Yes, it’s 

really that easy.
 
This sale ends soon. The time is now!
 
Jump in with me. 
 
 

Jeff Bishop

 
 

None of our traders, educators, coaches, forum moderators, employees, agents, nor 

RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Total Alpha Trading) are registered as investment advisers 

nor a broker/dealer with either the

U. S.
 
Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that 

all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a 

personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular 

investment needs or objectives.
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The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed 

on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. 
 
These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by these 

individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT indicative of 

future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to 

buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of 

this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult 

with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision.

 
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a 

qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks 

before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be 

reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, 

express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning the accuracy, 

completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such 

opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current.

 
Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such representative’s 

own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. Any table or data is accurate, though not every trade is 

represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from portfolios each trader manages individually and not on 

behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 
 
Although our employees may answer your general customer service questions, they are not licensed under securities 

laws to address your specific investment situation. No communication by our employees or agents to you should be 

deemed as personalized financial advice.

 
This information is protected by the copyright laws of the United States, and international treaties. This information 

may only be used pursuant to the subscription agreement, and any reproduction, copying, or redistribution (electronic 

or otherwise, including on the world wide web, by email, or via social media), either in whole or in part, is strictly 

prohibited without the express, prior written permission of RagingBull.com, LLC, 62 Calef Hwy. #233 Lee, NH 03861, 

USA.

 
If you have a current active subscription with JBP All Access you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel 

your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at JBP All Access.

 
Unsubscribe

 
62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States
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URGENT: Account Action Required

From: Bullseye Trades <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 08 Apr 2020 09:00:27 -0400

Morning, Dusty !

I have a TIME-SENSITIVE announcement.

I’m afraid your subscription has expired

So, because I really miss you I want to extend this offer available ONLY to you..

I don’t know if you’ll remember this because you let your subscription expire, but my 
Bullseye members and I just made out like bandits on my Bullseye Trade last week: GILD

MY ACCOUNT SCREENSHOT

I locked in over $10k in profit from GILD!

But, who cares about me.. It’s my members, like YOU who deserve applause.. 

Did you see GILD GAINS? 
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If you missed it, never fear!

I am so confident in my strategy that I knew I needed to share this exclusive opportunity 
with EVERYONE who has followed me on my Bullseye Trades journey, at one point or 
another.

I feel like it’s my responsibility to give you the proper equipment to protect AND grow your 
account during this unpredictable market climate..

And, that’s why for 48 hours ONLY, I am giving you the opportunity to gain access to my 
Bullseye Trades, FOREVER - for ONE payment of $399.

I’m doing this to simply demonstrate 1 fact: Bullseye is consistently exploding with new 
ideas and profitable trading opportunities, (despite what the heck is going on out there..) 
and I want YOU to be a part of it. 

Don’t you?

Click here to learn more about everything you’ll GAIN from this members only upgrade. 

Let’s come out on top of this thing, together!

Jeff Bishop

BullseyeOptionTrading.com

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Bullseye Trades nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Bullseye Trades) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is 
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solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any 

user's particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an 

offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this 

website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with 

respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified 

securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information 

included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or 

warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, 

timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or 

information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be 

discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and 

losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Bullseye Trades manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Bullseye Trades you will need to contact us http://www.ragingbull.com/contact/ if you want to cancel your subscription. 

Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at Bullseye Trades.
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Reminder - Your Bootcamp Training Package Awaits!

From: Jeff Bishop <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 10 Apr 2020 10:02:28 -0400

 

Hello!

Jeff Bishop here once again. 

I wanted to make sure you got your hands on this 

gift while this free access link is still available.

 

 
It’s true what they say you know…
Long term profitability really isn’t possible in the 

stock market without a STRATEGY. 
You don’t just stumble your way into these kinds of 

gains.
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It took years to cultivate a strategy that yielded these 

kinds of results in my portfolio.

It really wasn’t until I learned the power of a high conviction 

options strategy that I began making my millions.

My guess is, you already knew about the potential 

with trading options. That’s why you’re here!

But... What most traders are missing is the “framework”.

This is exactly why the overwhelming majority of 

traders lose money in the markets.

My Total Alpha Bootcamp Training Series is a framework that can be 

followed by any level trader.

I’m thrilled to be providing you with access to this 

training resource absolutely free today.

Just click the link above, enter your email address, 

and we’ll send you an email with access to the 

Bootcamp training package right away. 
I hope you’ll take advantage of this invaluable 

resource while you still can!
Access Total Alpha Bootcamp Training Videos Now

 
 Click Here To Confirm

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an 
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investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange 

Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that 

all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended to 

be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific 

portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT 

indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to 

sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, 

hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for 

themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their 

own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears 

responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a 

qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included 

on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but 

should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or 

implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning 

accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake 

no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, 

analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for 

RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on 

this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures 

from the portfolios Raging Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 
 
 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below:

 Unsubscribe from this list

 
 
62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States
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48 Hour Flash Sale!

From: Nathan Bear <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 01 Apr 2020 11:31:22 -0400

Last month, I launched my brand new service: LottoX.

I launched it in response to demand from my members, who have made thousands and 
even tens of thousands on my LottoX alerts in the past few years.

I needed to give this strategy its own due diligence!

But it’s true, it was out of a lot of people’s price ranges.

I know this is worth $1,499 a year, but for many, it was too much.

Maybe you were someone that saw that price tag and thought…

“I wish I could trial this service for a few months to make sure it’s what I want”

“This is just a little too far out of my price range”

“Nate, do you have a quarterly offer?”

I don’t USUALLY, but today - yes, yes I do.

I’m offering you the opportunity to join LottoX QUARTERLY.

It’s the perfect trial!

The system that returns 35%, 45% and 108%... all in the SAME DAY!

At least take 5 minutes and see everything you’d receive with this trial.

It’s the full package, and at a quarter of the price!
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It’s truly too good to be true...

But LottoX has proven to be such a lucrative system, returning profits in both bull and bear 
markets... I had to share with you as soon as possible.

This deal is only lasting 48 hours.

Anything more than that and I’d be losing money.

Heck, I already am!

Join LottoX TRIAL Right Now!

Nathan Bear

Weekly Money Multiplier

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Nathan Bear nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Weekly Money Multiplier) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is 

solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any 

user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or 

viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with 

customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT 

indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or 

not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her 

own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and 

written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to 

any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify 

such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for 
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RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such 

representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses 

reported are actual figures from the portfolios Nathan Bear manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Weekly Money Multiplier you will need to go to your subscriptions list inside the RagingBull Dashboard if you want to 

cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com.
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Coincidence? I Think Not.

From: Bullseye Trades <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Thu, 02 Apr 2020 17:02:05 -0400

 

You’ve heard him say it once… And you’ll hear him 

say it again. 
 
And at this point you might even be tired of hearing 

it. 
 
But guess what? This ONE thing made him $1.4 million in 2019 and has him on 

pace for another $1 million+ year. 

 
Each and every day, Nathan Bear is dialed into the 

markets at the opening bell - watching his LottoX 

scanner like a hawk. 
 
It allows him to detect the absolute best 

opportunities in the market, and then he uses his 

expertise and experience to execute for maximum 

gains. 
 
Focusing on his LottoX scanner took him from 

$40,000 in trading debt, to a multimillionaire in what 

felt like overnight. 
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And Tyler has an eerily similar story...

 
“Nathan is by far the best investment I’ve made 

since I started trading about a year ago. I was down 

about $15,000 on my own and I just made the 

minimal investment of an unlimited lifetime 

assistance from Nathan. Since Tuesday when I 

joined, I’ve doubled my $2,000 investment in one 

week” - Tyler D. 
 
He was down $15,000 on his own, and after one 

week with LottoX he’s doubled his investment. 
 
Coincidence? I think not.

 
So just imagine what your account would look like in 

3 months after taking Nathan up on his limited time Quarterly 

Offer!

 
With this deal, he’s giving you a total of 90 trades (5 per week) 

that all have the potential to 2x and even 3x your money.

 
90 days of access to this ONE million dollar system!

 
But this LottoX Quarterly Deal closes tomorrow at 

midnight… So it’s time to take action.

 
Jump in NOW.

 
 
 

Jeff Bishop 

BullseyeOptionTrading.com
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None of our traders, educators, coaches, forum moderators, employees, agents, nor 

RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Bullseye Trades) are registered as investment advisers nor 

a broker/dealer with either the U. S.
 
Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this 

website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational 

purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is 

not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives.
 
The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is 

discussed or viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such 

securities for their own account.

 
These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of 

securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. 

Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to 

be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as 

a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this 

website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and 

are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any 

investment decision.
 
The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should 

seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and 

investigate and fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and 

information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written 

in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any 

kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty 

concerning the accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In 

addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to 

keep such opinions, analyses or information current.

 
Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have 

long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all 

such positions are held for such representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative 

of future profits. Any table or data is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits 

and losses reported are actual figures from portfolios each trader manages individually and not 

on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

 
Although our employees may answer your general customer service questions, they are not 

licensed under securities laws to address your specific investment situation. No 

communication by our employees or agents to you should be deemed as personalized 

financial advice.

 
This information is protected by the copyright laws of the United States, and international 

treaties. This information may only be used pursuant to the subscription agreement, and any 

reproduction, copying, or redistribution (electronic or otherwise, including on the world wide 

web, by email, or via social media), either in whole or in part, is strictly prohibited without the 

express, prior written permission of RagingBull.com, LLC, 62 Calef Hwy. #233 Lee, NH 03861, 

USA.

 
If you have a current active subscription with Bullseye Trades will need to contact us here if 

you want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your 

service at bullseyeoptiontrading.com. 
 
If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below:

Unsubscribe

 
62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States
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[Invitation Inside] We’ve Never Done This Before

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Mon, 06 Apr 2020 08:10:48 -0400

Happy Monday, Trader! Jeff Bishop here. 

For the last 8 months, Dave Lukas has lurked in the shadows as RagingBull’s secret 

weapon. 

Most of our millionaire traders, myself included, are extremely active in the markets. Heck, 

sometimes I put on a dozen trades in any given day.

But the truth of the matter is: some work out, and some don’t.

But that’s what trading boils down to... Right?

Dave has a thing or two to say about that. 

You see, Dave will ONLY take a trade if the stars align… If everything sets up just right, 

and he has 100% conviction that he’s going to walk away with a hefty profit. 

And because of that, he’s been coined the Most Consistent Trader on Wall Street. 

His system has afforded him a bulletproof 90% win rate over the last decade, and a 100% 

win rate over the last 8 months that he’s been at RagingBull. 

And he came to me the other day with a proposition that I just couldn't refuse…

But this is extremely time sensitive. 

The recent market selloff has put us smack dab in the middle of the greatest wealth 

building opportunity in history… And you and I may not live to see another one like it. 

But hold on. 

Dave isn't simply suggesting that you go on a buying frenzy and hope for the best. 

He’s got his sights set on THREE extremely high conviction trades, that he’s pinpointed as 
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massive wealth building opportunities.

And sure, traders like me offer up trades all the time with huge profit potential… But I’m not 

the guy who shoots with 100% accuracy. 

That’s why Dave is the only man for this job. 

This Wednesday, April 8th, he’s going to tell you exactly how you can get your hands on 

these wealth multiplying trades.

Dave has NEVER done something like this before. WE have never done something like 

this before. 

Click here right now to secure your spot at the event, and learn how to capitalize on this 

small window of opportunity.

The RagingBull.com Team

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 

broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of 

this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended 

to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's 

particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 

information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for 

themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial 

advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and 

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and 
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fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are 

based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no 

representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or 

warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no 

responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. 

Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Raging 

Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.
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, Make 3X Your Money in 3 Months

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Tue, 07 Apr 2020 15:44:02 -0400

 
,

We bet you’ve heard this quote before...

“Be fearful when others are greedy and greedy when others are fearful.”
~ Warren Buffet

Well, we just put together your biggest opportunity to get greedy in 2020. 

Allow us to explain...

While the market was roaring to all-time highs, Buffet was sitting on his laurels for 

more than 3.5 years and accumulating a record $128.2 billion in cash. 
Like anyone else, Buffet didn’t have a crystal ball. But he saw something that 

most people simply could not. 
As most people were busy trying to catch the tail end of the bull market’s 

momentum, Buffet was quietly getting prepared. 
And now, the moment he was preparing for is here. 
We’ve just witnessed one of the biggest and fastest selloffs in the history of the 

stock market. 
And that means that now is one of the biggest buying opportunities of the decade, 

as many stocks will return over 5X their current value over the next 10 years. 
The Oracle of Omaha is set to make a big purchase in 2020— are you? 
Here at RagingBull, we sure as heck are!

In fact, we can do way better. 

Well, Dave Lukas can…
Tomorrow, April 8th at 2pm EST, he will reveal... 
 

 

Dave wants to show you how you could 3x your money in just 3 months.

Dave is a serial entrepreneur, business owner, and a legendary investor in his 

own right.

And while we could brag all day about Dave, his track record does all the talking 

for him.
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Over the last 8 months, Dave’s system has yielded him an unheard of 100% win rate.

Similar to Buffet, Dave holds his positions somewhat longer term. 
He uses principles of value investing to help him in setting up trades on the best 

companies for his strategy.

However, unlike Buffet, Dave generates cash flow consistently without waiting 

decades to bank his returns. 
Dave holds each of his positions for an average of 2.9 months. 
His next 3 trades go live on Monday, and you don’t want to miss them!
Click here to register for his event happening tomorrow at 2pm EST.

Learn how you could triple your money in just 3 months. 
 

 

These Technical Analysis Tricks Anticipate

Market Direction

By Dave Lukas of Options Profit Planner
 

 

The few simple indicators that Dave shares today could mean the difference 

between being an extremely profitable trader and a perennial loser.
Continue reading...

Buy The Dip, Or Sell The Rip?

By Kyle Dennis of Biotech Breakouts 
 

 

We still don’t know the full economic impact of COVID-19, but Kyle reveals why 

it’s not necessary to pick the direction of the S&P 500 to make money in the 

market.
Continue reading...

What To Do If The Market Rallies

By Jason Bond of Weekly Windfalls
 

 

While it's possible the market could go lower, Jason reveals one strategy that 

could generate high returns if the market rallies. Best of all, you could still make 

money with it if the market goes down.
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Continue reading...

Part II: Protect Your Profits From

Volatility Swings

By Jeff Williams of Penny Pro
 

 

If your timing is off, it won’t matter if you picked the right stocks. The two 

strategies Jeff shares today have helped him return quadruple digits on one of his 

accounts this year.
Continue reading...

To Your Success, 
 
The RagingBull.com Team 

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails
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I need to see the proof

From: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 08 Apr 2020 08:21:03 -0400

When I first heard about Dave Lukas 100% win rate, I rolled my eyes.

Dave if you’re reading this, I’m sorry! I was a doubter!

I looked at the data though, and it is insane - but it’s also true.

Dave’s not caught up in gloating about his perfect record, though, he’s been grinding for 

two weeks preparing to reveal what he’s calling the biggest wealth building opportunity he’s seen in 

YEARS.

As a longer term investor, Dave knows how to pick his moments.

He coils, and then he strikes.

Today at 2pm ET he’ll be revealing 3 stock picks that could 3X your wealth in 3 months or less.

I know even the most skeptical will click this link and make sure they’re on this list.

It’s too intriguing not to! 

There we goooooo… I knew you’d do it! 

Last Chance to Secure a Spot.

3X wealth building opportunity revealed at 2pm ET TODAY!

Jeff Bishop
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own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and 
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Dusty, Your Triple Threat Primer

From: Raging Bull Insider <insider@ragingbullinsider.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 08 Apr 2020 12:02:37 -0400

Dear Dusty, —Jeff Bishop here. 
 
Very few people have been able to accurately predict the market better than Dave 

Lukas. 
His Fractal Energy Indicator has propelled him to the highest win-rate out of any trader 

here at RagingBull. 
Last I heard, Dave hasn’t had a losing position in months!

Yes, even during this unprecedented time of market volatility. 
If you’re not registered to watch him live at 2 PM ET—then do so now.

He’ll be unveiling Triple Threat, the only program we have designed to triple your account, with three trades, in 

three months or less. 
If you haven’t registered yet, do so here. 

Since we have some time until Dave goes live, I asked him to send me some info 

on Fractal Energy to pass along to you. And he agreed. 
Here it is:

What Is Fractal Energy

Fractal Energy is the cornerstone indicator of my trading system.  I use it to 

pinpoint key market reversals.

The power of fractals allows me to determine the strength of trends and how 

much “life” is remaining in a stock’s movement.  
There are 2 main components of Fractal Energy:

1.  Fractal Pattern

2.  Energy 

And when you use the power of this indicator you will be able to successfully 

determine the strength or weakness of trends on any stock.

By using Fractal Energy Indicator, I’ve been able to predict this move down and this 

bounce almost perfectly!

And the way to predict larger market movements is to reference a longer time 

frame to understand what the major trends are doing.

Let’s take a look at SPY’s with the Fractal Energy plotted...
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Source: Thinkorswim

Here is how this breaks down…
Breaking down what Fractals said about the markets at all time highs:

•  The Fractal Energy indicator dropped to new lows, below the lower 

threshold value of 30

•  Markets struggled to continue trend higher, showing weakness in the stock

And the same indicator can alert you to when a stock is exhausted and about to 

make a bottom too!  
Let’s take a look at how Fractal Energy can spot market bottoms.  

 

 

Source: Thinkorswim

In this example, AAL is starting to put in a bottoming pattern at the lower bollinger 

bands and the Fractal Energy is starting to “charge up” as it climbs back from its 

low of 20’s to its highs of 50’s. 
Key points from analyzing the stock chart:

1.  The daily bars appear that they are ready to bounce back from the sell-off

2.  Higher lows looking to form to confirm uptrend

3.  If low is tested, it must hold to give a “double bottom” pattern

4.  The Fractal Energy is getting “charged up” showing the stock is ready to trend 

again

I just wanted to share with you how Dave applies his indicator to accurately pick 

direction, as well, nail down his timing. 
But I’m not here to play spoiler. 
If you’d like to see how Dave takes his proprietary indicator and turns it into 

trading wins…
Well, you just need to be here at 2 PM ET.

It’s not everyday a trader who hasn’t had a losing position in months is willing to 

share their secret sauce… but that’s what we have here. 
You better believe I’ll be in attendance.

I’ll see you there!

Jeff Bishop
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, Meet the Man Crushing the World's Best Hedge Funds

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 08 Apr 2020 10:54:25 -0400

 
,

Wall Street won’t let you believe it…
But the Triple Threat strategy we’re about to share with you today — hands down — topples the 

performance of even the world’s best performing hedge funds. 
And even we’ll admit, that’s saying something. 
In the dog-eat-dog world of Wall Street, where only the savviest of investors 

reach the top, a handful of hedge-funds have consistently thrown down some 

impressive returns.

The Bridgewater Associates Pure Alpha II fund— a division of the world’s largest 

hedge fund, which makes use of enormous troves of data and lets algorithms 

make investment decisions — has pulled off 12% average historical returns with 

only 3 losing years. 
Private equity-focused Tiger Global Management, the best performer among 

large hedge funds between 2016 and mid-2019, has handed its clients 22.4% 

annually.

And last but not least, the Renaissance Technologies Medallion Fund has 

averaged 66% annual returns (39% after fees) since 1988. 
But even Renaissance Technologies — led by Jim Simons, the mathematical 

genius who helped develop string theory and broke codes for the National 

Security Agency — looks weak in comparison to Triple Threat.

But these hedge funds will do anything to keep you from hearing it.

They will tell you that their secret sauce — whether it’s quant algorithmic models, 

“event-driven” activist endeavors, a private equity focus, or any number of other 

approaches — is the best. 

The problem? 
Wall Street, and the world’s largest hedge funds, have sold you a lie. 
They’ll tell you that you cannot do better. 
But today we're here to show you otherwise.

How? 
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This man...
 

 

That’s Dave Lukas, flying private, thanks to the unheard of 100% win rate he’s achieved over the last 8 months. 

Dave is a serial entrepreneur, business owner, and a legendary investor, and he wants to reveal how YOU could 3x your 

money in just 3 months.

3X quarterly gains quickly put 12%, 22.4%, and 39% annual hedge fund gains to 

bed. 
A 12%, 22.4%, and 39% increase on a $3,000 investment is $3,360, $3,672, and 

$4,170 respectively in one year. Not bad.

But have a look at what Dave’s trades could potentially do for you…
•  3 multiplied by a $3,000 investment is $9,000 in 3 months. 
•  3 multiplied by a $5,000 investment is $15,000 in 3 months. 
•  3 multiplied by a $10,000 investment is $30,000 in 3 months.

These are impressive ROIs, and you can follow straight along with Dave as he 

puts his trades into play. 
But you have to hurry…
Dave is about to place his next 3 trades, and he’s going LIVE to tell you all about 

it at 2 pm ET today.
Click here to register for Dave’s Triple Threat event happening today at 2pm EST.

Learn how you could triple your money in just 3 months.

 

 
[Leaked] PENN Teachable Moment

By Jason Bond of Jason Bond Picks

 

 
Thanks to a scanner Jason uses to consistently narrow down a field of stocks from 5,000-6,000 (overall market) to just 2 or 

3 based on liquidity, % gain, and two specific patterns, he reveals how he scored the following $3,050 Winner In PENN. 
Continue reading…

This Is How You Pick Up Enormous Wins

In Volatile Markets

By Nathan Bear of Weekly Money Multiplier 
 

 
Nathan Bear reveals how he spent days meticulously planning his 200% win in remote document signing stock, DOCU, 

rather than blindly picking it randomly off a list of stocks. 
Continue reading…
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These 3 IPOs Could Pop During Quarantine

By Ben Sturgill of IPO Payday

Much like Ben’s $4,000+ win on a Chewy (CHWY) trade from last week, he’s eying plays in a few other IPOs this week 

that are actually benefiting positively from the CONVID-19 quarantine we’re currently experiencing.

Continue reading…

The 7 Ways Angels Find Great Company Founders to Invest In 
By Jeff Bishop of Angel Insights 

 

 

Jeff reveals why betting on the right people behind a startup is critical and what 

he looks for in a founder to put his hard-earned money behind. 
Continue reading…
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Fade The Rally - Total Alpha Midday Update

From: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 03 Apr 2020 13:32:27 -0400

Good afternoon trader,

Today’s jobs numbers showed unemployment ticking up, but likely don’t paint a full 
picture. 

Initially, markets took the information in stride. Then, as we’ve talked about throughout the 

past week, the different turning points grabbed hold and pushed equities lower. Small caps 
continue to hemorrhage, leading us on the way down. They’ll be a good one to watch for a 
potential turn around in the markets.

I’m a bit surprised at the weakness in the markets given how poorly the VIX has done 

today. It may be that traders are getting lulled into a false sense of security by the market 
not going limit down every day.

Crude continues its rally off the bottom when Trump announced potential easing on the 

supply front. That really created the short-covering rally more than anything else. The 
energy stocks are going to start going under one by one.

I’ve got a lot of trades expiring today, only a few that I need to manage. Otherwise, I’ll be 

watching the close more than anything else at the moment.

Current Portfolio

Here are the terminology notes to help you read the snapshots.

Symbol = Ticker Symbol (Note: the line directly across the ticker symbol summarizes the 
whole position I have. Below it breaks out the position in detail.)

Last = Current price of the underlying stock

Mark = Current price of the option

Trade Price = The price I entered the trade at or net amount if it is an option position with 
multiple legs.

D’s Open = This is the number of days I have been in the trade

DTE = Days to expiration. This is how many days are left on the contract

Delta = This is the amount the entire position will move if the underlying moves by $1 
higher
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Net Liq = The amount the position is worth right now

PoP = Probability of Profit. This is % chance the contracts will be ITM on expiration day

P/L Open = Profit or loss I have on the trade overall

P/L Day = This is how much I have made or lost today only on a position

New Positions

Iron Condor

AAPL May 1st $205/$210/$270/$275 iron condor for $1.95 - With stocks continuing to 

trade in a range, I’ve added an iron condor on Apple today. These strikes give me a wide 
range to work with.

AAPL Hourly Chart

QQQ May 1st $155/$160/$200/$205 iron condor for $1.82 - As the markets have started 
to retrace, that’s put the QQQ into a midpoint zone that I’m comfortable adding an iron 
condor to. I’m getting over 1/3rd the width of the strikes, which is a boon for the short 
duration.

QQQ Hourly Chart

Naked options

Sold SPY April 9th $240 put for $4.00 - I don’t think the market is quite ready to break 

down. It may still happen, but I want to continue to collect premium as long as the VIX 
remains elevated.

SPY Hourly Chart

Calls
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Long ZM April 24th $120 calls for $14.20 - ZM had some bad news come out related to 

potential hacking of their products. Space X asked employees to stop using it. I think it’s 
still one of the best out there and no one is about to develop a new one in the interim. 

I love this chart right at the 200-period moving average on the hourly chart.

ZM Hourly Chart

Current Positions

Custom

Long REGN April 9th $480 calls for $18.00 & Short REGN April 9th $500 calls for 
$18.00 - REGN is getting right up near $500. Now I just need time to expire to get rid of the 
remaining premium and get maximum profit (or REGN to just go up way past $500).

Calls

Long INO April 17th $8 calls for $1.49 (Down 22.8%) - INO looked like it was about to 

move and then nada. I’ll probably drop this one shortly.

Puts

Long SPY April 17th $260 puts for $15.84 (Flat) - I’ve pared back this position a little bit, 

but still want to maintain my hedge in this market.

Iron Condor

TSLA April 17 $330/$340/$540/$550 iron condor for $4.10 (Up 4.6%) - Tesla couldn’t 
hold its gains, which leads me to the conclusion that this stock is very weak.

AMZN April 9th $1895/$1900/$2050/$2060 for $4.11 - Amazon is down a decent amount 

on the day but not much worse than the overall market. It’s still holding up relatively well 
and hasn’t broken through the lowest strikes.

COST April 3rd $275/$280/$297.5/$302.5 iron condor for $2.55 (Up ~100%) - This is the 

trade I discussed yesterday. With COST at $290, this is looking sweeet to collect a nice 
$20K!

Spreads

SPY April 9th $262/$267 call credit spread for $1.10 - This trade looks pretty darn good 

at the moment. I’m starting to shift a little off my bullish stance, but I like to keep a 
balanced portfolio.

BA April 9th $110/$115 put credit spread for $1.11 (Down 18.9%) - BA is actually up on 

the day. There’s been a lot of news around the stock, so maybe this is the lowest it will go 
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for now.

AAPL April 9th $220/$225 put credit spread for $0.88 & AAPL April 3rd $260/$265 call 
credit spread for $2.00 - The call credit spread should expire for maximum profit. The put 
credit spread is still in a great position to make a profit as well.

SPY April 3rd $252/$254 call credit spread for $0.65 & SPY April 9th $230/$235 put 
credit spread for $1.12 - The call credit spread was a bit of a flier but looks like I’ll collect 
a quick $3,000 there. The put credit spread has time to work. I don’t know that we fall off a 
cliff quite yet until we get some sort of catalyst.

AMZN April 9th $1990/$2000 call credit spread for $2.10 - This call credit spread is 

outside the normal range of where I expect Amazon to trade and above the highs. It looks 
smart with the market down on the day. As Amazon trades within the range, I’ll continue to 
work this play over and over.

AMZN April 3rd $1900/$1910 put credit spread for $1.45 & AMZN April 3rd 
$1830/$1840 put credit spread for $2.65 - The lower put spread will expire for maximum 
profit without a problem. The higher one may take some finesse.

SHOP April 3rd $260/$270 put credit spread for $2.60 (Up 100%)  -This trade shouldn’t 
have any problem getting maximum profit, regardless of what the market does these next 
few days.

I’ve removed the stocks I’m looking at for the time being because it’s changing so much 
day to day that I can’t keep a list that will be of benefit to you.

Instead, I recommend you find a few stocks that you like, bullish and bearish, maybe 3 on 
each side. Follow them like a hawk. Study how they move throughout the day and the 
setups that occur.

To YOUR Success!

Jeff Bishop

TotalAlphaTrading.com

Members' Core Principles

Jeff Bishop Training Series

Let Jeff Bishop walk you through the most important principles he's developed for success in the markets.

Stock Options Explained

Where do I even start??? Jeff Bishop breaks down the basics of stock options and explain just how to get 

started. (Exclusive access for Raging Bull members only)
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Trading The Top - Total Alpha Morning Update

From: Total Alpha <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Wed, 08 Apr 2020 09:08:27 -0400

Pulling Yourself Out of A Hole

Yesterday’s market action provided a lot of information and opportunity. I want to cover it in 
today’s newsletter as I think it provides some valuable insights into how to both manage 
trades and risk.

Let’s start with the obvious. After two weeks of bouncing off the bottom, we had another 
handful of ridiculous short-covering rallies recently on a daily basis. That leads to 
exhaustion at some point. 

The recent squeeze caught me badly on the wrong side of it and I wound up giving back a 
lot of hard-earned profits in a short period of time.  Every trader dreads seeing that 
happen.

For the moment, let’s assume I didn’t know when that would happen. How do I know when 
a potential top has formed and what’s the play?

There’s no clear cut answer that covers all scenarios and cases. However, there’s some 
broad themes you want to see:

•  General weakness in the market - These often come in failures to hold the line in the 
first 30-60  minutes of the day (opening auction anyone???)

•  Divergence with volatility - With large equity moves you should expect similar moves 
in the VIX. When you don’t see that, it tends mean one of the two is wrong (stocks 
usually)

•  One major market isn’t playing along - Between the S&P 500, Russell 2000, Nasdaq 
100, or Dow Jones Industrial Average, when one or more shows a lot of weakness, 
that’s usually a sign.

So let’s turn to the SPY and see what we’ve got.

SPY 5-Minute Chart

You can see that by 10:30 am, the market pretty much crapped out. By 11:00 am it had 
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already made a low. We got a retracement midday, but otherwise, the market fell straight 
from midday into the close.

Right out of the gate we see there’s a lot of weakness. When you get the second 30 
minutes of the day closing below the first 30 minutes, that tends to indicate bearishness.

Now, let’s turn to the VIX.

VIX 5-Minute Chart

Here’s where the real tell is. The VIX opened essentially flat on the day while the market 
opened up hundreds of points. That means traders came in to buy option protection on a 
pretty bullish open. They do that when they feel the market’s run its course.

You and I don’t have the money to move the VIX. To get that to move you need deep 
pockets. I’m talking fund and big bank money. So, when they’re buying protection against a 
huge pop in stocks, that’s when you need to take notice.

Note: All the major markets did open up roughly the same, so that wasn’t a factor this go 
around. Nevertheless, it’s still something to pay attention to.

Let’s say I’ve got enough together that I want to set up a trade. How would I go about 
doing that?

Well, there were two places to work your magic.

SPY 5-Minute Chart

If you found enough conviction early enough in the day, you could have taken bearish bets 
around 10:00 am with a stop against the high of the day. 

The second spot would have been the retracement back at midday. Again, the stop would 
have been above the high of the day.

In both cases, I’m taking the trade with small amounts of upside risk but large amounts of 
downside reward. 

One way to set this up would be to use the turning points in the day we’ve discussed 
recently. We know there’s typically a mid-morning turn. You could take a small bearish 
position at 10:00 am. Then take half (or more) off at the turning point around 11:00 am (if 
you caught it at 10:30 am that works just fine). 

You can use those profits to load up again on the midday retracement, again with a stop 
above the high of the day. If you measure it out right, even if you get stopped out, you’ll still 
walk away with profits from the first move. 

Let’s say the trade never retraces. That’s ok too. You’ve locked in a portion of the profits 
with a remaining amount that can ride the market lower.
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You can actually see I did just that. The majority of my bearish trades came on around 
10:00 am. I took off my older SPY puts around 10:30 am. Around 12:00 pm (12:08:43 pm 
to be exact) I added more SPY puts, which I collected a $5,490 profit on around 2:30 pm. 

In fact, the AAPL call credit spread I sold just before 10:00 am I took off at 3:30 pm for a 
huge $10,400 profit.

All of what I’ve talked about here use the very same tools we’ve gone over the last week. 
Take some time to read through the intraday charts and get a feel for where you think 
things are going. Analyze the movement and write down your thoughts. 

This type of journaling will quickly make you much better at reading the markets than you 
ever dreamed possible!

Current Portfolio

Here are the terminology notes to help you read the snapshots.

Symbol = Ticker Symbol (Note: the line directly across the ticker symbol summarizes the 
whole position I have. Below it breaks out the position in detail.)

Last = Current price of the underlying stock

Mark = Current price of the option

Trade Price = The price I entered the trade at or net amount if it is an option position with 
multiple legs.

D’s Open = This is the number of days I have been in the trade

DTE = Days to expiration. This is how many days are left on the contract

Delta = This is the amount the entire position will move if the underlying moves by $1 
higher

Net Liq = The amount the position is worth right now

PoP = Probability of Profit. This is % chance the contracts will be ITM on expiration day

P/L Open = Profit or loss I have on the trade overall

P/L Day = This is how much I have made or lost today only on a position

New Positions

Spreads

AAPL April 17th $245/$250 put credit spread for $1.00 - This rounds out the call credit 
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spread I have on Apple with the  $265/$270 call strikes for the same expiration date and a 
$1.05 credit. That gives me roughly 40% of the total spread width as a credit to work with.

Note: This is what I had described when I said that I wanted to collect 20% premium on 
either side.

AAPL Hourly Chart

Current Positions

Iron Condor

QQQ May 1st $155/$160/$200/$205 iron condor for $1.82  (Down 39.7%) - The Qs 
finished yesterday below $200. That still seems to be their big resistance point. The trade 
has a lot of time left. Until it closes above the strikes I plan to let it keep working.

Notice I’ve already got my order in to take this trade off at ~30% max profit.

TSLA April 17 $330/$340/$540/$550 iron condor for $4.10 (Down 6.2%) - Tesla, you 
saucy minx. It finished the day at $545, which is still below the upper strike. I’m not out of 
this trade yet, but I did reduce the call credit spreads from 100 to 60 contracts.

Spreads

AMZN April 9th $2050/$2060 call credit spread for $2.14 & AMZN April 9th 
$1990/$2000 call credit spread for $2.10 & AMZN April 17th $2020/$2030 call credit 
spread for $2.05  - Amazon finished the day just above $2000. I’ll consider taking off the 
lower credit spread today if we don’t get a selloff. Otherwise, this one may be too late to 
save. The other two though are looking nice!

BA April 9th $110/$115 put credit spread for $1.11 (~Up 100%) - Looking to collect a 
nice $11,000 profit here!

AAPL April 9th $220/$225 put credit spread for $0.88 & AAPL April 17th $265/$270 
call credit spread for $1.05 & AAPL May 1st $270/$275 call credit spread for $1.07 - 
Apple finished yesterday below $260. That looks to be a critical point for the stock. Right 
now everything looks good. It’s a matter of watching to see how the market reacts this 
week.

SPY April 9th $273/$278 call credit spread for $1.80 & SPY April 17th $285/$290 call 
credit spread for $1.10 - The SPY finished yesterday around $265. It couldn’t hold the 
gains for the day, which shows me it has a lot of weakness. That makes me want to add 
some more far out-of-the-money call credit spreads potentially.

I’ve removed the stocks I’m looking at for the time being because it’s changing so much 
day to day that I can’t keep a list that will be of benefit to you.

Instead, I recommend you find a few stocks that you like, bullish and bearish, maybe 3 on 
each side. Follow them like a hawk. Study how they move throughout the day and the 
setups that occur.
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To YOUR Success!

Jeff Bishop

TotalAlphaTrading.com

Members' Core Principles

Jeff Bishop Training Series

Let Jeff Bishop walk you through the most important principles he's developed for success in the markets.

Stock Options Explained

Where do I even start??? Jeff Bishop breaks down the basics of stock options and explain just how to get 

started. (Exclusive access for Raging Bull members only)
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Get Your Facts Straight

From: Jason Bond <jason@jasonbondpicks.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 10 Apr 2020 10:48:01 -0400

Facts #1: Dave Lukas hasn't lost a single trade in 8 months. 

Fact #2: He’s offering you the opportunity to get your hands on his three favorite trades, 
with 100% profit targets, for just $199.

I do not know ANY other trader that is willing to offer you the same thing. 

Here’s the way I see it.

If the past is any indication of the future… Then Dave will have no problem delivering these 
three money doubling trades on a silver platter. 

A puny $500 in each of these three trades could pay for that $199 entry fee with $1,300 left 
over. 

So ask yourself this...

Are you really going to pass up the opportunity to double your money three times over?

You’d rather save the $199 and bet against a guy who hasn't been wrong in 8 months?

I love gambling just as much as the next guy, but that sure as hell isn't a bet I’m willing to 
take.

I’m all in on Dave. 

So click here right now to see what he has to offer, because, here’s the thing.

His trades are being released on Monday morning. Once that happens… There’s no going 
back.

The Triple Threat offer will be gone.. Over… FINTO. 
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The trades will pass you by and you’ll just have to watch as they take off without you. 

We’re offering you an opportunity to get in before that happens, but you’ve got to act right 
now.

All the details are right here.

Jason Bond

JasonBondPicks.com

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861

Click Here to stop receiving emails from jason@jasonbondpicks.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Jason Bond nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of JasonBondPicks) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. 

Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is 

solely for informational purposes, is not intended to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any 

user's particular investment needs or objectives. The owners, employees and writers of RagingBull.com may engage in securities trading that is discussed or 

viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with 

customers. The buying and selling of securities by these individuals is not part of a regular business of buying and selling securities. Past performance is NOT 

indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or 

not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her 

own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and 

written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to 

any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no responsibility to notify 

such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for 

RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are held for such 

representative’s own account. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses 

reported are actual figures from the portfolios Jason Bond manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.

If you have a current active subscription with Jason Bond Picks you will need to contact us here if you want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does 
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not remove you from your service at JasonBondPicks.com.
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, Read This Before Your Next Trade

From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Thu, 02 Apr 2020 17:25:33 -0400

Dear ,

The U.S. stock market is starting Q2 in the same fashing Q1 ended... 

SHARPLY LOWER.

However, that doesn’t mean your account needs to suffer. 

In fact in March, Kyle Dennis went on to make more than $477K in trading profits. 

And he didn’t do it by shorting the market either. 

No joke. 

Kyle was able to rack up nearly $500K in profits by trading stocks related to the COVID-19 
pandemic and the new economy it’s created. 

So while most people are seeing these type of headlines:

They are totally missing out on what Kyle believes is a hidden bull market. 

Now if you missed last month’s profit grab in the market...

...we’re sorry to hear.
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But believe it or not, Kyle expects more trading opportunities in April. 

And possibly, even bigger profits. 

To get you ready, Kyle is putting together an online meetup. 

It’s 100% free to register. 

Not only will he address the state of the market...

...but he’ll also be sharing where he’s making the most money, how you can find these 
trades, and how to replicate his success. 

It’s all going down shortly. 

Make sure you’re there. 

Don’t miss this.

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 

broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of 

this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended 

to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's 

particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 

information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for 

themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial 
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advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and 

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and 

fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are 

based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no 

representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or 

warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no 

responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. 

Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Raging 

Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.
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Urgent: Hidden Biotech Jackpots in “A Recession Unlike Any Other”
From: Raging Bull All Access <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Fri, 03 Apr 2020 14:54:59 -0400

Dear trader, 
Brace yourself...

What you’re about to receive from us here today may be the most blunt trading 

advice you’ve received all year. 
These are unprecedented times in the market, which is why we’ve put together a very 

critical briefing to provide you with an opportunity to glimpse a few of the most urgent potential biotech 

jackpots that we could round up.  

In fact, the explosive strategies we’ve just leaked with our youngest but 

nevertheless sensational 7-figure trading expert, Kyle Dennis, have already trickled out 

to the far corners of the web. 
We aired Kyle’s State of the Market address just a few days ago, and it’s garnered some of 

our very highest click-throughs in the history of RagingBull… in just a few short days! 

The fact is, there’s some really ugly market action out there right now and the 

possibility that things are about to get worse is high. 
A group of Bank of America analysts just announced yesterday that the coming 

recession “appears to be deeper and more prolonged than we were led to believe 

just 14 days ago when we last updated our forecasts, not just in the US but 

globally as well.”
Because, here’s the thing... unemployment rates are currently through the roof. The 

number of new jobless claims soared to over 10 million in the last two weeks of 

March. 
In the end, this group of BofA analysts anticipates that the number of job losses 

will reach as many as 20 million as businesses all throughout the country are 

forced to coil in the midst of the government's most sincere attempts to constrain 

the deadly CONVID-19 pathogen. 
The worst part is that, while the market is still chugging away and trying to regain 

lost ground, a lot of the most alarming numbers aren’t even baked into the data 

yet. 
The U.S. nonfarm payrolls released today isn’t even a full reflection of the 

damage to the U.S labor market. That data was put onto paper before the outbreak 
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reached its current peak.

But while these analysts don’t anticipate a big pop in the overall market until Q4 

of 2020, you don’t have to struggle in a shrinking economy over the next two 

quarters…
 
There’s a Catalyst Goldmine in the Middle of This Bear Market… And It Could Mint a New Generation of Millionaires 

Because this market is going haywire, traders based everywhere from Lincoln, 

Nebraska, to the highest floors on Wall Street are thirsty for advice. 
Why? 
Because they’re losing money. And not just a little— a lot! 
In the past month and a half, trillions of dollars have been wiped clean from market 

circulation. 
So it’s just natural...

These traders are absolutely desperate to hear how Kyle Dennis managed to pull off a blockbuster month 

with nearly half a million bucks in realized gains— all in the midst of this crisis. 
 

 

The truth is, much of the profits that Kyle has taken this past month are the 

results of catalysts that have already popped off.

And many subscribers who are receiving premium insights on Kyle’s have been 

lucky enough to take a ride. 
Take a look at how some of them did on coronavirus play, INO... 
 

 

However, it’s not too late to get a piece of this action. Far from it. 

To be quite frank, if you ask Kyle Dennis, the game is really just about to begin…
As we close in on a coronavirus vaccine, a handful of biotech stocks specifically targeting a 

solution are primed for enormous growth. 
The coronavirus stocks that Kyle is watching right now include the following:

AIM, APT, CODX, INO, OPK, MRNA, GILD, and NVAX.

Any day now, one or more of these stocks could explode.
Find out how Kyle plans to potentially put these into play.

Not only are these coronavirus stocks primed for a breakout, the biotech industry 

as a whole will undoubtedly benefit from sympathy plays. 
The following catalysts Kyle is watching have yet to take off, though you have to 

act soon...
FDA Catalyst swings (1-4 week holds): 
GILD:

Catalyst Dates: Phase 3 coronavirus data due in April
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CLVS:

Catalyst Dates: FDA Approval Date May 15th and Phase 1/2 data due May 29th

 

 

SCYX:

Catalyst Dates: Phase 3 data due early second quarter

 

 

*** To receive Kyle Dennis’ buy zone, profit zone, and stop zone for these 3 catalysts plays, click here *** 
Now is not the time to shrivel up and hide away as a trader. 
Be fierce and play this bear market like a bull. 
Receive special access to all of Kyle Dennis’ best biotech breakout plays, including a look at a handful of potentially 

explosive coronavirus moves that he’s about to jump into.

Join Kyle for his State of the Markets address that’s been going viral across the web.

P.S. You’ll automatically receive a bunch of free stuff Kyle is giving away— just 

by attending…
•  Kyle’s trading setup guide, his Biotech Playbook, his Middle-Class Millionaire book, 

and his trading cheat sheet.

 

 

A Quick Guide For This Market Environment

 

 

“Just because stocks are getting destroyed, that doesn’t mean your account has 

to suffer. Today, I want to provide you with my do’s and don’ts for this market 

environment.” Continue reading…
 

 

 
AMA: What Are You Trading Right Now?

By Kyle Dennis of Biotech Breakouts 
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Markets Are Volatile BUT These Stocks Don’t Care

By Jeff Williams of Penny Pro

 

 

Follow These Steps To Stop A Losing Streak

By Nathan Bear of Weekly Money Multiplier  
 

 

RagingBull, LLC

62 Calef Hwy. #233, Lee, NH 03861 

Click Here to stop receiving emails from support@ragingbull.com 

Unsubscribe from all RagingBull emails

Neither Raging Bull nor RagingBull.com, LLC (publisher of Raging Bull) is registered as an investment adviser nor a 

broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of 

this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for informational purposes, is not intended 

to be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific portfolio or to any user's 

particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Furthermore, such 

information is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a 

recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for 

themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial 

advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears responsibility for his/her own investment research and 

decisions, should seek the advice of a qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and 

fully understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are 

based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no 

representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or 
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warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake no 

responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. 

Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in 

securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures from the portfolios Raging 

Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC.
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You New Benefit of Elite Membership: Jeff Bishop’s Portfolio Accelerator - Round 2!

From: Jeff Bishop <support@ragingbull.com>

To:

Date: Mon, 06 Apr 2020 15:37:01 -0400

 

Hello again Dusty, 

Looks like some crucial information was missing 
from my earlier email. Very sorry about that. 
Let’s try this again...
As a member of RagingBull’s top tier, I’m delighted 
to make you among the first to enjoy our newest 
service, my Portfolio Accelerator. 

Unlike Anything Else We Offer

You know my trading services, but they’re only a 
part of my overall approach to building my family’s 
portfolio. I’m always looking for ways to build our 
family’s future generational wealth.
You’ll find that I approach my Portfolio Accelerator trades very 
differently than you may be used to with my other 
trades. That’s because there’s a big difference 
between trading vs. building a portfolio.
As a trader, I don’t mind a fairly high degree of risk. 
But for my family portfolio, I am seeking to be 
defensive. I want to take advantage of great 
investment opportunities when I see them, but I’m 
also trying to manage any downside.
From that thinking and those actions now, I’m 
looking to build a solid, long-term foundation as a 
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base for my family’s future, year after year. And this 
is your chance to get inside my mind, see what I'm 
thinking and why I do certain things.
Now let’s get to it...
What You Can Expect
Here’s what you’ll get at a subscriber of my Portfolio 
Accelerator: 

•  A base of 5 stocks (the first is below - and 4 
more will be emailed to you this week!)
•  An email with at least 1 stock that I’m buying 
per month PLUS options plays to turbocharge 
gains 
•  Buy/sell alerts via email and SMS (please make 
sure you have your alert settings updated, if needed)
•  Monthly portfolio updates
•  A model stock portfolio
•  Resources such as my Black Book of Trading 
•  My RagingBull Investor email newsletter (coming soon!)
•  And monthly videos from me

We’re launching this publicly around April 21, but we 
wanted to get you started right away. It’s your due 
as a member of RagingBull Elite. 

Be sure to let me know what you think of the 
service. As always, I’m honored to have you along 
for the ride. 
Read on below for what I’ve selected as my first 
long-term play. Then keep an eye out tomorrow and 
each day this week for more!
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[Revealed] Top Stock #1 to Buy in the Recovery

Look at this ridiculous chart. Seriously. Look at it. 
Then look at it again.
These are the returns of every company from the 
S&P 500 during the first quarter. 
  

S&P 500 stocks - 3 month % performance: 3/30/2020

Source: finviz.com 

It’s a total blood bath. 
The type of downturn that comes along once in a 
generation. 
Almost everyone on Wall Street is licking their 
wounds and racing to cash…
But I’m extremely bullish. I’m looking to shovel cash 
with both fists into this selloff. 
I’m ready to make a KILLING. 
Anyone still on the sidelines will feel like an idiot in a 
year. 
The old adage goes “Be fearful when others are 
greedy, and greedy when others are fearful.” 
That’s not bullish enough for me. 
There’s blood in the water, and it’s time to feast 
before a “rip-your-face-off” rally kicks off.
Stocks haven't traded at these low levels since the 
last Presidential election.
And here’s the problem for anyone tiptoeing around 
the water. They might never trade this cheaply - 
ever again. 
If you’re not putting money to work in this market, 
you’re going to spend your life regretting it.

Source: finviz.com

A lot of people look at the chart above and see a 
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reason to steer clear of stocks. 
Don’t make me shake you by the shoulders. 
Pay attention… a number of stocks will fuel the next 
boom over the coming decade. 
Remember the runs of Amazon, Facebook, and 
Alphabet since 2008? 
The companies I’m targeting will make their gains 
look like a child’s piggy bank by the time this 
recovery is over. Today, we’re going to start 
unveiling these home run picks.
Smart investors are going to make a fortune when 
the economy rebounds. 
A big run… A MONSTER run... is likely to happen... 
And I want you to be a part of it.
Get Greedy, Stay Greedy
During the March selloff, certain sectors fell by eye-
popping levels. 
I love to see pull backs like this. How can you not? 
At some point, foolish sellers are just giving away 
companies for pennies on the dollar. 
Source: finviz.com

The sectors that got punched in the face the hardest 
were ones directly exposed to the economic fallout 
of COVID-19.
They include banks, airlines, movie production and 
theaters, oil and gas (equipment, services, drilling, 
exploration, pipelines), resorts and casinos, and 
other consumer-focused businesses like retail.
Some of these industries are screwed. Airlines 
aren’t coming back yet. Neither will hotels or movie 
theaters. 
But others are poised for massive rebound. You 
have to know what will survive and what will thrive. 
Making those calls - that’s my job.
In fact, I’ve already uncovered several sectors that 
have started to skyrocket. 
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Now, does that mean I think every stock is a buy?
Heck no! 
But I’ve hand-picked some of the hottest investment 
opportunities out there — ones that I believe are 
deeply undervalued. Ones that will make fat profits 
from this feast.
Now is the perfect time to build a long-term portfolio 
of companies with an economic moat and staying 
power. Right now is the time to go long and build a 
freaking fortune.
I want to show you some stocks I believe will be 
leaders for decades to come.
These are cornerstone positions in my family 
portfolio. I expect them to blow away everything else 
in the market. And now is the time for you to get on 
board.
This week, I’ll be unveiling my five picks one at a 
time. 
Today, let’s start with my No. 1 pick for a market 
recovery…
Apple Inc. (AAPL)
Everyone knows Apple Inc. (AAPL). 
But here’s a brief refresher on why this company is a 
winner. 
It is one of the world's largest companies.
It has a dominant market share in every category it 
operates. 
The tech giant has incredible management. 
It operates one of the most universally recognized 
brands on the planet. 
And it’s outperformed after every crisis dating back 
to the Dot-Com Bubble. 
If it’s not obvious, Apple is one of my favorite 
investment ideas right now.
If you don't already know, Apple was founded in 
1976 by Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak, and Ronald 
Wayne… and just a few decades later, it became 
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the world's first trillion-dollar company. 
The reason?
Innovation.
Consumers flock to its state-of-the-art computers, 
mobile devices, as well as software and services.
Look around. You'll see countless consumers using 
an iPhone, iPad, Mac, or AirPods. 
If you ask around, I’ll bet those same consumers 
also use iMessage, iCloud, Mac, iTunes, Apple Pay, 
and the app store.
With such strong brand loyalty and name 
recognition, Apple has proven its staying power.
Fun fact: Apple is the largest technology company 
by revenue, as well as market capitalization at the 
time of this writing. 
It’s easy to understand why. Just take a look at how 
diverse Apple's revenue stream is:
    
This broad portfolio of products and services makes 
the company a perfect long-term buy in an economic 
storm. 
Read more, right here.
 
Apple Still Has Growth Potential

Sure, Apple does have some stiff competition out 
there. 
However, Apple has proven its ability to take market 
share and outperform some of the most influential 
and innovative companies. 
That signals to me Apple is a resilient company and 
will continue to grow its brand for years to come.
   
Source: Strategic Management Insight

When it comes to due diligence, I like to see how 
dominant a company is in its industry. 
This allows me to assess its growth potential. 
For example, Apple has a majority of U.S. market 
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share in mobile operating systems.

Source: StatCounter Global Stats

However, its presence in the smartphone market 
outside of the U.S. is not so prominent.
In February 2020, Apple had about 26% market 
share of the smartphone operating systems 
worldwide.

Source: StatCounter Global Stats

I don’t see this as a weakness.
If Apple can take just a few more percentage points 
in the global smartphone market, that would equate 
to billions more in revenue and net earnings.
That would pump this stock much… much higher.
How Apple Can Gain Market Share
You see, although Apple dominates with its products 
in the U.S., its foreign revenues have been declining 
over the years.
The reason this is happening is because of the high 
price point on iPhones. The vast majority of mobile 
phone sales are under $316, while the average 
iPhone costs $758. 
However, Apple is showing promise in reducing 
costs and maintaining margins. 
It plans to roll out its latest iPhone in Spring 2020 — 
which should retail around $400.
Apple has also started to slash some prices on its 
luxury phones, such as the iPhone 8 and iPhone 
X.R.
The company generates a majority of its revenue 
from the sale of iPhones (61% of total revenue). 
While that operating segment may see a decline this 
year, the downturn is largely priced into the stock. 
Subscription Services on Fire. 
Apple’s subscription services business should 
continue to provide strong revenue for the 
company. 
It grew by 16.5% in fiscal 2019. 
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And even in this environment, App Store, Apple Pay, 
Apple Music, and AppleCare should thrive.
 
This side of the business generated about 18% of 
the firm's total sales in fiscal 2019.
Apple Dominates the Wearables Market
Another fast-growing segment for Apple has been 
wearables. 
Its wearables revenue grew by 44% in fiscal 2019. 
The AirPods and Apple Watch have pushed Apple 
to be the leader in the wearables market—commanding a 

36.5% market share.  
Of course, I’m not just looking at Apple’s story and 
the headlines to analyze the stock. 
I like to look at the long-term chart, then dig deeper 
into the company.
 
The Technical View

I like to look at a stock's price trend before I make 
any decision. 
Here’s a look at Apple’s weekly chart.
 
As you can see, the stock is still in a long-term 
upward trend. 
But recently, coronavirus caused the stock to pull 
back from its record high above $320. 
There are key areas in which the stock looks 
extremely attractive — around the 50-day moving 
average and 200-day moving averages on the daily 
and weekly charts. 
Although these levels do change over time, they 
tend to be key support levels. 
In other words, investors will step in, buy the stock 
and "support" the stock at these prices.
After confirming that Apple has likely reached its 
bottom on the technical side, I like to dig into other 
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numbers. So, let’s take a look at the financials to 
see how Apple is performing.
 
Apple: Inside the Books

Apple has a phenomenal management team, and I 
believe it does its best to inform and reward 
investors. 
For example, during the start of the coronavirus 
pandemic, Apple was among the first companies, 
back on February 17, to announce that it would be 
missing its quarterly guidance due to COVID-19 
concerns. 
Although the company is predicting a decline in its 
iPhone sales volume, I believe that it is just a short-
term bump in the road.
You see, analysts at some of the largest investment 
banks are still projecting year over year growth in 
Apple’s revenues and earnings per share.
Please take the numbers below with a grain of salt. The COVID-19 pandemic is ongoing, and 

it's caused a lot of economic pain. 
When it comes to conducting due diligence on 
investment ideas, it’s beneficial to compare the 
numbers to the industry standard. If you look below, 
Apple has some relatively attractive values. 
For example, look at the price to earnings (P/E) — 
one of the most widely used financial ratios out 
there.
Apple trades at about 20 times its earnings, which is 
below the industry average.

Not only that but if you compare the relative price 
performance during one of the worst quarters, Apple 
was able to outperform the industry, as well as the 
S&P 500.
Moreover, Apple has proven its ability to grow year 
over year, according to the profitability metrics 
below.
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Source: TradeStation

Finally, I want to look to see how the company has 
performed in its various categories. 
As we can see, Apple did have a year-over-year 
decline in iPhone sales, which looks likely to 
rebound in 2021 and beyond. 
It's been red hot in its wearables, iPad, and services 
businesses. I expect that it will continue to see 
incredible growth again once the economy 
rebounds, and consumers buy new gadgets and 
accessories.

Source: 2019 10-K filing

I’ve examined the company’s finances, its trends, 
and its market share, and Apple is poised for a big 
bounce after the COVID-19 fallout comes to a close. 
With the stock sitting at key support levels, it 
appears that the bottom is likely here for Apple.
There are a few other reasons why you should buy 
Apple stock.

Why Apple Now:

•  Flight to Safety Play

This is a favorite buy among institutional investors. 
Pension funds will be a major buyer of stocks over 
the coming months. Apple is held in over 121 ETFs. 
It is a member of the Dow, S&P 500, and Nasdaq 
100. And it is the single largest holding of Berkshire 
Hathaway, run by the world’s most famous value 
investor Warren Buffett. 

•  Strong Balance Sheet

According to its Q1 2019 earnings report, Apple had 
more than $245B in cash on hand. It has plenty of 
cash on hand to overcome any temporary disruption 
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it’s currently facing. The company could also deploy 
a lot of this money to buy a number of struggling 
startups that provide next-generation technologies 
and huge upside. In a buyers market, Apple can 
deploy capital at will, and could end up getting a 
massive bargain when the dust settles.  

•  High Margins on Products and Services

Apple’s price margins are unrivaled in the industry, 
and it continues to stack cash as customers pay 
high prices for quality and convenience. One of 
Apple's shining stars recently has been its 
subscription service business, which includes Apple 
Pay, AppleCare, and Apple Music.
The firm disclosed last summer that it had a 62.8% profit 

margin from its services business. 

•  Strong Demand for 5G Should Boost iPhone sales in 2021.  

Apple is one of the most innovative companies in 
the world. And stands to generate a fortune thanks 
to the widespread adoption of 5G across the world. 
Analysts at JPMorgan are expecting strong demand 
for 5G, as its current forecast for 2021 remains at 
208 million units of iPhones sold. Look for Apple to 
be among the biggest winners in this category. 

•  Value

The stock is trading 27% off its highs. It pays its 
investors a cash dividend of $4.83 per share. 

My Long-term Play: Buy Apple Inc. (NASDAQ: 
AAPL) at or below $250.00. 
Tomorrow, I’ll be unveiling my next pick in my family 
portfolio. This company is also prepared to help 
make a generational fortune thanks to 5G 
technology.
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be used as a personalized investment recommendation, and is not attuned to any specific 

portfolio or to any user's particular investment needs or objectives. Past performance is NOT 

indicative of future results. Furthermore, such information is not to be construed as an offer to 

sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, 

hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for 

themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their 

own independent financial advisors with respect to any investment decision. The reader bears 

responsibility for his/her own investment research and decisions, should seek the advice of a 

qualified securities professional before making any investment, and investigate and fully 

understand any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included 

on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but 

should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express or 

implied, is made, including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning 

accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. In addition, we undertake 

no responsibility to notify such opinions, analyses or information or to keep such opinions, 

analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for 

RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on 

this website or newsletter. Past results are not indicative of future profits. This table is 

accurate, though not every trade is represented. Profits and losses reported are actual figures 

from the portfolios Raging Bull manages on behalf of RagingBull.com, LLC. 
 
 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below:

 Unsubscribe from this list

 
 
62 Calef Hwy #233 Lee, New Hampshire 03861 United States
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From: Dusty Tyukody 

Sent: Friday, July 31, 2020 10:56 AM

To: BBB Raging Bull

Cc: Dusty Tyukody

Subject: Re: APPOINTMENT RE: BBB COMPLAINT

Good Morning Justin, based on when this email came in, you move fast.  I don’t miss much and so, given that 
RB had found a need to fund a BBB Specialist, seems to me I am not the exception to the rule.  Just an 
observation.  Should RB decide to change their business models, they could theoretically make your position 
unnecessary. 
 
But, back to my situation:  I am pleased Michael, you and I have come to this agreement.  I don’t know if that 
MC is still good so it would make best sense for you to send the $1K via PayPal using my email address.  Once 
that reimbursement hits my PayPal account, I will confirm it’s arrival with you via email and you are free to 
detach me from RB and all it’s products.  Good luck to you Justin.  You have a heck of a job to do so blessings 
and good luck to you. 
 
 
Dusty Tyukody 

 
 
 
 

On Jul 30, 2020, at 4:16 PM, BBB Raging Bull <bbb@ragingbull.com> wrote: 
 
Dusty, 
 
Per our conversation earlier today I have taken that proposed resolution to Michael. After some 
discussion I convinced him to accept the offer of issuing a $1,000 refund and remove you from 
all services, and add you to the "Do Not Contact List". 
 
We currently have a Mastercard on file for you ending in 7681 we will first attempt to issue the 
$1,000 there, if that doesn't work you can send us your Paypal address and we will issue a $1,000 
payment to you. 
 
At the conclusion of this we have come to a reasonable solution that all parties have agreed to 
and should be marked on the BBB accordingly without prejudice that you spoke with a 
representative and came to a reasonable arrangement. 
 
Regards, 
Justin 
BBB Specialist 
RagingBull.com 
 
On Thu, Jul 30, 2020 at 3:07 PM Dusty Tyukody  wrote: 
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sorry Justin, I just saw your email.  wish I had seen it sooner but I don’t always get on my email 
during the afternoon.  I am available now thru tonite and will watch my phone and email 
faithfully 
 
Dusty Tyukody 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

On Jul 30, 2020, at 11:57 AM, BBB Raging Bull <bbb@ragingbull.com> wrote: 
 
Dusty, 
 
I will call you at 2 pm today, I look forward to speaking with you then! 
 
Regards, 
Justin 
BBB Specialist 
RagingBull.com 
 
On Fri, Jul 24, 2020 at 11:19 AM Dusty Tyukody  
wrote: 
I have received your rebuttal in an email from the NH BBB.  I can be available 
for a phone call from a representative of RB next week Tues, Wed or Thurs. 
from 1:30 PM to 3:30 PM EST.  Please let me know what day and time works 
best for you.  You may contact me at  
 
Complaint # 16067729 
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DECLARATION OF GEORGE FOTION 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, George Fotion, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as a 

witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is George Fotion. I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in Rancho 

Palos Verdes, California. 

2. In July 2020, I was on either Facebook or Instagram and saw an advertisement for 

a service called Monday Movers. The service is run by a company called Raging Bull LLC 

("Raging Bull"). The advertisement I saw talked about options trading, but it turns out that the 

service is for trading stocks, and Jason Bond is supposed to send subscribers trade 

recommendations. I did not realize that the service did not include options until after purchased. 

From the advertisement, I went to the Monday Movers website where I watched a video of a 

trader named Jason Bond pitching the service. On the website, I noticed there was a 30-day 

money back guarantee. Jason Bond also mentioned the guarantee in the video. I thought that ifl 

signed up, it would be risk free because I could cancel within 30 days. 

3. On approximately July 24, 2020, I paid $799 for Monday Movers with my credit 

card. After I joined, immediately I was bombarded by dozens of emails trying to upsell other 

products by Raging Bull. 

4. With my subscription I believed that I was going to get real time trade alerts. 

However once I got the first trade, I realized that the stock picks Jason Bond was providing were 

made after he placed his trades because he stated in his alerts the names of the stocks and prices 

that he just bought or sold. I paid a lot of money to get good, actionable advice, not advice after 

the trader executed his own trades. An alert that comes a few hours after Jason Bond trades is 

not useful to me. In addition, I looked up some of the stocks that he was trading in my 

Ameritrade account and he was trading on thinly traded stocks. A major purchase by Jason could 

move the market so that my entry price would be higher than Jason's entry price. Jason Bond 

led me to believe in the video presentation that the text would come before or at the time the 
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trade was made. I would not have purchased this service if I had known that Jason was trading 

before sending the alerts. 

5. Also, I did not realize until after I purchased that the service was focused only on 

trading stocks. This did not fit my investment plan as I had no interest in trading stocks. I never 

actually tried to execute any of the trades because I only wanted to trade options. 

6. I decided to cancel my subscription since I did not want to trade stocks, and I did 

not like that the alerts went out after Jason Bond traded. Since I had just purchased the service, I 

was well within the 30 days. I first tried to cancel on the website since that is where I signed up 

for the service. However, I could not find a way to cancel online. I then sent an email to cancel. 

I received an email back stating that their records showed that I did not take the two-hour 

training course that I apparently had to take in order to get the 30-day money back guarantee. I 

then called Raging Bull because I never saw anywhere--------on the website, the presentation or the 

checkout page-that I had to take a course in order to get the 30-day money back guarantee. I 

called Raging Bull to speak with someone and spoke with several people, including a supervisor. 

They kept insisting that they disclose on the website that you have to take the course in order to 

get your money back, but I told them that I never saw any such disclaimer. In the end, the 

Raging Bull employees told me I could not get my money back unless I took the required course. 

7. Not only was I required to take the course, but I had to pass it as well. No one at 

Raging Bull told me I had to pass, but it was evident when I started working through it. The 

course was divided up into multiple segments and each segment had a test. You had to pass each 

segment by getting 100% in order to go on to the next segment. In fact, I missed one question 

and I had to take the test again because I could not get to the next segment until I got 100%. 

There were dozens of segments and the courses were about stock trading. I spent about 5 or 6 

hours trying to get through the course and finally gave up. It was very difficult. 

8. I filed a complaint with the Better Business Bureau on July 28, 2020. Raging 

Bull responded to my complaint on the BBB website and told me to email them at 
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bbb@ragingbull.com or call them and speak with a BBB specialist in Raging Bull's Client 

Services Team. 

9. After my frustration with the course requirements, I called and emailed Raging 

Bull again and complained. I told them that I was going to complain on my social media as well. 

Then I became very vocal on my social media pages, like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. I 

described what happened to me and I used the "@" sign with the company name so that the 

company would know that I posted negative reviews about their misleading practices. 

Approximately a month after I purchased, I then received an email telling me that I would 

receive a refund, but the person asked me to update my BBB profile to say that the problem was 

resolved. I never did that, but I did receive a refund within a few days as a credit on my credit 

card. 

10. I had called my credit card company to dispute the charge, but terminated that 

dispute after I received the refund. 

11. I do not understand why Raging Bull makes it so difficult to cancel. I do not 

recall seeing any disclaimer requiring completion of a course with the original 30-day money 

back guarantee I saw on the website and I do not recall Jason Bond mentioning any required 

course when he mentioned the guarantee on the video. I feel that their practice of making people 

take a class in order to qualify for a refund, and then making it impossible to complete the class 

is predatory. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on: 

~ · ~~ f 'S , 2020 
Rancho Palos Verdes, California 
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DECLARATION OF HUSSEIN ABTIDON 
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 

I, Hussein Abtidon, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters set forth below. If called as 

a witness, I could and would testify as follows: 

1. My name is Hussein Abtidon. I am over the age of twenty-one and I live in 

Chicago, Illinois. 

2. I have been trading on my own for about a year and have learned what I know 

from online sources.  In approximately May 2020, I saw an ad online about making money by 

trading while I was watching videos on YouTube.  I clicked on the ad and it took me to a website.  

On the website there was information about a presentation for a service called “Trade with 

Kyle.”  I watched the presentation.  Kyle Dennis was promoting his service and it looked like he 

worked for a company called RagingBull.com LLC (“Raging Bull”).  Kyle talked about how he 

made millions using his easy trading strategy and how anyone could use this same strategy to 

make money.  He had testimonials from other subscribers who also said they were making 

money using his service.  He did not explain what his strategy was, but he said that he follows 

the news about companies to find his trades, and if we follow his trades, we can make money 

too.  He said that he would send out trade alerts through emails and text messages alerting us to 

the trades he was making.  It sounded like a good deal because I could make the trades that he 

was making and I did not have to do any of the market research or technical analysis that Kyle 

was using to find his winning trades.   

3. I paid approximately $799 with my credit card.  He said that we would receive 

real time alerts, weekly videos explaining his trades, and training videos we could watch.  

However, he emphasized that all we had to do was follow what he was doing, follow his alerts 

and we would make money.   

4. After I signed up, I began receiving Kyle’s trade alerts through both text and 

email.  I could not get in at the price Kyle said he purchased at and that he sent the alert about to 

his subscribers. By the time I received the alerts, the price had gone up and I was not able to get 
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in the trade at the same price. Sometimes I got into the trade anyway, but I did not make money.  

I made a little money on a few trades, but on average I lost money.  For example, if I traded on 

five of his alerts per week, I would sometimes make money on two, but lost money on the other 

three wiping out any of my gains.  I decided to stop using the service because I did not have a lot 

of money to trade with and I lost approximately $600.   

5. I also realized after I signed up that Kyle was investing large sums of money to 

make the profits he was talking about.  For example, he would invest over $25,000 to make 

returns of over $3000 on his trades.  Kyle did not tell us that he was trading with such large 

amounts of money in his presentation when he was touting his large profits.  I do not have that 

kind of money to play with and could never make trades with that much money.    

6. After I signed up, I immediately started receiving tons of solicitation emails about 

other services offered by Raging Bull.  One service that I received several emails about was 

LottoX by someone named Nathan Bear.  On May 6, I received an email with the subject line, 

“ROOM NOW OPEN” that stated, “YOU HAVE 30 MINUTES.”  It then stated “By the end of 

this training, you’re going to have everything you need to be able to implement my LottoX 

indicator into YOUR training.”  The email also contained a snapshot of Nathan’s trading account 

that showed percentage gains ranging from 9.9% to 400%. There do not appear to be any losses 

in the snapshot.  Attached as Attachment A is a true and correct copy of this email. 

7. Also on May 6, I received an email from Nathan Bear with the subject line 

“Slashed Prices + Performance Guarantee TODAY ONLY.”  The email contained what appeared 

to be testimonials from current members.  One said, “Already a lottox member. Made $3k 

today!”  Another one said, “he is very Good, todays [sic] all 3 trades crossed 80%.”  At the 

bottom of the email, Nathan wrote, “I am offering you a PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE: At 

least 50 100% winners alerted to you over the next year!”  Attached as Attachment B is a true 

and correct copy of this email.  

8. I watched the presentation by Nathan Bear about LottoX.  He said that he would 

alert us to trades he was making, we would stay in the position overnight, and then we would 
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make 100% or more returns the next day.  Based on the presentation, I believed I could make 

100% returns on Nathan’s trades.  I had a small account and, under the trading rules for my 

account, I could only make 4 trades per week.  I really liked the fact that this was not day trading 

and that we would hold the trades overnight.  I also really liked the fact that he was going to alert 

us to the trades he was making so we could make the same trade.  Nathan said that he was a 

millionaire and that if we follow him and do what he does, we could make money too. This 

sounded great to me and it meant that I would not have to do any of the research on the trades.  I 

could just follow someone who made a lot of money trading.   

9. I decided that I did not want to use Trade with Kyle any longer because I could 

not make money using that service.  I called Raging Bull to see if I could get a refund.  The sales 

person told me no.  Then I asked if I could switch services and sign up for LottoX.  He said I 

could not do that either.   He told me that if I signed up for the second service, though, I could 

get a 30-day money back guarantee.  I decided to purchase that service as well and I paid 

approximately $1499 with my credit card.  With this service, I was supposed to receive real time 

trade alerts and training videos.   

10. I tried to use the service, but I lost all the money I invested.  In the presentation, 

Nathan said that we would make 100% returns overnight, but I lost money overnight.  I stopped 

trying to use Nathan’s service when my losses hit $1000. I tried calling and emailing Nathan 

Bear to ask him how he was able to make money on his trades, but I never received a response.  

He was alerting us to 10-15 trades per day, but I could not make all of the trades because I did 

not have enough money.  I felt that it would have been more helpful if he sent just a few trades 

that we could have focused on.  

11. I also watched the training videos for both services to see if that would help me.  

To me, the videos did not explain how to trade on your own. The videos explained that the 

traders were making trades based on charts and graphs, but there was no in depth explanation 

about the charts themselves to allow me to use that information on my own.  The videos also did 

not have an explanation of any strategies that I could follow.  I did not learn anything from the 
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videos.   It seemed to me that for both Kyle and Dennis’ services, the mission was to have their 

subscribers follow what they were doing rather than teach us a strategy to learn on our own. 

12. I called customer service within 2 to 3 weeks after I started Nathan’s service and 

within the 30-day money back guarantee time-period to ask for a refund.  I tried emailing and 

calling and could not get an answer from anyone.  The person I finally spoke with said I could 

not get a refund.  I explained that my results were not at all like what Nathan promised in his 

presentation.  The customer service representative then said that not all the trades would have 

returns overnight, but that is not what Nathan said in the presentation, and he should have made 

that clear.  Then the representative said that I had to talk to a supervisor about getting a refund.  It 

took me some time to finally reach a supervisor, and when I finally talked to a supervisor, he said 

that there are no refunds and at this point it was past the 30 days.  I explained that I asked for a 

refund before the 30 days expired, but he did not listen.  It seemed to me like customer service 

dragged out the process until the 30 days expired so that they did not have to give me a refund.  

13. Finally, on approximately June 25, 2020, I filed a complaint with the Better 

Business Bureau (“BBB”) in New Hampshire because Raging Bull’s address is in New 

Hampshire.  I asked for a refund only for LottoX because Raging Bull already denied my refund 

request for Trade with Kyle and the company should have to honor the 30-day money back 

guarantee the Raging Bull sales agent promised me on the phone for LottoX.  

14. Approximately three weeks after I filed the complaint with the BBB, Raging Bull 

contacted me and told me that I could get a refund, but only if I told the BBB first that I was 

satisfied with Raging Bull’s response.  I did as they asked and once I did that, I received a refund 

of $1499 for LottoX on July 22, 2020.  I lost approximately $1600 trading using both services  
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and I never received a refund of the $799 I spent on Trade with Kyle.  

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

 
 
 
Executed on: _______________, 2020  
Chicago, Illinois Hussein Abtidon 
 

 

8/31
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Nathan Bear <NathanBear@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 
Date: Wed, May 6, 2020 at 12:32 PM 
Subject: ROOM NOW OPEN! 
To:  
 

YOU HAVE 30 MINUTES  

ps://app.ragingbull.com/join-room/rb-free 

 session you’ve attended! 

verything you need to be able to implement my LottoX indicator into YOUR trading.  

ng…  
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.., Watch list LottoX • 
. 

al. . • 
Symbol . Last Pas Q ... Avg Pr ... P/L Open Net Liq P/L % D ... D ... ¢, 

+20 $2.30 $1,400.00 $6,000.00 30.43% .55 9.0 

-'' +5 $0.90 $1,800.00 $2,250.00 400.00% .58 2.0 

+10 $1.60 $650.00 $2,250.00 40.63% .63 2.0 

.MTCH200515C85 3.00 +10 $2.48 $600.00 $3,075.00 24.24% .59 9.0 

+10 $1.71 $390.00 $2,100.00 22.81% .54 9.0 

+30 $0.96 $285.00 $3,165.00 9.90% .45 9.0 

+10 $2.47 $1,728.00 $4,200.00 69.90% .41 2.0 

+35 $0.99 $1,275.00 $4,725.00 36.96% .18 2.0 

+10 $3.44 $2,365.00 $5,800.00 68.85% .34 9.0 
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k the same.  
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Bear@weeklymoneymultiplier.com  

Multiplier) is registered as an investment adviser nor a broker/dealer with either the U. S. Securities & Exchange Commission or any state securities regulatory authority. Users of this website are advised that all information presented on this website is solely for info
y engage in securities trading that is discussed or viewed on this website, but all such individuals are buying and selling such securities for their own account. These individuals do not engage in any trades with customers. The buying and selling of securities by thes
construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or otherwise) any security. All users of this website must determine for themselves what specific investments to make or not make and are urged to consult with their own independent financial advisors with
d any and all risks before investing. All opinions, analyses and information included on this website are based on sources believed to be reliable and written in good faith, but should be independently verified, and no representation or warranty of any kind, express o
to keep such opinions, analyses or information current. Also be aware that owners, employees and writers of and for RagingBull.com, LLC may have long or short positions in securities that may be discussed on this website or newsletter, but all such positions are h
of RagingBull.com, LLC. 

ill need to go to your subscriptions list inside the RagingBull Dashboard if you want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com. 
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Nathan Bear <NathanBear@weeklymoneymultiplier.com> 
Date: Wed, May 6, 2020 at 4:05 PM 
Subject: Slashed Prices + Performance Guarantee TODAY ONLY 
To:  
 

m current members! 
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May 6, 2:09 PM 

danny sob: I have been with Nate from the start ..... he a int lying ... no joke .... lottox is THAT GOOD 

M 

70% on Wand 60% on SPCE with Nate today. The best part is that I can spot my own 

v. Thanks Nate for the awesome training! 

May 6,2:11 PM 

Mayo 2·11PM 

steven van: Already a lot1:ox member. Made 3k today! Thi 

vijay raj: he is very Good, todays all 3 trades crossed 80% 
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olutely FREE.  

ottoX deal!  

DIAL: 844-963-1904 NOW! 

ices end tonight.  

I’m offering you a PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE: At least 50 100% winners alerted to you over the next year! 
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u want to cancel your subscription. Opting out of emails does not remove you from your service at WeeklyMoneyMultipler.com. 
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